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Westrox ACOUSTILENS

20/80
LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM

High Quality— High Efficiency
is now available for demonstration by any of the
undermentioned retailers

You are invited to compare the performance
of the Westrex Acoustilens 20/80 with that of any
loudspeaker to be found, anywhere—
judging what you hear not so much as sound
from aloudspeaker, but for its faithfulness to the
original sound.
The Westrex Acoustilens 20/80 can be purchased complete in Westrex cabinet as illustrated
or as a " kit of parts" with specifications and
drawings for alternative locally made cabinets of
different designs.

LONDON—HARRODS LTD., Knightsbridge, S.VV.I
LARG & SONS ( LONDON) LTD..
76-77 High Holborn, W.C.I
RIMINGTON VAN WYCK LTD..
42 Cranbourn Street, W.C.2
TELE -RADIO ( 1943) LTD.,
189 Edgware Road, W.2
WEBBS RADIO, 14 Soho Street, W.I

GLASGOW—JAMES SCOTT & CO. 1E.E.1 LTD.
80 Finnieston Street, C.3

BATH—C. MILSOM & SONS, North Gate

LIVERPOOL—BEAVER RADIO ( L'POOL) LTD.
60/62 Whitechapel

GUILDFORD—SOUNDCRAFT, 5 Tunsgate
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES— R. K. APPLEBY,D Crown Passage
LEEDS — R. S. KITCHEN LTD.,
27/31 Queen Victoria Street

BIRMINGHAM—GRIFFIN RADIO LTD.,
122 Bristol Street
HOLLICK & TAYLOR
16 Grosvenor Road, Handsworth

MANCHESTER— HIGH FIDELITY DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
144 & 146 Oxford Road
RARE RECORDS LIMITED
5-7 Barton Square, St. Anns Square

BOURNEMOUTH — RONALDSONS OF SOUTHBOURNE
205 Southbourne Road, Southbourne

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE

BRIGHTON—JOHN KING (FILMS) LTD.,
Film House East Street

CAMBRIDGE—G. P. REECE, I & 2 Peas Hill

WESTREX

PAYNE & HORNSBY LTD., Gallowgate

NOTTINGHAM—HENRY FARMER & CO., LTD.
54 Long Row
ALEX OVVEN LTD.,
51 Carrington Street

BRISTOL—BRISTOL & WEST RECORDING SERVICE LTD.,
6 Park Row
CARDIFF

OXFORD— HORNS, 6 South Parade

CITY RADIO LTD., 2 Churchill Way

CATERHAM—F. A. TAYLOR & CO., LTD.,
22 High Street

PLYMOUTH—MOON & SONS ( PIANOS) LTD.,
13/17 New George Street

CROYDON— CLASSICAL ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
352/354 Lower Addiscombe Road

SHEFFIELD— PHILIP CANN,
4/4a Dixon Lane, 1

EDINBURGH— JAMES SCOTT & CO. ( EE.) LTD.
21/25 George IV Bridge

SUNDERLAND—ROSE BROS.,
5 Blandford Street

CO.

LTD.,

LIBERTY

HOUSE,

41,

REGENT

STREET,

;1 8

LONDON

W.I

TELEPHONE:
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FEATURES
• HIGH
PICK-UP
SENSITIVITY
sufficient to operate from any pick-up
in the World, including low output
variable reluctance types.

AKthis

• TWO PICK-UP IMPEDANCES, covering all pick-up requirements.

entirely new design superb
rkmanship and attractive styling are
bined with a comprehensive specifiion,
including
every
worthwhile
turc contributing directly to better
ormance, together with ease of
• ieletallation, operation and matching.
,

• PRE-SET CONTROLS fitted to all
inputs excepting HIC , but including
Tape Output, facilitate matching.
• MUTING CONTACTS fitted to Input
Selector to prevent possibility of
" break-through."

opmeopeletefrefoerdomeofepoickd-ud es e
ptapes
on
t two of the many valuable features
orporated in the design.

III

he most important single factor
tributing to the incredibly low price
relation to performance which has been
ieved is the quite new method of
struction which has been adopted.
is not only has many technical advan. es but substantially cuts production
:
e and hence production costs.

FOUR
ACCURATE
RECORD
CHARACTERISTICS carefully chosen
to compensate satisfactorily for any
record liable to be encountered.

• TAPE
RECORD
AND
REPLAY
SOCKETS permit use with acomplete
Tape Recorder.
Panel adaptor
available for Portable Recorders.
• OPTIONAL BUILT-IN TAPE CHARACTERISTIC removal of internal link
provides CCIR tape characteristics on
Tape Replay socket.
Simple addition
of our Booster Unit permits playing
of pre-recorded tapes direct from
tape head.

At fill the new RD JUNIOR Mk.
Control Unit value in the World.

II represents the finest

AMPLIFIER

FIRST

• SWITCHED
LOW
PASS
FILTER
essential in reducing the distortion
experienced from poor radio transmissions or worn records.

introduced
very
nearly
three years ago the
Amplifier, apart from detail improvements, is still produced virtually in
its original form, and retains all the
features which have achieved and
maintained world leadership in the
medium-pr,ce amplifier field.

• WIDE RANGE TONE CONTROLS,
continuously variable Bass and Treble
controls using Baxandall circuit.

RD JUNIOR

• UNIQUE
CONSTRUCTION
eliminates the conventional metal chassis
which is replaced by a bakelite panel,
similar to a printed circuit, on which
components are mounted either side.
Wiring is virtually eliminated by
component to component connection
and hum reduced to a minimum by
simplified earthing.
The resulting
layout is compact yet accessible and
consistency of performance is assured
by rigid fixing of stray capacities.

• 14 watts Peak Output
•" Ultra Linear" Output Stage
• Grain Orientated Laminations

• RELIABILITY backed by a unique
unconditional TWO YEAR GUARANTEE against faulty materials or
workmanship.

• High Margin of Stability
la Exceptional Power/Frequency
Curve
• Generous

Inductance

• EXCLUSIVE STYLING features an
attractively designed panel available
in a choice of four colours—still
exclusive to " RD " equipment.
The
edges are radiused and the control
knobs, a new design moulded to our
order, are partially recessed. Control
functions are clearly marked and an
unobtrusive indicator light is incorporated.

Smoothing

al Ample Spare Power
IS Unique " Impedance
Speaker Matching

Available
Rear
view
Centro!
Unit showing neat grouping of all connections,
pre-set controls, etc., on
a single recessed panel.

from

leading

High

Plug "

Fidelity

dealers

throughout

the

country

Illustrated leaflets describing the complete range of matched equipment forming
the
Home High Fidelity System may be had post free on request

RD JUNIOR

ROGERS DEVELOPMENTS (
Electronics) LTD.
•

"RODEVCO WORKS"
4-14 Barmeston Road
Telegrams: RODEVCO LONDON S.E.6

e

Catford

•

LONDON, S.E.6

precision
and
craftsmanship
ef

Take alook at your wristwatch. The odds
are ahundred to one that in small lettering
on the dial you will find the words " Swiss Made".

'as

Throughout the world Switzerland is recognised as the
centre of craftsmanship in precision mechanisms. When
you consider the service your watch gives you day after day
—and the price you paid for it—you may well conclude
that " Swiss Made" also means sheer value for money.
It was by no accident that Goldring turned to Switzerland
for atranscription gramophone motor. Modern
record reproduction calls for acraftsmanmade mechanism of more than
average precision and reliability. And
modern strains on purses call for nothing
short of real value for money.

The Goldring-Lenco Transcription Motor
is designed and made entirely in Switzerland.
There are three versions (from £ 17. lO. 4. to
£23. 7. o. including P.T.) which incorporate
the Lenco transcription arm and the
Goldring -500". Your dealer will be happy to
show them to you—or we will gladly send
you adescriptive leaflet on request.

GOLDRING-LENCO
GRAMOPHONE

TRANSCRIPTION

MOTORS

Goldrtng Manufacturing Co. ( Great Britain) Ltd.
486 Ffigh Road, Leytonstone. London, E.I I
(Leytonstone 8343)

Ree

66 5101

ee_).ffle-

4€71. TiC4e)

I
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REPRODUCER
SPECIFICATION

TYPE :
Multiple unit wide
speaker system.

range

loud-

UNITS:
Bass : 12" Direct Radiator (Audiom
608 sa),
Mid-kange : Horn Loaded Pressure
Driven ( MIDAX).
Treble: Horn Loaded Pressure
Driven (TREBAX).

was the concluding comment by Mr. P. Wilson, The Technical Editor of
"The Gramophone", reporting on the performance of GOODMANS ' 315'
in the August 1957 issue of " THE GRAMOPHONE".
"This '315' Reproducer is the integrated version of the GOODMANS
three-unit system which aroused my (and my wife's) enthusiasm in the
report which was published last December.
What I said then can be repeated on this renewed experience — and
during the past month or so Imust have listened to the Reproducer for
some 250 hours, which is quite along time when one comes to think of
it. During the whole of that time it has never given us one moment's
uneasiness, whether at low volume or at very high. It is sweet and clean
and clear even on the slightest whisper; and it takes the crescendos
to climaxes of tremendous power without afalter and with equal clarity.
There is one difference from the earlier combination that I tested;
the provision of the attenuators for the middle and treble units. Ihave
no doubt whatever that these will enable abetter balance to be obtained
with the bass output. For the conditions I am using at the moment,
I find the best setting of these controls to be about minus 6db., i.e.,
three steps down from maximum. In some other room I might want
to modify these settings; there is plenty of range. One thing, however, I
should insist upon: once asuitable setting has been decided, the controls
should be left at that. What more is there for me to say? ... Ihave never
heard a better combination at any price and certainly this is the best
middle register response Ihave yet come across. The two things that in
my view stand out (and my wife concurs) are first, that the low part of
the scale never seems to be obtrusive, though special listening indicates
that all parts from the lowest bass to the highest treble are there;
and the se zond, that the Reproducer sounds good, whether at high or at
low volume or in passage from one to the other. These are rare virtues."

FREQUENCY RANGE:
30 c/s. to 16,000 c/s. (- 8 db.
20,000 c/s.)
CROSSOVER FREQUENCIES:
750 c/s. and 5,000 c/s.
X0/750/5000).

at

(
Network

MAXIMUM POWER HANDLING
CAPACITY:
15 watts ( British Rating)
30 watts ( American Rating)
IMPEDANCE:
15 ohms at 400 c/s.
ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION:
90 ( Minimum at any frequency).
BASS LOADING:
Accustical Resistance Unit ( ARU.I72).
CONTROLS:
Separate controls for mid- range
and treble units, in the form cf two
constant impedance P-step attenuators calibrated in 2 db steps.
CABINET:
Rigid construction with full acoustic
lagging. Distinctive sapele veneers,
finished
in
medium
rosewood
colour. Continental styling.
DIMENSIONS:
Height 37", width 24", depth 211'.

EXTRACT from " THE GRAMOPHONE", August 1957
issue, reprinted by kind permission of the Editor
This same quality in
performance and standard of
workmanship is found in the

4 " SHERWOOD

ENCLOSURE"

which can be supplied fully
equipped and tested as a
single or twin unit system
or, if preferred
without
Loudspeakers.
The SHERWOOD is of
unique design artistically
and acoustically, and is intended to house the AXIOM
to Mk. II ( 12", 15 watts) or
the AXIOM 22 Mk. II ( 12"
zo watts) with provision for
aTREBAX High Frequency
unit and variable attenuator.
It is finished in mahogany
or walnut.
Dimensions : Height: 27r.
Width: 23.4", Depth: 20r.
GOODMANS ' High Fidelity
Loudspeaker Manual (1957)'
contains full details of the
entire range of their High
Fidelity products. A copy
will be sent free on request.

MMI

GOODMANS

••••

INDUSTRIES,

111

LIMITED'

AXIOM WORKS, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES, LIMITED, AXIOM WORKS, WEMBLEY, MIDDX.
Telephone : WEM 1200 Cables

Goodaxlom, Wembley, Mfddx.

Please send a copy of " High Fidelity Loudspeaker
Manual".
Nome
Address

Australian Agents: British Merchandising ( Pty.) Ltd.,
183 Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
Apply to: P.O. Box 3456, Sydney, for H.F. Loudspeaker Manual, 1957.

HFN/12/57
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TAPE
and

RECORDERS
AMPLIFIERS

* The total hum and noise at 7+ inches per second 50-12,000
c.p.s. unweighted is better than 50 dbs.
* The meter fitted for reading signal level will also read bias
voltage to enable a level response to be obtained under all
circumstances. A control is provided for bias adjustment to
compensate low mains or ageing valves.
* A lower bias lifts the treble response and increases distortion.
A high bias attenuates the treble and reduces distortion. The
normal setting is inscribed for each instrument.
* The distortion of the recording amplifier under recording
conditions is too low to be accurately measured and is negligible.
* A heavy mu- metal shielded microphone transformer is built
in for 15-30 ohms balanced and screened line, and requires
only 7 micro- volts approximately to fully load. This is
equivalent to 20 ft. from a ribbon microphone and the cable
may be extended 440 yds. without appreciable loss.
* The 0.5 megohm input is fully loaded by 18 millivolts and
is suitable for crystal P.U.s, microphone or radio inputs.
* A power plug is provided for a radio feeder unit, etc.
Variable bass and treble controls are fitted for control of the
play back signal.

The above recorder uses a synchronous capstan motor and
for use on 12 volt car battery a SO c/s ± 1cycle 230 v., 120 w.
power supply unit is available.

* The power output is 4 watts heavily damped by negative
feedback and an oval internal speaker is built in for monitoring
purposes.

T.R.G.I0 MINIATURE AMPLIFIER AND VERSATILE
PRE-AMPLIFIER.
A modern miniature amplifier, measuring
only 4+ x5 in. over front panel and projecting I0-¡ in. to the
rear. Uses C core transformer material to obtain low external
magnetic field and has less than 0.1% harmonic distortion at
10 watts output. The amplifier response is level IS c/s. to
50,000 c/s. within 0.2 db. The 3-va!ve pre-amplifier will operate
direct from recorder heads with correction networks for different
tape speeds and switched inputs are provided for radio,
microphone and gram. with correction for all recordirg
characteristics.

* The play back amplifier may be used as a microphone or
gramophone amplifier separately or whilst recording is being
made.
* The unit may be left running on record or play back, even
with 1,750 ft. reels, with the lid closed.

CP20A AMPLIFIER. This standard amplifier for extreme
tropical use will operate from 230 v. A.C. mains or 12 v. car
battery and give 15 w. output for aconsumption of 5.5a. Inputs
for 30 ohms balanced microphones, M.1. P.U. and Cr. P.U.

"SUPER FIFTY WATT " AMPLIFIER.
This heavy duty
amplifier is available for long life under arduous conditions.
The normal life being 5,000 hours without valve change.

POWER SUPPLY UNIT FOR OPERATION WITH TAPE RECORDER
OR SIMILAR EQUIPMENT ON

I2V. CAR BATTERY.

This D.C. to A.C. supply urit has been specially manufactured to provide I%
accurate 50 cycle A.C. power for 50 cjs synchronous motors and amplifiers sensitive
to mains noise. The output from the 50 cycle is well filtered to reduce harmonics
and give approximately the same degree of quietness as normal 50 cycle mains.
The efficiency is over 80% at wattages over 50. Terminals for a remote control
switch are fitted to prevent carrying the heavy low voltage L.T. cables any distance
from the battery. The unit can then be fitted at the point closest to the battery to
prevent voltage drop on leads and the A.C. satisfactorily extended to any required
position.
The unit is fitted in an 18 gauge steel case to give screening. but it should not be
placed close to tape heads in case the field causes slight hum.
The case measures 9in. x6 in. x9in.

Manufactured by

VORTEXION LIMITED

257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9

Telephones: LIBerty 284 and 6242-3

Telegrams: " Vortexion, Wimble, London"
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When we introduced the Goldring " 500" Variable Reluctance Cartridge our claim for
it was amodest one—simply that it was a very good high fidelity cartridge at a very reasonable price. Amateurs
and experts throughout the world have described the " 500" in rather more glowing terms, and
we have been happy to accept their judgment. But we have not been content to leave matters there.
Development work has proceeded on a new cartridge—the first in Great Britain
to be designed specifically around adiamond stylus. Full advantage has been taken of the technical
superiority of the diamond and, in addition, its long playing life obviates
the need for compromise between optimum mounting arrangements
and extreme simplicity of stylus replacement. This new
cartridge—the " 600"—will delight both the musically meticulous
and the hi-fi " fanatic". Our claims for it are
The " 600" is similar in shape

not this time so modest. The reception of the

and size to the latest version

"500" points clearly to the " 600" being

of the "500". Replaceable styli

destined for world fame.

—diamond for L.P. and
sapphire for 78 r.p.m.
.11u- metal shield.
Specifications for both
cartridges are broadly the
same hut the " 600" has a
much- extended frequency
response, the effective mass
at stylus tip is halved
and compliance is
substantially increased.
improved transient response
and "presence" are not easily
defined mathematically but
are very evident aurally.

GOLDRING

Price 8 gas plus

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

P.T.

£3.5.6

e•-• ( GREAT BRITAIN) LIMITED

486-488 High Rd, Leytonstone, London Ell
Leytonstone 8343

s.
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Vital links in

Considerable

financial

outlay

is

demanded for even the most

202' X

modest of high fidelity systems

This VHF/FM
aerial is designed
for ranges up to
about 35 miles
from the station.
Complete with straight
6 ft. mast and
single chimney lashing.
Price : 75».

—yet too often the aerial
is not given the importance
it deserves as a vital link
in the HiFi chain.

Just

3outstanding LABGEAR VHF aerials
203&203'X
A superb FM
aerial, specially
designed to obtain
the finest reception
possible up to about
70 miles from the
station.
Available
as 203 ( head only) or
complete with mast
and lashings as
203X. Prices :
203, 55/- : 203'X, 105,'-

stop and think of the
improved fidelity you can
expect on radio reproduction
should you install an
efficient but sensibly priced

204&204'

Labgear aerial specially
designed for the job.

141 bflear Limited
Labgear also make television aerials, pre-amplifiers, co-axial
cable, combiner boxes, outlet boxes, etc., thus offering a complete
range of quality products from one supplier.

LABGEAR

LIMITED

WILLOW

PLACE

X

This is the FM
Bi Square, a version
of the famous
BiSquare which has
proved so successful on Band I
television transmissions. This
is the model for
the outer fringe
for the Hi-Fi
enthusiast requiring
the best possible
reception.
Prices :
204 ( head only), 1101-:
204X, 160/.

C AMBRIDGE
324

ENGLAND

CAMBRIDGE

2494

afull range
dual concentric
oudspeaker system
with built-in
dividing network

L

W.
The Altobass 2000 loudspeaker
consists of a horn- loaded highfrequency unit mounted concentrically with a conventional
low- frequency radiator to form

1

BAFFLE
OPENING
IOW DIA.

one integral unit. A dividing network is built in to feed high and
low frequencies to their respec-

75%.

tive voice coils. The HF pressure
unit is loaded by a truly exponential

horn

commencing

through the centre pole of the
multicellular assembly within the
bass cone. This unique feature

01*

disseminates the full range over

HF diaphragms

* multicellular exponential
HF horn
cast aluminium chassis

17

GUINEAS

a wide area, thus eliminating any
beam effect.

13 FIXING HOLES
45. APART ON A PITCH CIRCLE 11'4DIA

SPECIFICATION

* separate LF and

LF magnet and terminating in a

12%-

FULL

* dual concentric assembly

DATA

FROM

ALTOBASS

325

LIMITED.

PERCY

ROAD.

LEICESTER

• TV • TR
50

excellent

reasons

COME

TO

GRAMOPHONE
MOTORS
All Makes In Stock

SECTION II
PICK-UPS

SECTION III
TUNER

UNITS

SECTION IV
AMPLIFIERS

SECTION V
LOUDSPEAKER
UNITS

SECTION VI
COMPLETE
LOUDSPEAKER
ASSEMBLIES

SECTION VII
TAPE DECKS, Etc.

Item
No.

Make

COMPLETE
TAPE
RECORDERS

SECTION IX
CABINETS

Delivery

Cash Price

Terms C.S.
Deposit
Payments
s. d.
2 18 8
9 of 39/2 4 0
9 of 44,-

GARRARD
GARRARD

R.C.88
R.C.98

Ex stock
Ex stock

LEAK
CONNOISSEUR
ORTOFON

Mark 11
Mark II
Type " A "

Ex stock
Ex stock
Ex stock

13 16 5
12 9 10
1
17 18

2 16 5
2 9 10
2 18
1

LEAK
QUAD
ROGERS
ARMSTRONG

Mark II FM
Mark 11 FM
FM Unit
FM 61

Ex,stock
6-12 weeks
Ex'stock
Ex ,stock

35 10 0
30 9 0
24 17 0
22
1 0

3 17
9
3 7 4
2 14 8
2 8 6

9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of

ARMSTRONG
ROGERS
LEAK
LEAK

A10
Junior
TL.I2A
TL.25A

Ex stock
Ex/stock
Ex;stock
Ex/stock

32 10 0
26 0 0
32 II
0
43
2 0

3
2
3
4

9 of 71 6
9 of 57 2
9 of 71/7
9 of 94/9

VVHARFEDALE
VVHARFEDALE
VVHARFEDALE

Super 3
Super 8
Super
12'CS'AL
W.I5 ES
Trebax
Miclax

Ex/stock
Ex stock

LOVVTHER
LOVVTHER
TANNOY
TANNOY
TANNOY
TANNOY
WESTREX

Acoustica
T.P.I.
Canterbury
York
G.R.F.
Autograph

Ex/stock
Ex/stock
Ex,stock
Ex/stock
Ex/stock
6,8 weeks
Ex- stock

TRUVOX
WEARITE

Mark II
Stereo

Ex ' stock
Ex/works
4 6 weeks
Ex ' stock
Ex'stock
Ex/stock
Ex/stock

WHARFEDALE
GOODMANS
GOODMANS

6 19
6 19

Ex stock
Ex/stock
Ex/stock
Exjstock

Mark Ill
Model 2A
Model 2B
Model 2C
Stereo Deck
Control Unit Ex stock

17 10 0
17 10 0
5 9 3
11 16 0
37 16
96 0
57 15
75 0
122 0
165 0
169 0
23

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2 0

47 10
23
2
35 0
40 0
45 0

11
17
11
14

6
2
7
9

Terms H.P.
Deposit
Payments
s. d.
9 0 0
12 of 14/9
10 0 0
12 of 20/7 0
6 5
8 19

9 of 29/9 of 27/9 of 28,77/4
66,10
54,8
48:6

0
5
6

12 of 148
12 of 11/8
12 of 10 I

0
0
0
0
0

1 18
1 18

6
6

4 3 1
10 11
I
6 7 0
8 5 0
13
8 4
18 3 0
18 II
9
9

9 of 50'-

4
10
17
8
19

6
9
0
0
0

9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of

10

3

13

6 0 I
710
I
6 0 1
8 6 3
10 19 5
8156
10 7 10

O
O
O
O
O
O
O

HEALS Console
LEAK Contemporary
CLASSIC Functional
CLASSIC Contemporary S U
CLASSIC Contemporary D U

Ex stock
4 6 weeks
Ex stock
Ex stock
Ex stock

30 0
22 15
14 14
18 18
28 7

0
0
0
0
0

NO EXTRA CHARGES

9 of 83/1
9 of 211/1
9 of 127/9 of 165/9 of 268/4
9 of 363'9 of 3719

2 10

0

12
5
12
12
15
16
10

9 of 38/6
9 of 38/6

5
2
3
4
4

17

54
68
54
75
99
79
94

10 5 0
8 II
0
13 0 0

12
12
12
12

of
of
of
of

33/3
28/6
23/3
208

25 0 0
21
0 0
18 0 0
17 10 0

16 5 8
13
0 6
16 5 8
21 II
9

12
12
12
12

of
of
of
of

30,5
24,4
30:6
40'4

32 10 0
26 0 0
32 II
0
43
2 0
5
5

122

Ex stock
Ex stock
Ex ' stock
Ex stock
Ex,stock
4 6 weeks
4 6 weeks

Export
Price
s. d.
12 18 0
14 6 0

17 15 4
15 5 1
12 9 2
II
0 6

6
6

ELIZABETHAN ' 56
ELIZABETHAN
57
GRUNDIG
TK5
GRUNDIG
TK8
GRUNDIG
TK820
FERROGRAPH
3 AN
FERROGRAPH
3 AN H

/6 MONTHS CREDIT.

should

item, and we are prepared to pack and despatch it to
you promptly in any part of the world. Full Hire Purchase.
and Credit Sales Terms are available in Great Britain
and Northern Ireland. Credit Sale agreements must
be cleared in nine months - all articles advertised can
be purchased on six months credit no extra charge.

C s. d.
17 18 8
19 17 8

COLLARO
WEARITE
WEARITE
WEARITE
E.M.I.

SECTION VIII

Model No.

you

CLASSIC

We're rather " choosy" at Classic- and most of our
customers are the same. We are specialists in Hi Fi, TV,
and TR equipment, and our tradition is to stock and
sell only the best. Each item is chosen because we believe
it to be aquality product ; one that measures up to our
standards. Every item listed below is a normal stock

SECTION I

why

3
2
1
2
3

6
10
12
1
2

O
O
4
6
O

8 15 II
8 15 11

18
48
28
37
61
82
84

18 0
0 0
17 6
10 9
0 6
10 3
10 9

11

1I 9

12 of 16 4
12 of 164

2 of
12 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of

35 5
9054/1
70/3
114,4
154,13
159 10

0
0

0
0

17 10
17 10
5 9
II 16

0
0
3
0

37 16
96 0
57 15
75 0
122 0
165
0
169 0

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

2 of 21 7

23

23 15
11 II
17 10
20 0
22 10

0
9
9
0
3

2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of
2 of

47 10
23
1
35 0
40 0
45 0

9 of 270 3

61

8

6

2 of 115 2

9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of
9 of

120/1
150,1
130 1
166 3
219'5
175 6
207,10

27
6
34 3
27 6
37 16
49 17
39 18
47
5

2
0
2
5
5
9
2

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

of
of
of
of
of
of
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BANKERS' ORDER or 6 CHEQUES WITH ORDER

FULL FACILITIES FOR COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS AND FREE TECHNICAL ADVICE
FULL MAIL ORDER AND EXPORT FACILITIES * WIDE RANGE OF CABINETS FROM SIMPLEST TO THE BEST
Telephone
ADDIscombe 6061 2
Telegrams : ClassIll, Croydon, Surrey
Bus services 59a, 54, 12 & Green Line 725.
Nearest Stns. :

Woodside, Addiscombe, E. Croydon,

cuteasie ELECTRICAL COMPANY LTD
352/364
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ADDISCOMBE

ROAD.

CROYDON.

SURREY

4- SPEED GRAMOPHONE
TRANSCRIPTION UNIT
(MOOR 4T200)

FOR FULLY FAITHFUL REPRODUCTION

Entirely

new

type 4-speed

mechanism ( 16

The " Studio " transcription arm fitted is of

33f, 45 and 78 r.p.m.) ensures absolutely uniform
speed, with reproduction free from frequency
modulation. A very heavy turntable is fitted

tubular metal which has a very low resonance,
and is so designed as to be capable of playing
I6- in. records.

with a ground and lapped spindle running on

Any type of" Studio " turnover

crystal cartridge can be fitted.

to a ball which takes the total thrust of the

Model 4T200

can also be supplied without pickup.

turntable, and results in correct speed with no
detectable " wow " or " rumble."

Although in short supply, production is being increased to meet
the ever-increasing demand for this popular transcription unit.

ILAItos
-

ORLD TURNS TO'

QUALITY PRODUCTS

COLLAR() LTD., Ripple Works, By- Pass Road, Barking, Essex
Telephone: Rippieway 5533—Telex 8748 .

Telegrams: Korllaro-Telex-Barking

MAKERS OF RECORD CHANGERS, GRAMOPHONE UNITS, PICKUPS, ELECTRIC MOTORS, ETC.
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Jason tuners and amplifiers
matched for shelf-mounting

j.10 amplifier

for simple
stage-by-stage
installation

10 watt output.
Input selector for microphone, tape, radio, pick-ups, and record
compensation.
Bass and treble controls.
At full output, distortion is 0.05%. Response
level within ± 3db, 25-20,000 cis.

£22-10-0

The J.10 is ahigh-quality ampl ifier with built-in preamplifier and controls,

The full power of 10 watts

is more than adequate to provide realistic reproduction in the home.

Associated with the amplifier

is a range of tuners which match in styling and
size to make a radio and record reproducing assembly of exceptional quality and pleasing modern
appearance.

No installation except placing on a

shelf is needed.

Different plug types for various

connections make this operation completely unambiguous.

Each unit has two polished copper

escutcheon bars with uniformly styled illuminated
scale and matt black finished housing.

am/switched fm tuner
Self-powered seven-valve unit. F.M. reception
by turning switch to desired BBC programme.
A.M. tunes over medium waves from 186 to
565 metres with 5kes selectivity. A.F.C. and
Foster-Seeley Discriminator on F.M. side.
Cathode follower output.
Magic-eye tuning
indicator.

am/fms.1
£34-8-0
inc. P9- I3-0 P,'Inx

single channel and stereophonic
amplifiers
am and fm tuners, switched fm tuners
Full descriptive leaflets gladly sent on request
IHE JASON MOTOR &
Telephone: SPEedwell 7050
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EDITORIAL
THE

news of Decca's great achievement with stereo
reached this office last month as HiFi News was being
printed. It was big enough news to merit a " Stop Press,"
but we decided against this because we could only have
printed a very meagre announcement, and it was considered of even greater importance to ensure that the whole
story was presented, and not a few details ; for the issue
is a very big and far reaching one.
One of the first points to be made clear is that stereo
discs are not going to out-date ordinary discs for a long
time to come. And of equal importance, the next point
to establish is that stereo discs are not going to make
existing equipment obsolescent—even new and unsold
equipment in the shop windows and showrooms. Stereo
discs will be released as an additional issue to our everyday
1.p.s and e.p.s ; and those people who wish to buy them for
use on their existing equipment—whether it be radiogram
or hi-fi set-up--will be able to convert that equipment.
Another point of great importance is that there will
probably be no stereo discs on sale for at least ayear. All
we know is that they are ready, that they are a first class
product, that an initial catalogue is being prepared, and
that they will be released when the market is ready for them
—and not before.
This method of handling the new situation is very
sensible and fair. The big record manufacturers have
agreed on the standards that should be worked to, the
public are now told that stereo is on the way, and the
equipment manufacturers have every opportunity for
designing the necessary gear for its home reproduction.
When they have done that job thoroughly, and are in a
position to offer the public a range of reliable pickups,
twin-channel amplifiers, etc., the record manufacturers will
have the discs waiting for them.
A full discussion of stereo, with particular emphasis on
stereo from discs, is given on pages 347/353 of this number,
which introduces anew section in HiFi News. Here, also,
will be found all the facts that are available about the
development, together with a " Q " and " A " treatment
which answers most of the queries that are likely to be asked.
In this new section " Stereo News," we shall report each
month on the progress being made, and print articles by
experts on the latest developments. In this section, too,
we shall be the first to list and review the new discs when
they are available.
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COVER PICTURE
W

ITH the seasonal picture on our front cover this month, we
wish all our readers, everywhere, a very Happy Christmas.
King's College Chapel, Cambridge, is known to radio listeners the
world over for the beautiful singing of its choir in "The Festival
of Nine Lessons and Carols", which is broadcast each year.
The foundation stone of the chapel was laid by King Henry VI on
25th July, 1446, and the initial work progressed well for twelve
years, until the Wars of the Roses slowed everything down. In 1461,
when Henry was defeated and deposed, building was abandoned
for many years. Many people were responsible for the creation
of the fabric during the various periods of construction; the last of
them was the Master Mason and Architect, John Wastell, who was
entrusted with the work by King Henry VII when the final surge
of building began in 1508. The king died a year later, but he
left instructions with his executors that the chapel was to be completed.
The stonework was finished in 1515.
The windows,
glazed with coloured glass, took nearly another 20 years.
The
famous carved oak rood screen and the choir stalls were completed and installed in (about) 1535—almost a century after the
first work began !
The fine traditional singing of the present
choir is due almost entirely to the skilful and patient work of its
choirmaster, Boris Ord, who recently celebrated his 25th anniversary with it.
Note tA very fine I.p. recording of the " Festival of Carols" is available on Argo
RG 39. This disc has already sold over 10,0(10 copies. Our photo is by Ramsey &
Muspratt, Post Office Terrace, Cambridge, who will supply prints.

CURRENT SUBSCRIPTION RATES

— Price Notice —
AST summer when the PMG introd uce d new pos t
alch
arges.
we forecast a price increase for HiFi News, but undertook not
to pass on the baby until it grew too heavy. We regret that we
find it necessary to make this increase, but in order to give all our
suppliers ample notice, the new price of 2/- will not become effective until the February issue. In the meantime, we will continue
to accept subscriptions at the current rate until January 31st—
after which date the following new rates will apply. U.K. 27/6
per annum. U.S.A. $4.00 per annum.

L

The Subscription rate to " HiFi News" is 24/- per annum
(U.S.A. $3.50) from " HiFi News" 99, Mortimer Street,
London, W.I.

Subscription -Findex, 26/- ( U.S.A. 84.00).

Special Note. If you are not a subscriber, you are advised to
place a firm order with your supplier, for many readers have been
disappointed in recent months, due to the increasing demand outstripping the supply.
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NOW OPEN
MUSICRAFT'S

EALING BRANCH

NEW

Our new Ealing Branch, now open, is the best thing we've done

ideas in demonstration
equipment !

yet—chock-full of new ideas to give you a better service, a wider
choice from stock of up-to-date classical LP recordings, and a

NEW

comprehensive range of the best equipment in every price bracket.

ideas in display
and presentation !

An altogether new means of comparing the performance of all
makes of High Fidelity equipment has been designed and installed,

NEW

and an enthusiastic, well informed staff will demonstrate under

showrooms . . .
demonstration rooms !

ideal conditions.

Musicra ft
SOUTHALL..
20/22, High Street, Tel: SOU
Opp. Town Hall. Buses 83, 105, 120. 607
Western Region Trains.

3828

RICHMOND ..

and now EALING

13, King Street, Tel: RIC 6798

80/82, Uxbridge Road, W.I3.

Buses
27a, 33, 37, 65. 90. 906. Distric: Line. LMS
and S.R. Trains.
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Buses : 83, 97, 607, 655.
Central, District s",..
Piccadilly Lines.
Western Region Trains.

hi-fi for beginners

Makers' Specifications—( 2) Power Output and Distortion
'Power Output", as an item in makers' specifications, is as much
misused as last month's subject, "Frequency Response"; only it
happens that the latter term is the morc widely used in hi-fi jargon.
so Power Output remains in the twilight. This is a pity, because
Power Output and Distortion tend to walk hand in hand, and the
job of controlling this unwanted relationship is not an easy one.
As explained last month, one can quote a frequency response as
"30 to 12.000 c/s"—and it means precisely nothing unless it is
qualified by such a claim as " within 1dB". Similarly, to quote a
power output as "25 watts" might make an amplifier sound pretty
terrific, but it wouldn't mean a thing. One has to say, in the same
breath, that the output of 25 watts was measured at a specific
frequency ( usually 1,000 c/s), and that the distortion present in the
output was so-and-so per cent. (0.05% would be good).
In practice such a combined statement is always made by
reputable manufacturers; and it may generally be taken for granted
that an amplifier with a good ( low) distortion content at the middle
of the frequency band ( 1,000 c/s) will also boast a usefully low
figure at the lower end ( 30 c/s) and at the top end ( 20,000 c/s).
Nevertheless, very few specifications indeed include such details,
and they can be very important indeed in cases where the bona
fides of a component are in any doubt. However, to come to grips
with the subject. let us turn to components of good repute.
For an example, refer to the Astronic amplifier on page 29 of
the 1957 Hi Fi Year Book, for which the power output is noted as
10 watts nominal; 13 watts max. This practice of stating two
figures for power output is a customary one, and essential for the
buyer who knows what he is looking for. It tells him that ( for a
specified input voltage): " the amplifier will deliver a 10-watt output to the speaker. with the volume control right up. and that
there is a margin of 3 watts reserve power in hand. Thus, when
orchestral peaks of sound increase the input (
beyond the specified
input voltage) the amplifier will handle it without unreasonable
distortion".
Electrical Watts y Acoustical Watts
At this point a digression is justified, for what an amplifier
gives to a speaker. and what a speaker passes on to the listener,
are two very different things. Loudspeakers—even the best of
them—are relatively inefficient components, in terms of power
conversion: and it is indeed a very good speaker that boasts an
efficiency of 20% !
Assume a more usually encountered 7"„ for
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This curve shows the total harmonic distortion introduced bv the
"Astronic" amplifier and pre-amp, when tested at the central frequency of 1,000 c/s.
Theoretically, one might hope for zero distortion within the
rated output. but in practice there must always be a little. Refer
again to the Astronic spec.. and note: " Dist. 0.1% at 10 watts".
This is very reasonable, and would be quite undetectable by any
human ears; but reference to the accompanying graph (reprinted
from our published review) shows that the claim is very modest.
At 13 watts ( quoted as the amplifier's maximum output) the distortion is only 0.5%, and it does not begin to get out of hand
before 14 watts output, reaching 2% at 15 watts.
For a further example, take the Cape amplifier in a higher price
group (
HiFi Year Book, page 30). The nominal power output is
25 watts, with 40 watts maximum. Here the maker claims as little
as 0.03% at 15 watts, measured at 1,000 c/s, and 0.1% at the rated
output of 25 watts, rising to 0.2% at 33 watts. A review of this
amplifier (
HiFi News, March, page 393) showed these claims to
be modest in the extreme. At the nominal 25 watts, distortion
was measured at about 0.02%, at 40 watts it was only 0.75%, and
it did not reach 2% until the output was forced up to 47+ watts
The distortion curve reproduced here is one of the three curves
that illustrate every HiFi News amplifier review. It shows the
total harmonic distortion introduced by the complete amplifier
(main amplifier plus pre- amplifier) measured at a frequency of
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most speakers of the direct radiator type, and note that the amplifier's nominal 10-watt output is thus converted by the speaker
into about 700 milliwatts of sound (i.e., radiated acoustical power).
But do not be dismayed, for a mere +'watt ( 500 milliwatts) of
undistorted sound represents enough noise to make the average
living room unendurable !
In acual fact. 700 milliwatts in a room
measuring 15 x 12 x8 feet would be considerably more noise than
you would hear at your favourite concert hall seat from the BBC
Symphony Orchestra, playing flat out. So it is worth remembering
that a 10-watt amplifier, working with a good speaker, will provide
a room of the above size with music at a comfortable listening
level, with the volume control only advanced a third of its travel.
Bearing the above facts in mind, it becomes easy to understand
why an amplifier must not distort, and why it must have an ample
power margin above its nominal rated output. Some people argue
this point the wrong way, and say that it is better to buy an amplifier of greater power, so that it is never run at full volume, and
so that there is automatically a greater reserve of distortion-free
power available. The correct outlook, surely, is to buy an amplifier of the power required, and to make sure that it is a good one.
The Astronic was mentioned because it happens to be the first
10- watt amplifier listed in HiFi Year Book, and for no other
reason; nevertheless its specification is very good. and from a
review by George Tillett in HiFi News (
October. page 235) we
can see that the spec. is well maintained.
For some rooms, or larger houses, a 15-watt or even a 25-watt
amplifier will obviously be desirable; but in all cases the specification should be studied in order to see what power margin is
claimed—and, more important, the buyer should try to find out the
amount of distortion that is introduced when the amplifier is run
at its maximum output, and beyond, as well as the distortion which
is present within the nominal output.

rf,HIS is probably the best time and place for drav,ing the attention of new readers — and beginners— to the many new
products which are appearing on the market, carrying the magic
words "iiifi" or "high fidelity". Quite a number of them ( in
"gold". chrome, or other ornate letters) feature the slogan far
more prominently than their maker's name; and the wise reader
will note this fact carefully when he encounters it, regarding it as
he would the amber light on traffic signals, until such time as he
has learned the Hi Fi Hi-way Code.
A manufacturer of really good products is usually proud of his
name, and lets it speak for him. An old-fashioned motto in the
banking world said: "The greater the carriage, the greater the
care". The laws of libel prevent us from listing junk and naming
it as such, so with those two outwardly unrelated remarks let us
press on with the good work, and learn what to look for, and thus
discover what to avoid. Certainly, as the full significance of a
good specification becomes better understood, it will be easy to see
that it takes more than a few slap-happy slogans to justify a hi-fi
component.

YEAR
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1,000 c/s, which is the accepted basic frequency for tests, as described last month. By studying these curves, and by studying the
specifications published in Hi Fi Year Book, readers will soon
learn how to appraise amplifiers and other components. At first
the jargon looks indigestible, but there is really nothing formidable
about it.
Summary
The important facts to grasp from all the foregoing are: ( 1) all
components distort to a greater or lesser degree. The better they
are, the less they distort—and, generally, the more they cost.
(2) Distortion increases progressively as a component is overloaded, so do not buy an amplifier that is inadequate for the job
required, and then try to force it to deliver more than it should.
But, at the same time, remember that 10 watts, plus agood speaker,
can give a small room more than it can take. Also, remembering
stereo for the future, two 10- wait amplifiers will mean x2 that
total volume of sound on tap (e.g., 20 watts !).
(3) Because of distortion, a frequency response will look better
at lower power levels than at higher output levels. In order to give
a buyer a really honest picture of an amplifier, a manufacturer
should publish the frequency response measured at the nominal
rated power output of the amplifier—certainly never below it; then
the buyer will know that for any power output, up to the nominal
output rating, the published frequency response will be better than
that claimed.
The secret of all good specifications is, of course, a series of
claims that are easily exceeded in practice; and many manufacturers
apply this Rule of Honesty in their trading. They are the people
to deal with. After all, if you make a watch which will keep
time to within 10 seconds per day, and if you advertise its accuracy
as ±20 seconds per day, you will never have acomplaint.
Last month it was pointed out that a frequency response for an
amplifier could be considered good if it was within 1dB over the
useful range (say, 30 to 12,000 cis), and still good if within 2dB
over an extended range to 15,000, or within 6dB at 20,000 c/s.
This month it is shown that frequency response and power output have to be considered in relationship to each other, and that
distortion is the nigger in the woodpile on this occasion. In an
amplifier of good design, the figure quoted for distortion (at
1,000 c/s) should not increase significantly at the ends of the audio
band. This statement can be usefully translated into one or other
of two direct questions which any manufacturer should be prepared to answer:
(a) If this amplifier, or tape recorder, is stated to have an output
of 5watts, with 0.1% distortion, at 1,000 c/s, how many watts will
it give, with the same 0.1% distortion at 50 cis, and at 10,000 c/s ?
(b) If the distortion is 0.1% for an output of 3watts, measured
at 1,000 c/s, what is the distortion for the same output of 3 t•atts
when measured at 50 cis, and at 10,000 c/s?
* This series will be continued next month, when Hum and
Signal to Noise Ratio will be dealt with.

High fidelity equipment
with aunique feature—
exclusively from

PI LOT

The HFC 12 Control Unit/Pre-amplifier
The ingenuity and technical skill of Pilot in the field of
high fidelity has produced the HFC 12 Control Unit/Preamplifier with a new and unique feature. This is the
muting switch which desensitises the amplifier while
records or input sources are changed without altering the
controls. This distinctive feature is agreat asset for home
use, or when using the equipment for instructional purposes. The HFC 12 has avery wide range of control from
achoice of 6inputs including both high and low magnetic
pick-ups in addition to crystal head. A loudness control
gives bass and treble compensation at low listening levels.
The selector switch has seven positions and allows for 4
replay characteristics.
16 gns.

The HFA 12 Power Amplifier
This amplifier is separate
from the control unit and
the combination provides a
flexible system with a
variety of installation possibilities. The HFA 12 is rated
at 12 watts and gives a
frequency response from
15-50,000 c.p.s. with atotal harmonic distortion of 0.1"„
for 8watts at IK/cs. This chassis is presented in asilver
grey hammer finish and is enclosed in aventilated gold
spray finish case.
20 gns.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
The subscription rate to " Hi Fi News" is 24/- per annum
(U.S.A. $ 3.50) from "Hi Fi News," 99, Mortimer Street,
London, W.I.
Subscription + index, 26/- ( U.S.A. $4.00).

For the Connoisseur

Control Unit and Power Amplifier 241t
complete ego gns.

Full frequency range amplifiers, pre-amplifiers, tape
amplifiers and mixers, etc.

'e

be dad to'end you illustrated literature on this new amplifier.
Write for ihustrated leaflet to:
We WO:Ild

All apparatus custom built to highest professional
standards.

HIGH FIDELITY
DIVISION

Speaker cabinets of latest fully tested designs, built by
craftsmen.
Demonstration with the new Westrex Acoustilens
20/80 loud speaker system. (
By appointment only).

PILOT RADIO LTD.
Park Royal Road •

London •

N W. 10 •

HOLLICK & TAYLOR RECORDING STUDIOS

ELGar 7353
0749

16, Grosvenor Road, Handsviorth Wood, Birmingham 20
Telephone: BIRchfields 4246
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New G.E.C. Transistor Booklet

AVERY interesting booklet, "The Transistor" has recently been

AUDIO NEWS

published by G.E.C., and is available, gratis, from the Press
Officer, General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House, King,sway,
London, W.C.2. Quoting from the introductory note, "This publication is intended mainly for students of physics, or electronic
engineering, but should prove of interest to all those who have
been puzzled by the term ' transistor' and seek some degree of
enlightenment."

affected nor any additional labour costs incurred by the manufacturer of the product.
Rainbow records, as they are known, have already been used
with enormous merchandise marketing success in the United
States. There they have been attached to the walls of the
"Wheaties" cereal cartons produced by the General Mills organisation, at aspeed of about 5,000 cartons per hour. In Great Britain
facilities have already been installed by the packaging firm of
E. S. & A. Robinson, Ltd., for their attachment to most massproduced carton sizes in current use.
Playing time can vary from 70 seconds at 78 r.p.m., on a 5-in.
record to 140 seconds at 78 r.p.m., on a 7-in. disc. Long playing
records can also be made at no extra cost. Installed by Everest
Plastics, Ltd., (45-46, Morley House, 320, Regent St., W.1), the
new process uses a specially-designed press which can print the
microgrooves at 400 lines to the inch on to two moving webs at
the rate of 40,000 impressions per day.
The final web widths
available are 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 ins. wide.
The only printing on the acetate surface is the song title or other
identification in the centre of the record, plus a neat register mark
at the corners of the bottom edge, to control the cutting mechanism.
Any additional printing required can be applied to the carton
surface beneath to the transparent acetate, which may be detached
together with the record when the carton has been emptied by the
consumer—an incentive for a consumer to empty the contents as
quickly as possible !
If required, the carton wall can be perforated
around the perimeter of the record so that the disc has only to be
pressed out.
The range of possibilities for Rainbow records is almost limitless.
Popular songs, personality pieces, children's rhymes or stories can
be recorded on these discs, with the inclusion of a sales story or
slogan if desired. The records will also prove valuable as a
medium for competitions or free offers. If any manufacturers are
amongst our readership, they can obtain details from the Carton
Division of E. S. & A. Robinson, Ltd., at Fishponds, Bristol.

The booklet begins by answering the question. "What is a transistor ?", and continues with ashort description of its development,
notes on the different types, advantages and applications. Then
follows an easily understandable section, " How transistors work".
This runs to five pages and is illustrated with line drawings. The
two remaining sections discuss briefly how transistors are made
and how they are used.
The illustration, taken from the booklet, shows a large single
crystal of germanium grown at the G.E.C. Research Laboratories.
It weighs 1,200 grammes and is valued at approximately £650.

•

Not HiFi— But Novel!
Low Cost Records as Packaging Gifts
LOW-COST gramophone record made from transparent cellulose acetate only 0.003in. thick is now available in Great
Britain, which can be attached by adhesive to the exterior surface
of a mass-produced carton or rigid box and subsequently cut out
and played by the consumer. The quality of reproduction is
understood to be reasonably good, and its producers claim that the

Tape Recorders—An Important Announcement
N view of the big and increasing demand for tape recorders of
good domestic quality—a demand that is well appreciated in
this office from the numerous letters which ask for recommendation and advice—we have decided to amend our editorial policy,
as laid down in our first number (June, 1956). In this connection
we quote the final sentence of this original statement:
"We may mention many things, but we shall recommend nothing
that does not ' measure up'. We hope in this way to build up and
maintain a publication that our readers and our advertisers will
come to regard as sound and dependable."
We are well aware that the advertisement content of any reputable journal is accepted by its readers in the same principle as its
editorial content, and it is our pleasure to know that the products
advertised in HiFi News represent a high standard of quality,
and that the magazine itself owes much of its popularity to this
fact. Because of this, and because of the special emphasis we
ourselves have laid upon the term " Hi Fi", it would at once be
misleading to our readers, and unfair to our advertisers, to include
in our advertising columns any products which patently make no
claim to the term " Hi Fi".
We therefore make this special notice (which will be repeated
in the form of an abbreviated statement each month) that we shall
in future note as "New Products", and carry advertising announcements of tape recorders of good domestic quality. We welcome
samples of these recorders for reviews, which will also be published. When, as is often the case, the circuitry and specifications
of these instruments are up to good Hi Fi standards, that fact will
be duly noted.
In the main, the manufacturers of these instruments make no
such claims for their products, nor do they wish us to imply such
claims. It is with this definite understanding, between the manufacturers and ourselves, on behalf of our readers, that these
advertisements appear in HiFi News.

I

A

record is sufficiently durable to resist serious mishandling or misuse without any great effect to its playing quality, so that special
protection of any kind is unnecessary—nor is special procedure
necessary in the handling or filling of the cartons bearing these
cellulose acetate squares, and production speeds need not be
333
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Exhaustive research,
inordinately fine engineering
and individual craftsmanship
have produced this new standard
in amplifier performance
AMPLIFIER model
model 2001A

2001

and

25
watts
continuous
distortion
only .05%.

PRE-AMPLIFIER

output,
Positive

total
and

negative feedback to achiese distortionfree reproduction.
Pre-amplifier
has
inputs
for Tape.
Gram.,
Mic.
and
AM
FM
tuner
Compensator for record characteristics
and
continuous
adjustable
bass and
treble controls.
Automatic attenuation
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THE PARASTAT
HARROGATE

FIRST TESTS

DEMONSTRATION
a report by Ralph West.

* Note: Readers who missed the October number of HiFi News,
and who have not yet read the details of Cecil Watts' latest invention, the -Parastat", are invited to write for a reprint of the article.
These will be sent, gratis, on receipt of a stamped, addressed
envelope.—Editor.
•
S announced in the October number of this m ga ine, Ce il
A Watts
demonstrated his " Parastat" in the HiFi News demona

z

c

tration room at the Grand Hotel, Harrogate, during the run of the
Northern Audio Fair (October 25-27). The writer had the privilege of assisting him, and a most instructive and interesting
experience it proved to be. In response to the editor's invitation
in the October number, many visitors to the Fair brought along
1.p. discs for a free antistatic treatment; and in addition to these
records from readers, a steady flow of discs began to reach the
demonstration room from the other exhibitors at the Fair, as the
news of the " Parastat" spread.
The results were apparently a
great success, for by Sunday afternoon nearly every demonstration
disc in use in the Grand Hotel must have been treated !
The " Parastat", as described, is a small machine designed to
treat discs with a chemical solution which makes them electrically
slightly conducting. It is therefore impossible for a static charge
to exist on them; and for the remainder of their useful life they
are immune to static, with its attendant evils of attracting dust,
etc.. from surrounding air and packaging.
All Untreated Discs Become Charged
Any 1.p. record becomes highly charged merely by withdrawing
it from its envelope for inspection, so it cannot be replaced in a
really clean condition. Wiping it merely charges it more highly,
and the dust collects in the opposite side. A damp cloth will
"kill" the charge of course, but only temporarily. When the water
has dried up, the record will again become charged by handling
and playing, and playing a dusty record not only produces a lot
of surface noise, but some of the dust may become embedded in
the groove, thus causing the stylus to wear faster than it need do.
It has so far not proved possible to put anything in the record
material during manufacture to make it electrically conducting,
without also increasing the surface noise. Likewise, the more
drastic treatment of washing the record in strong detergents before
applying the glycol solutions is not to be wholeheartedly recommended. for this removes some of the surface polish ( mainly a
wax added to the mix to ensure non-adherence to the dies) and
with it some lubricating action. The record will be non-conducting
in all but very dry conditions, but surface noise is increased.
Poly-ethylene-glycol-400-monolaurate is a conductor without
the addition of water, and as asurface coating will do the trick, if
applied properly. The Coal Board use it to prevent static charges
building up on PVC coal conveyor belts, with consequent risk of
sparks and possible explosions.
The Merest Trace is Enough
It is no use merely painting the record with material. The
resulting sticky surface will trap more dust, so producing an
abrasive paste which will more quickly ruin the stylus.
Cecil
Watts, in his "Parastat", has perfected a simple machine to apply
exactly the right amount. It should be completely invisible to the
eye when applied, and so sparse that no abrasive paste can ever
be produced. The " Parastat" incorporates adouble set of bristles,
and a plush pad top and bottom. The bristles are machined to
an angle less than 90° of the record groove, like those on the
"Dust Bug". Bristles and pads are "charged" with the liquid—
only a thin smear, rationed in its turn from a special applicator.
By means of a little lever the bristles and pads are pressed against
the record, and then retracted, whilst the disc itself is rotated
slowly. About 4 turns, repeated, are sufficient for the treatment.
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* In the picture above, Cecil Watts (left) the inventor of the
Parastat, assisted by Ralph West (right), demonstrates the simple
procedure by which l.p. discs can be quickly and permanently made
immune from static. This demonstration proved to be one of the
highspots of the Audio Fair.
Microscopic examination of adisc will reveal rough ridges along
the top edges of the spiral groove. It is these ridges which retain
a microscopic amount of the fluid, from whence it cannot be
removed. As the bristles thoroughly explore the bottoms of the
grooves, the record is also cleaned during treatment. Note that
the " Dust Bug" cannot be used to apply this material since much
higher pressures are needed.
Nevertheless, the " Dust Bug"
should still be used when playing treated discs, so as to keep the
records clean. But it will no longer have to work overtime on
discs which have been " parastated". After treatment the record
is normally rubbed with a square of silk (and held with another).
This will charge it electrically, if that is still possible, and the silk
tassel hanging from the machine will immediately show up any
residual charge. When this does happen it merely indicates that
the pads and bristles need recharging with fluid.
The Parastat Fluid Also Lubricates
The fluid which Mr. Watts has prepared also contains about
2.-.1",", of Octo Decy 1alchohol, a wax lubricant. This is deposited
mainly on the heavily modulated side walls of the groove—where
it is most needed.
A mere trace, quite invisible, is seemingly
most effective, judging by preliminary results of tests of record
wear.
A most interesting fact emerged at Harrogate. Some of the
exhibitors had their records treated early on the Friday. and were
still using them with complete satisfaction to the end of the Sunday evening. It is not unusual for the more particular demonstrators to use new records, twice each day, when they are exposed
to the dust that is thrown up when large numbers of people are
milling about in the rooms and corridors.
In the HiFi News
demonstration room, on the Friday. when there were comparatively
few visitors. the " Dust Bug" picked up about the same amount of
dust per record as is normally experienced at home.
On the
Saturday. with more people about, nearly twice as much dust was
collected per playing. On Sunday, when things got as busy as
they were at the "Waldorf", last April, the Bug was really thick
with dust, end to end; and that, of course, was on treated records.
What untreated ones would have been putting up with, one
shudders to think.

NORTHERN
HEN the first Autumn Audio Fair was originally suggested.
was received with very mixed feelings.
On the one hand there were the views of the extremely busy executives of the companies which, largely due to the London Audio Fair.
were already working desperately to keep apace with orders: on the
other hand there were the equally emphatic views of their colleagues who had long been aware of the need to visit the North
with a large-scale exhibition.
Then there were the conflicting
opinions as to the wisdom of selecting Harrogate as the venue.
Would the public support the venture? Would they travel the
long distances to a spa, with the same enthusiasm as they travelled
to London ?
We now know all the answers, for the Autumn Audio Fair was a
far greater success than even its more optimistic sponsors hoped it
might be; and there cannot be one exhibitor who is not genuinely
glad that he made the effort, and spared the time, to meet the
Northerners on their Home Ground; for they were indeed a most
appreciative and sincerely interested audience.
Great credit is once more due to the dynamic and resourceful
Rex- Hassan, the manager and organiser of these ventures for Audio
Fairs, Ltd., who seemed to have omitted nothing from his calculations—from the bus service which he conjured up between the
station and the Grand Hotel (" not stopping at the Old Swan"), to
the flags which flew from the hotel's poles, he provided all the
trimmings.

W last Summer. the idea

•

The Grand Hotel at Harrogate proved to be an ideal

place for the Audio Fair.

Its

wide corridors and large

demonstration rooms provided a degree of freedom that
one hopes for but rarely finds. In this respect it is likely
that our friends in the Provincial centres will score over
Londoners, in terms of future Audio Fairs. As we close
for press we learn that an Autumn Fair in the North ¡sas
been decided for 1958, though the venue has still to be
chosen.

it the Lustraphone stand great interest was shown in the new
transistorised mixer unit. Facing the cansera is Mr. G. R. Pontzen,
technical manager, si ho is responsible for its design.

()ts the left is Mr. Thomson of Dusse, Ltd., the Manchester Wholesalers, talking to Mr. Fisher, sales representative of Cosmocord.
Right is Mr. G. H. Gray. director of the " Astronic's" Company.

Among the many distinguished visitors to the Grand Hotel were
Harrogate's lady Mayor and lady Mayoress. With them are ( left)
Mr. Spark of MSS and Mr. Lyon of Trix.

Repeated dons to photograph the exhibits at the Old Swan Hotel
proved useless. The crowds were too dense. This picture was
taken during a lull on Sunday evening.
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In all, 32 exhibitors took part, and the total number of visitors
to the Grand Hotel is estimated to have exceeded 18,000. The
first day ( Friday, October 25th) was comparatively slack, but
Saturday brought the crowds, and many of the demonstration
rooms were filled to capacity. On the third and last day (Sunday
27th), Saturday's attendance was soon surpassed and, big as it is.
the Grand Hotel was more than comfortably full. Dancing and
other forms of entertainment in the evening rounded off three
very worthwhile days.
At the Old Swan Hotel, where a subsidiary exhibition was
staged by A. C. Farnell, Ltd., the Leeds Wholesalers, the crowds
were equally dense. Indeed it was difficult at times to find a seat
in the two large demonstration rooms. There can be no doubt
that the enterprise of Alan Farnell will be of direct and valuable
help to our Northern readers; for during the coming months, when
visitors to the Fair wish to consider the equipment they saw, and
even to hear it again before buying, they will turn to the HiFi
dealers for demonstrations and advice; and it is through these new
and personal contacts, between dealers, public, and manufacturers,
that the whole business of Hi Fi will thrive and become easier.
In an understanding and amusing speech as he opened the Audio
Fair, Sir John Barbirolli hinted the suggestion that his own territory, Manchester, might well be a future venue. But, no matter
where it may be held, it seems clear from the opinions of all that
we should like to visit the North again next year.

At tittles the crowds of new arrivals were so thick that they had to
be admitted via the side entrance as well. Mr. John Maunder
(Vitavox) welcomes them.

Right, Mr. (,‘ ‘ ,r!
uncle
demonstrates and discusses the
merits of his Company's tuners and amplifiers in their new matching casework, which attracted much attention.

The Goldring Co. is a regular supporter of HiFi exhibitions.
Behind the display of Lenco arms and the new "600" cartridge are
the Chairman, Mr. Erwin Scharf, and his wife.

ASTER iso

Ate

Official programmes went well. Mr. Rex- Hassan tells us that sales
exceeded expectations. This picture of the attractive programme sellers surely provides four very good reasons for such brisk business.

The new Audiomaster was another outstanding attraction at the
Grand Hotel. Here ( Ito r) are R. Buttery (Musicraft): J. J. Carbo,
the designer of the amplifier, and P. Willing ( W & N Electronics).
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By STANLEY KELLY

1

RECORD
REPRODUCTION
Part 3.

The Record and the Stylus

rir HE active element of all commercial gramophone pickups is.
in effect, a tiny generator of electrical energy. It may be
essentially capacitative, as in a crystal pickup, or inductive, as in
a magnetic pickup, but the electrical energy generated by the
device is the direct result of the conversion of mechanical energy.
Unlike, say, a thermionic valve or transistor, which convert
electrical energy of one form ( D.C.) into electrical energy of
another form ( A.C.) in exact sympathy with the control which
is of lower power, the " transducer" as we term the generating
section of a pickup, is usually referred to as a "passive"
network, and the mechanical energy necessary to motivate it is obtained by the stylus point from the relative
motion of the undulations of the record groove, without any additional source of electrical power. We will.
for the present, ignore the prime source of mechanical
energy, which is the gramophone motor, and concentrate our thoughts on the record groove and the stylus
tip.
The very first gramophone records (cylinders in this
case, as developed by Edison) used a spherical slehire
tip (see photograph. fig. 15) and over the years we have
run the whole gamut of steel needles, which ground
F16.16.
themselves to some indeterminate shape; fibre styli,
which started out with indeterminate shape and finished that m
sapphire spherical tips; and finally, diamond spherical tips.
Their history has been adequately reviewed elsewhere, and we
will proceed immediately to the problems facing us in faithfully converting the undulations of record groove into some form
of force to be applied to the transducer proper. It will he a
thorny path!

*
Fig. 15 shows
the spherical sapphire tip as used by
Edison for his hilland-dale
cylinders.
We are now hack
where he started !

FORCE DUE TO
PLAYING ViCIGI: r.
F

EH
FR
FORCE APPLIED
TO STYLUS
MOTION OF GROOVE
RELATIVE STYLUS.

previously defined as mass per unit area) would be infinite, and
we know that if we have infinite pressure we would automatically
expect the stylus to plough its way rapidly through the record and
through the turntable as well !
We must, therefore, modify our
theoretical concept for perfect contact between a sphere and a
plane surface.
If we were to take a ball of plasticine and press it on to a flat
surface of plasticine. we would find that the ball would have a
"flat" of some particular radius where it made contact with the
flat surface. At the same time there would be a depression in the
other piece of plasticine. and the sizes of the "flat" and of the
depression would, for a particular diameter of plasticine ball (we
are assuming that the thickness of the flat plate of plasticine is
sufficiently great that the solid backing has no effect on the top
surface). be a function only of the applied force. If we made our
hall of a harder grade of plasticine than the flat surface, there
ould be a bigger indent in the flat surface, and less depression
of the plasticine ball.
And so on, until if we made the ball
infinitely hard ( relative to the flat surface) there would be no
deformation of the ball at all, and all the plastic flow would be
taking place on the flat surface.

Theoretical Point Contact
Fig. 16, shows the cross section of a normal commercial record.
The included angle is 90°, and, as the record groove passes the
stylus tip, the stylus is moved laterally about its mean position
because of the undulations of the track. Because the stylus tip
is a section of a sphere, theoretically it makes point contact only
with each wall of the record groove, and because the included
angle of the groove is 90'. the force applied to the stylus point
(which is perpendicular to the groove wall) will resolve itself into
two equal components: — FH in a horizontal direction, and FV
in a vertical direction. Therefore, in order to keep the stylus in
contact with the walls of the groove, a force — FV,. greater than
FV. must be applied in the vertical direction ( see fig. 16).

Measuring Hardness
This actually is the basic method of measuring hardness of
materials. in which either a steel, sapphire or a diamond ball is
pressed by a known force into, say, a metal plate whose hardness
we wish to measure. After a while, the force and ball are removed.
and the diameter of the depression is determined by means of a
measuring microscope, from which the hardness of the material
can be calculated. When we try to measure the diameter of the
depression we will find that below a particular limiting value of
applied force, there is apparently no discernible impression after
that force has been removed from the ball ( fig. 17a). (
But, by
means of delicate measurements. we can prove that the ball did
actually penetrate into the material.) What has happened is that,
because of the "elasticity" of the material, it has regained its
original shape after the distorting force has been removed.
Whilst above this limiting value the material has been subjected

Let us analyse this simple statement: "Theoretically, a sphere
snakes point contact with the groove wall only". If this were
true, and if we accept the Euclidean definition of a point "as possessing no area", the vertical effective pressure (which we have
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to forces greater than its shearing strength, and has actually distorted permanently (
Fig. 17b).
If we increase the force still
further, we find that a little " lip" is thrown up around the crater
(Fig. 17c).
We have thus three fairly well defined areas due to applied
"force". The first, in which plastic flow does not take place, and
when the material is not stressed beyond its elastic limit. The
second, in which some plastic flow does take place, but is not
excessive. And the third, in which considerable plastic flow has
taken place, as evidenced by the "lip" of the crater.
If we take an I.p. gramophone record and press into it a 0.001
inch radius stylus point for one second, we will find that no discernible deformation is visible 20 seconds after the force has been
removed, if the force was less than about 1,000 dynes (equivalent
to 1gram weight). However, if we apply the force for 10 seconds,
it takes several minutes befere the deformation has disappeared
and, in some cases, the deformation remains permanently, although
being very much smaller than the original indentation. When the
applied force is increased from 1 gram to 7 grams, the diameter
of the deformation also increases gradually, until at about 7grams
the lips due to the crater are discernible; whilst at 10 grams, they
remain permanently in place. Graph, fig. 18, shows the ratio of
permanent deformation on the record against vertical force.
Fig. 18a, is the measured diameter of the indent in microns (a
micron is one-millionth of a metre) against applied force. Below
a weight of 1.6 grams the size of the indent was indeterminate,
but extrapolating until the " A" curve cuts the "B" curve (which
was calculated from the modulus of elasticity) gives a maximum
limit of only 0.5 gram as the vertical force !
Because the stylus
is normally supported on two faces, we can therefore double this
value ( to 1gram) when applied to a pickup.
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experimental errors, the same as shown in the graph for me static
measurements.
Thus, we can think of the stylus as a rather refined form of
indenter, tending (and often succeeding, with the heavier types of
"lightweight" pickups) to burnish one or more channels in the
groove walls.
When the groove is modulated, the simple static indentation
(circular) concept is modified by the addition of two lateral forces
—one in the direction of the groove, and the other at right angles
to it; and instead of being a circular indentation, the " instantaneous" deformation is approximately egg-shaped, the angle of the
major axis varying according to the lateral velocity of the groove.
At the same time, if the stylus vertical force is excessive, the
"lip" (
fig. 17c) which is being thrown up continuously in front of
the stylus ( relative to the record groove, but facing the back of
the cartridge) will be broken down, and a thin double track will
be carved in each groove wall. At lower pressures these will
resolve into one broken track per wall face, and at still lower
pressures (as in fig. 17b) an indentation of, as yet, unbroken surface will appear. But remember, in this latter case, the record
material has been stressed beyond its elastic limit, and there is
therefore a tendency for the surface to break down on subsequent
playings, although there is now some added security of work
hardening of the record material, and greater (apparent) contact
area between the stylus and the groove wall, due to the shallow
indentation.
Theory Suggests 1.5 grams Playing Weight
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The curves in graph, fig. 18, were obtained under static conditions by means of a simple balance, in which the stylus was fitted
at 1centimetre from the axis, whilst the load could be varied from
1centimetre to 10 centimetres, and the displacement was measured
by means of a probe micrometer with a point contact. When the
contact between the micrometer and the cantilever was made, the
electrical circuit was closed, illuminating a lamp (see fig. 19). The
micrometer is calibrated in 100th millimetre divisions, and seeing
that the ratio of the cantilever is times 10, we can confidently
read to a thousandth of a millimetre. A measuring microscope
was used to determine the diameter of the indent, and the calculation of the area of contact was then a question of simple
geometry.
Practical Tests
In an effort to translate the static conditions to the dynamic
conditions of actual playing, the mechanism was transferred on to
a turntable, and at pre-determined loads the stylus was used to
indent the outer quarter-inch or so of a normal 1.p. record. It
was found that when playing one groove continuously it required
slightly less weight for a given depth of indentation than when
the load was applied intermittently. (That is, playing for one
revolution, followed by a stationary period of approximately 10
minutes,
The reason for the extreme length of time—i.e., 10
minutes—between playing adjacent tests was in order to make
sure that the record had, as nearly as possible, assumed a stable
state.) But the values of indentation for agiven load were, within

It appears that this limiting value of stylus force is of the order
of 1,000 dynes, and this is equivalent to a playing weight of about
1.5 grams (two contact surfaces, each at 45° to vertical). Thus, it
is probable that no member of the general public has heard what
is actually on the record, the original trace having been destroyed
at the first playing.
This, however, is not all the story.
Up to now, wa have
assumed that the stylus tip and record grooves are perfectly
polished, and that there is no grit or dust or what-have-you in the
record grooves, and that there is no friction between the stylus tip
and the record. All this is very far from the case. The probable
instantaneous variations from a perfect surface are not much
greater than one-ten-millionth of an inch ( 10' inch), but even these
minute variations mean that the stylus makes contact with the
record groove at only a few places, (see fig. 20a). With light
-7
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loads the contacts are small and far apart, but as the load increases the record material yields more and more, finally presenting something like fig. 20b.
If now some tiny particles of foreign matter are trapped within
these undulations, we can form a good idea of what will happen
(see fig. 20e).
The chances are that these particles of foreign
matter will be harder than the vinyl material of the record, and
they will "score" the groove and then possibly either roll under341

neath the stylus and disappear into the desert air, or once again
become embedded in the vinyl material itself. In any case, a
tiny " rough spot" will be created. Due to the friction between
the high spots on both the stylus and the record, considerable heat
is generated, and it has been postulated land experiment tends to
confirm this postulation) that the record is actually welded
momentarily to the stylus itself; then, as the record is dragged
willy-nilly past the stylus point, the weld breaks. It is probably
this successive welding and breaking of the contacts between the
record and stylus that causes much of the record wear.
In this discussion we are talking of using playing weights of
the order of 5 to 10 grams, which as we have shown results in the
fully plastic region of indentation, rather than the preferred purely
elastic region. In the latter case, the friction would be much
less and the chances of the welding should then be considerably
reduced. The theoretical requirement of perfect polish on both
the stylus and the record can never be achieved, but even if it
were, there is still the possibility of adhesion, due to molecular
bonds or electric forces at the interface of the stylus and the record,
which in itself can result in considerable friction.
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Friction and Wear Seem Inevitable
Thus, wherever we have mechanical contact between two surfaces. we shall have to put up with some friction, and hence wear.
But from a practical viewpoint, the higher the polish and the
lower the playing weight, the less is the wear: and it seems now
that playing weight is by far the most important factor.
Reducing
the playing weight from 10 grams to 3 grams will give an increase
in life for stylus, and more particularly for the record, of probably times 10. Again, reducing the weight from 3 grams to I
%ram would increase the life of the record by possibly another
!times 100 !
But the practicability of producing a pickup tracking
:at 1 gram in the immediate future is pretty remote, as we will
!show later in this series. A word of warning: do not be tempted
ito reduce the playing weight below the maker's value. otherwise
i"groove jumping" and damage to the record will follow.
So we see that although the polish on sapphire or diamond
styli, and indeed on record groove walls, is extremely good ( in
most cases approaching that of optical flats) it is still a long way
from theoretical perfection, and our ideas of actual contact pressure must be modified considerably.
At the beginning of this section, we said that the vertical
force, due to the playing weight, must be greater than the vertical component of the force applied to the stylus tip from the
groove wall, if the stylus is to maintain contact with the groove
.
; walls. From the ensuing paragraphs we have seen that if the
! playing weight is much greater than 1 gram, considerable wear of
I the record will and does take place.
The writer is unaware of
any commercial standard pickups which are capable of successfully tracking modern records with playing weights of less than 1
gram, but this desirable requirement will have to be mandatory
if a minimum of. say, 1,000 playings with no apparent wear of
the record is to be obtained.
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I.ubrication Possibilities
One method of attack suggested by Ralph West and Cecil Watts
is the use of a high pressure lubricant (such as Molybdenum disulphide) either impregnated in the record proper, or applied in
parallel with the cleaning and anti-static fluid; and in the case of
some materials, checked by the author and Mr. Watts. phenomenal
increase of record life has been proved.
Our simple concept of a single force, pushing the stylus simultaneously vertically and horizontally, has now to be modified by
the addition of a number of randomly varying forces, due to the
discontinuities of contact between the stylus and the record wall,
caused by the small imperfections in surface finish.
Because of
the inertia of the stylus, the energy of these randomly varying
forces will be stored up, and will be " returned" to the circuit at
a rate dependent upon the resonant frequency of the stylus in the
particular direction or directions from which the energy is coming.
This can be likened, in fact, to driving a car quickly over a humpbacked bridge; at the top of the bridge we tend to continue in
the direction we were going ( upwards), momentarily break contact with the seat, and then hit it with a resounding thud. With
the stylus point this is probably happening tens of thousands of
times per second. but fortunately never in exactly the same place.

our readers
. . . About Disc Wear
From:—R. C. Thompson, 193, Wick Road, Brislington, BrIstol, 4.
Dear Sir:—The latest selection of Mr. Watts' fascinating photomicrographs ( 1957 HiFi Year Book, pp. 4-7) must, Ithink, have
caused considerable disquiet to many who, like myself, value their
records and wish to preserve them for as long as possible in the
condition in which they left the manufacturers. The two heavier
pickups used by Mr. Watts have produced an appalling amount of
wear and he attempts to console us by pointing out that discs
reduced to such a state will still sound perfect even on fine
equipment.
Iaccept this, but Iam not reassured. The fact remains that the
3-gram pickup has produced virtually no wear and presumably
discs played with it would continue to sound perfect for very much
longer than those subjected to either of the other two pickups.
It would have been interesting to know how many playings would
have produced audible deteriorations in each case.
Clearly, in my submission, record wear is an important factor
to be considered when buying a pickup. Much has been written
over the past two or three years to assist intending puchasers of
hi-fi equipment, yet, so far as I can discover, no one has given
any practical advice on the subject of record wear in relation to
pickups.
There are a number of technical articles which are
largely unintelligible to me and I suspect t am not alone in this
respect. Perhaps Mr. Kelly's current series of articles in HiFi
News will help us to a better understanding. However, 1 doubt
whether a complete understanding of the technicalities would enable a would-be purchaser to determine the amount of record wear
any given pickup might be expected to produce—at any rate with
any degree of certainty.
Playing-weight seems to be the main
factor, but as Mr. Watts demonstrates, a 4- gram pickup may .
require a downward pressure of 10 grams before it will track
correctly.

write .

•

no chance against another breakfast cereal which is; but to
me. at any rate, the published specification should be left out of
this type of rat- race. A specification should always be an understatement. and particularly so in these days of quantity reproduction, when it is so easy for a number of errors to become
cumulative.
I think your readers may find great interest in comparing the
published specifications of some of the top grade professional
equipment, costing hundreds of pounds. with some of the domestic
equipment that is on offer in various journals, your on included.
For instance, if you feel you care to publish these examples, take
the American Ampex. Series 300 (approximate price £ 700). The
frequency response claimed for a 7+ inch tape speed is ± 2dB
from 40 to 10,000 c.p.s. Wow and flutter under
The new
E.M.I. TR 90 (approximately £600) at 7 i.p.s. within 2dB from
50 to 10.000 c.p.s. Wow and flutter under 0.15", at that speed.
At 15 i.p.s. the Ampex claim is 30 to 15.000 c.p.s. within 2dB and
the E.M.I. claim is 50-15.000 c.p.s. within 2dB.
Now these two instruments are of a quality used by the world's
leading record manufacturers for recording their master tapes.
Yet we are asked to believe that some of the domestic recorders
which only cost about £40 to £60 have (according to claims made
by their manufacturers) a far better performance. Yours faithfully.
. . . About Home Built Equipment

As I see the problem (possibly I am over-simplifying it) the
amount of record wear which any given pickup, or rather make
of pickup, can be expected to produce is a demonstrable fact and
I suspect that Mr. Watts alone is in a position to supply the
answer.
If it is asking too much to be given uncomfortable comparisons
between specific makes of pickup, could we be given some concrete guidance on the subject ?
Yours faithfully

. . . About Makers' Specifications
From:—E. Scarth, 116, Windsor Road, Cambridge.
Dear Sir: I was very glad to see that your articles
for
Beginners", are tackling the subject of manufacturers' specifications in such a down-to-earth manner, and so early in the series.
My sympathies are very much with the newcomer to Hi Fi, who is
not only bewildered by the enormous amount of equipment that
is advertised, but who must be completely puzzled by some of the
claims that are made for it. Ialso consider that it is largely due
to this lack of understanding on the part of the buying public that
so many " optimistic" specifications are published; and the sooner
people know what to look for, and how to assess equipment in
terms of specifications related to price, the sooner shall we see a
tightening up on the part of some unmentionable manufacturers
of the figures which they now quote so liberally.
As your writer so commendably points out, a specification can
be made to look fantastically good by the simple omission of
vital data. This does not fool the experienced buyer, and very
deservedly makes him mistrust everything that such a manufacturer says—and makes. But it can well mislead the uninformed
and trusting newcomer. So more power to your elbow.
I realise that we live in an age where high pressure selling is
necessary, and where one tolerates with a smile the all- embracing
claims of competitive manufacturers in the general commodity
market. A breakfast cereal that is not equally suitable for mixing
with tinned fruit, for baking into cakes, puddings and pies, or for
sprinkling over the window box as a nutritive plant food, stands

From:—Peter C.
Maiden, Surrey.

King, "Netherdale". 95, Coombe Road, New

Dear Sir: I enclose a photograph which might interest your
readers. It shows a loudspeaker enclosure made entirely of marble
The two marbles used are called Lunel Force and Belgian Black.
The design is based upon Tannoy's Lansdowne enclosure and the
loudspeaker fitted is the Tannoy 12in. dual concentric. The
interior is lined with plastic foam wedges and there is a curtain
of the same material suspended behind the speaker. The results
are excellent, the bass being exceptionally smooth and clean.
Yours faithfully.
. . . About " Extra Knobs"
From:—T, M. Scanlan, SI, Ballard Street, Auckland, S.E.6, New
Zealand.
Dear Sir: While renewing my subscription I would also like to
make one or two suggestions. So far there have been very
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interesting articles on speakers, transmissions, microphones. Will
we soon see a comprehensive article or set of articles dealing with
amplifiers? The point of view needed is that of the buyer ( or prospective buyer) who has a knowledge of all the " knobs" on the
pre-amp., but is still confused by the supposed advantages found
out only by practical usage by his friends. One instance; is the
slope control really necessary or is it another "knob", etc., etc ?
Yours faithfully

EQUIPMENT

RECORDS

PARASTAT
SLR\ ICE NOW AVAILABLE
JOHN GRENFELL LTD.

48, SURB1TON RD.,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

KIN 8459

Note: A series of articles on amplifiers is now being prepared for
publication. Editor.
TAPE RECORDERS — AUDIO EQUIPMENT — DISC
CUTTING
STD &
LP
FROM
TAPE — STUDIO

. . . About

FACILITIES — HIRE SERVICE — SALES — EXCHANGES

MAGNEGRAPH
I, Hanway Place, London, W.I.

DIAMONDS - - - For ACOS,

Tel.: LAN 2156

SAPPHIRES

For the above- mentioned number of years my hobby has been
the reception of good quality radio, and some of the results
achieved have made me very happy. Sixteen months ago a new
era opened up for my hobby with the advent of the BBC's transmissions of F.M.
I had already acquired some little skill in the
use of tape, and was in a position to effect a marriage of the two
mediums almost immediately. Of recent weeks I have been
honoured by visits from two local music (disc) societies and various acknowledged authorities on hi-fi, for the purpose of hearing
the result.
My modesty only permits me to say that all departed
with congratulations and no criticism.

BSR, COLLARO, COLUMBIA, CONNOISSEUR,

DECCA, " XMS", " H", GARRARD, GOLDRING, PHILIPS, etc.

STYLUS REPLACEMENT SERVICES
42 SOUTHEND LANE, LONDON, S.E.6.

In accordance with our policy of only supplying the best, we are happy
announce that we are now accepting orders for the

to

QUAD ELECTROSTATIC LOUDSPEAKER,
in our opinion, one of the most outstanding advances in High Fidelity so far.
Price £S2
All Top Grade Hi Fi and Recording Equipment supplied. Leaflet on request:—

My gear is by Leak, with Wharfedale units and I find that a
good signal from the "Trough Line Tuner", passed to the tape
head and then taken off before contamination by the L.F. and
reproduction side of the cheaper portable tape recorders, provides
results contrariwise to the quote above. After all, the circuitry in
the vicinity of the tape heads does not vary greatly with the various grades of tape recorders.
I respectfully suggest that many of
your numerous readers would welcome a service that would indicate a suitable take-off point, on the lines of the last paragraph,
from many of the popular priced recorders.
Yours faith/ ully

RECORD COMPANY, 4. Kimberley Avenue,
Liverpool, 23.
Tel.: GREat Crosby 4012.
LAMBDA

ATTENTION!
The famous SONOMAG " ADAPTATAPE" pre- amplifier is
now fitted to the COLLARO MK.1V tape deck and now incorporates push-pull oscillator, complete with power pack, 38 gns.
Easy terms and full specification on request.
SOUND TAPE VISION
The Tape Recorder and Hi Fi Specialists
71, Praed Street, London, W.2. PADdington 2807

Note. Mr. Payne has wisely taken the step which makes that
extracted quotation non- applicable to his case. The significant
words in the quotation are "portable tape recorder".
In the
penultimate paragraph of the same article ( page 272) this statement
is qualified as follows:

SWITZERLAND
concern wishes to engage first class
Designer. Engineer
of record changers.
Pleasant working conditions, good
salary and high standard of living with low income tax
ensured.
Please send detailed offers to Box P 3404 RZ
Publicitas, Zurich, Switzerland.
Swiss

engineering

La

Tape Recorders

From—T. Payne, 38, \Men Road, Sheffield, 6.
Dear Sir:— As an olcbter who has not used a d:sc in thirty years,
permit me to confess to being shaken at the paragraph, page 269,
Nov., issue ( quote). "... Yet there are already many thousands
of tape users in these islands who regard the portable tape recorder
as a hi-fi unit, and who imagine that they have only to join it up
to the rest of their equipment with a pair of wires and so record
and replay sound of high quality -.

"It is worth noting here that many domestic portable recorders
are based upon decks of very good quality—Drenell. Weairite, and
Col/aro to naine but three. It is, therefore, quite possible to have
such recorders modified, so that a screened lead can be taken
direct from the record replay head to an output point; and this
can he connected, when required, to the hi-fi equipment discussed
above. Provided that this modification is carried out by a competent engineer, the owner will then have a dual-purpose instrument, which can either he used as an all-round domestic portable.
or as a hi-fi deck. However, it is generally hest to keep the two
worlds apart; and readers who can afiord it will undoubtedly install
a separate deck for hi-fi use."

THE SELF FITTING— ALL PURPOSE

HI-FI CABINET

"TUINWUN"

FOR THE HOME HANDYMAN
A cabinet designed specially for the - Do.
it-yourself" enthusiast. Has a simple
unscrew back for easy assemblance of
Autochanger or Tape Deck, compartment for the installation of aTranscription
Motor, spare shelf, capable of housing
a radio chassis or books, directories, etc.,
storage compartment foi approx. 200
Records. Table top capable of carrying
the largest television.
Overall Dimensions: Height 34r
Width 171, Length 3'. Open top compartment le x 1W x e deep.
FINISH: Veneered Stripy Walnut, Polished
to Light. Dark or Natural Mahogany shades.
CREDIT TERMS ARRANGED
Send for descriptive leaflets

The first of the series of constructional articles by H. Lewis York
(HiFi Nest's, July, page 64) describes how an intermediate subamplifier can be used to feed a hi-fi pre-amplifier direct from the
tape r/r head. Editor.

Discs from Jamaica

J

AMAICA, land of the calypso, is to have its own recording
company. This is reported by Barclays Bank D.C.O., which
states that the new factory has been opened to produce almost every
kind of record of various speeds and sizes. Records will be made
for various distributing companies.
Local recordings will be
made in a modern, acoustically perfect studio.

Obtainable from:
THE KINGSWAY SUPPLY COMPANY
12 KINGLY ST., ( Running parallel to Regent St.) LONDON, W.I. Phone. REG 2040
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By H.

LEWIS YORK

BUILD YOUR OWN
HI-FI TAPE RECORDER
Part 6 . . . Frequency Response
A WIDE

and level frequency response is a fundamental I
equirement for all good reproducing equipment. The factors influencing the frequency response of a magnetic tape recorder and reproducer are best understood by first considering the case where
the tape is recorded and replayed with amplifiers having a level
response. If a series of tones of equal amplitude are recorded at
a tape speed of 7+ i.p.s., and the response measured on replay, the
overall frequency characteristic will be found to be similar to that
shown in fig. 1, if the r/r head is of reasonable quality.
As the output from the recording amplifier is applied to a
circuit comprising a resistor and an inductance in series ( the r/r
head), the voltage. across the inductance may be expected to double
whenever the frequency is doubled—i.e.. to rise at the rate of 6dB
per octave. Examination of fig. 1 will reveal that at low frequencies the response does rise 6dB per octave but this rate
becomes gradually less as a frequency of about 4.000 c/s is
approached. At this frequency the response turns over, and at
higher frequencies it falls rapidly.

Wearite 2a Deck,
priced at £35

If the response of the replay amplifier were arranged so that the
output varied at 6dB per octave over the whole frequency range.
the resulting resporee would be that shown in fig. 2. By selecting
appropriate values for the resistor and capacitor, the gain can be
made to be constant above 4,000 c/s, and below this frequency to
increase gradually until the output is rising at the required rate of
6dB per octave. This gives a correction characteristic which will
very accuratLly " mirror" the overall response up to 4.000 c/s,
fig. 3.
Fo obtain a fl it response above 4.000 c/s, where the losses exceed 6dB per octave, a simple resistor capacitor circuit will not
suffice. In some cases a tuned circuit is used, but to obtain the
benefits of negative feedback, and to avoid the use of an inductance. a parallel T feedback arrangement is preferred. This can
be conveniently combined with the resistor capacitor combination
in the replay amplifier as shown by the circuit of fig. 4, and almost
perfect correction obtained by critical adjustment of the component values.
Experimental Circuit
Fig. 5 shows the measured responses for an experimental
replay sub- amplifier constructed upon these lines which gives complete correction over the whole frequency range at a tape speed
of 71 i.p.s. Unfortunately, this circuit is not suitable for use with
wide range high fidelity equipment, as the considerable gain at
high frequencies causes noise to become excessive. Further, the
circuit is only suitable for replaying tapes recorded without correction. whereas to achieve a standard it is necessary to record
to the CCIR curve. This results in the arrangement of correcting
for head losses only in the replay amplifier, and making good the
remaining high frequency losses by placing the parallel T network
in the recording amplifier.
The basic circuit of the parallel T is redrawn in fig. 6, and the
relationship of the values of the resistors and capacitors should be
carefully noted. The high frequency limit of the equipment
is determined by the peak frequency of this circuit, which is
governed by the relative values assigned to R and C. the heigh
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The departure from 6dB per octave is due to losses in the
system which are considerable at high frequencies, but ignoring these for the moment, correction for the low frequencies can
be obtained by controlling the gain of the replay amplifier by
means of a resistor in series with a capacitor. This is best done
by reducing the gain of an amplifier stage by negative feedback.
and arranging that the amount of feedback applied is determined by the resistor capacitor combination. The advantage of
the feedback circuit is that distortion is reduced at the high frequencies where the feedback is greatest.

REPLAY
HEAD

220K

100K

100K

300p F

-25

of the peak being controlled by the value assigned to R. It will
be apparent that the higher the frequency limit selected, the
greater the peak will become, and at a certain point an extension
of the response will only be obtained at the expense of considerable gain and hence recorded noise, and this matter should be
given careful consideration if a peak in excess of 10dB is to be
used.
In the recording amplifier described in the October issue, the
value of R is set at 100K ohms and for a tape speed of 71 i.p.s.,
C is 150 pF, which gives a peak of about 16 dB at 10,000 c/s. For
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a given head. C may require adjustment to ensure a perfectly flat
response in the higher frequencies. If C is too large the peak
will be at too low a frequency, and there will be a tendency for
a hump to appear, whilst if C is too small, the response will trail
away. In most cases, using a good high impedance head, the
divergence from a flat response using the values specified for Cl.
C2 and C3 may be considered too small to warrant further attention, but if the best possible results are aimed at, the value of
these capacitors should be checked experimentally.
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40-15,000 cps
1 - 2 db
3 inputs
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Trade Enquiries herded

ROMAGNA

REPRODUCERS

2 SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

TAPE RECORDERS
WE HAVE
LAR
SALES
THE

IN

ENGLAND

WHY? AS THE ORIGINATORS OF NO- INTEREST
TERMS
WE
GUARANTEE
UNBEATABLE,
UNEQUALLED
TERMS— BEST
YOU
CAN
GET,
WHETHER YOU BUY FOR CASH OR H.P.
These include 26d. in the
deposit, balance of the retail
price by 9 monthly payments.
NO EXTRA CHARGES; 2 years
H.P.; free insurance policy; NO
PURCHASE TAX!; free
delivery anywhere in the U.K.;
part exchanges; free demonstrations in your own home; etc., etc.

Left, the basic circuit of the
parallel T network.
Below,
the complete wiring diagram
for the speed selector switch.

A signal
generator
and
valve voltmeter are required
for extreme accuracy and.
starting at 1.000 c/s, bands o!
tone are recorded at 1.000
intervals and the response on
replay measured and plotted
Cl, C2 and C3 are then adjusted to move the peak in the
required direction, bearing in
mind that Cl must always
equal C2. and C3 be twice
Cl. Suitable values for these
capacitors for a tape speed of
15 i.p.s., C4. CS. C6. are
C7
Ce
100 pF. 100 pF and 200 pF.
If a signal generator and valve voltmeter are not available, the
BBC test transmission from Wrotham ( page 293. November issue)
will he found useful and the level indicator can be used for measurement as previously described ( pages Ill and 112. July issue).
If the output from a pickup and constant frequency record is
known with a sufficient degree of accuracy. this signal source may
also serve.
For a tape speed of 31 i.p.s., a recording is first made with
the speed switch on the recording amplifier at the 31 i.p.s. position with no capacitors, and Cl in the sub-amplifier shortcircuited. This will result in a response of the kind indicated in
fig. 1 being obtained upon replay.
Cl in the sub-amplifier is
then restored to the circuit and the tape replayed. the value of Cl
being adjusted if necessary to obtain the widest flat response.
Capacitors C7, C8 and C9 can then be added to the speed selector switch in the recording amplifier and further recordings made
and checked, these capacitors being adjusted until the best response
is obtained.
The complete wiring of the speed selector switch with appropriate values for the nine capacitors is shown in fig. 7.
Note. This series of articles, which will be concluded in the next
number, will shortly be available as a reprint in Booklet form.
together with details of a complete constructional kit.

THE
FOR

(Bib)

25 machines on permanent display
in our showrooms compare them
side by side. Open all day
Saturdays.
Mail - Order
Specialists with thousands
of sales all over the country.

IDEAL
EVERY

CHRISTMAS PRESENT
RECORDING
ENTHUSIAST

RECORDING TAPE SPLICER

Here's a professional- type splicer that makes the editing
of tape easy, quick and accurate. You can use all your
odd scraps of tape by joining them together, saving
considerably the cost of new tape. There is
no blurp', no click, no noise to give
away ajoint. Who could want —
or give — a better Christmas
present at such a reasonable
price? 18 6each.

Write, phone or call for free brochures
& full details of our amazing terms

HOWARD PHOTOGRAPHIC
(Dept. H) 190 High Street, Bromley, Kent
(RAVensbourne 4477)

Illudioore Solders Ltd, Multicore Works. Hemel Hempstead. Worts ( ftesmoor 3638)
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2- CHANNEL DISCS

certain of one thing— namely, the major recording companies in
the U.K. will produce their stereo discs to agreed standards. The
recording characteristic adopted by Decca is the R.I.A.A. curve,
and we may therefore be sure that Decca and E.M.1. have already
agreed between themselves on this point.

TEREO sound for the home has been " on the way" for many
1.3 years. Its ultimate arrival was almost as certain as was the
arrival of television when, during the 1920's. it received so much
speculative publicity. E.M.I., Ltd., were the first to introduce
stereophony to this country on a commercial basis, and they chose
tape for their medium. Tape was also the medium which pushed
stereo into the limelight in the U.S.A.. where it has already gained
a far greater degree of popularity than it has so far won in the
U.K. It is always easy to look back on a series of events, and
to see the answers to many things that might have been done: and
this whole question of stereo sound provides a fine example for the
armchair dictator. It seems clear, for instance, that stereo would
have made bigger strides into the realms of popularity if it had
been made available through the medium of discs—for discs are
in the homes of the millions already, whereas tapes are, relatively
speaking, still the toys of the thousands.

Q. 4. What will be the effect of stereo discs from the shopkeeper's
point of view ?
Will it mean that our supplies of ordinary l.p.s
and e.p.s isill dry up, now that we have news of stereo discs to
come ?
A. 4. Most definitely not. The advent of stereo discs could not
possibly affect the colossal world-wide demand for ordinary discs
—even if the manufacturers wanted it that way.
And it only
requires a second's serious thought to provide the solid proof for
such a statement. Refer back to Q. 2 and its answer. It will probably be a year before even a modest (and quite inadequate) supply
of special pickups are available. It will certainly be several years
before the " hard core" of the record buying public have even made
up their minds to take up stereo, let alone invest in the necessary
conversion equipment that will be needed for them to enjoy it—
and that equipment. too, has still to be thought out and designed.

Disc and Tape
This does not suggest that it was wrong policy to introduce
stereo on tape. On the contrary, it was probably a very wise move;
for the technical problems were far easier, and stereo reproduction
from tape has already reached a high quality ( with intelligent use)
which would have been unobtainable from disc until recently
Nor does the imminent arrival of stereo from disc imply that tape
will take a back seat. Again, the contrary is likely to be the case.
It must be remembered that the history of disc is a long one compared with tape. It is Stereophony which has to establish itself—
not the medium. The pros and cons of tape and disc will sort
themselves out much later.
Stereophonic discs may therefore be welcomed from every angle.
for they will introduce the wonders (and there is no other adequate
word for it) of a new form of sound reproduction to the homes
of the millions of music lovers throughout the world.

Your Stereo Guide in "Q" and " A" Form
Q. 1. When can we e.vpect to be able to buy stereo discs?
what will they cost '?

Q. 5. What do you mean by " Conversion Equipment" ? Surely
one only needs asecond amplifier and asecond speaker, apart from
the pickup?
A. 5. The " Hard Core" of record buyers is not represented by the
army of Hi Fi enthusiasts, big and growing as that army may be.
It is made up of the tens of millions of people who play their discs
on portable record players, on radiograms, and on electric gramophones. These people are not going to jettison their instruments
for the sake of what will be to them (at first, at any rate) a " gimmick". In order to persuade them to take up stereo. the manufacturers of equipment will have to do some serious thinking.
They will probably have to bring out adaptors—conversion equipment—that will provide existing radiograms. etc.. with an
additional amplifying channel, so that a second speaker can be
stood in another corner of the room. and so that the new pickup
can be connected to the two channels. In the meantime, there
will be no slowing up in production of monaural equipment, or
monaural discs: and the shopkeeper who thinks otherwise will be
thinking backwards !

And

A. 1. It seems unlikely that stereo discs will he on general sale
before next Autumn. because there is no equipment in existence
for playing them. It is also impossible to make anything but a
wild guess at their cost, because only the recording companies know
what it has cost them (and is still costing them) to develop stereo
from an idea to a reality. It seems unlikely that stereo discs will
be as cheap as normal discs, but it is reasonable to hope that they
will not cost a great deal more.
Q. 2. What form will these discs
different turntables and pickups?

take ?

Will

they

STEREO NEWS . .. I

Q. 6. What about the catalogue of discs?
What material will be
offered, and what will the effect be upon what is Ivanted by ordinary mortals who, perhaps, may not want stereo at all ?
A. 6. For some time past ( for several years. in fact) most of the
important performances of works from the classical repertoire have
been recorded stereophonically. as well as by the monaural system,

require

A. 2. First news from Decca indicates that their stereo discs will
be available in standard form--e.g.. 1.p.s and e.p.s. recorded at
33 1/3 and 45 r.p.m. They will be played on existing turntables.
A special pickup will obviously be needed, since there will be two
separate traces in the groove, and existing pickups are designed to
operate with a single, lateral trace. It is unlikely that a special
pickup arm will be involved, though this may be an advantage for
hi-fi work. Stereo pickups will be comparable in price with
normal pickups. Its stylus tip will measure 0.0005 inch radius.
instead of the customary 0.001 inch radius. However, this pickup
head will also be quite suitable for playing normal 1.p.s and e.p.s

LOCK WOOD
ENCLOSURES
Used by every Broadcasting &
Television Authority in the
British Isles, including Eire,

Q. 3. In addition to the discs that Decca have demonstrated, there
is also news front America of discs front Westres.
And that
about discs from E.M.I. and the other companies? Are we likely
to see another variety of " standards" from all parts of the world ?

for High Quality Monitoring
LOCKWOOD & CO., ( Woodworkers) LTD.,

A. 3. All the major companies are working closely together on
this stereo question.
Whatever else happens, we can be quite

LOWLANDS ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.
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a better
way of
listening .. .

AUDIO- PLAN is a new and better way of listening
to and living with high fidelity . . .

a perfect

marriage of the best in audio equipment with a
planned and graceful housing.

Ingeniously versatile,

reasonably priced, AUDIO- PLAN is based on matched
units for speaker, amplifier control, FM combination
plus motor unit and storage, in

Teak

and Sa pele

Mahogany veneers.
Arrange them as
choice.

you

will.

Equip them to your

Their matchless design and faultless work-

I

I

PARTNERS

LTD

manship form a background to good listening which
will increase your enjoyment immeasurably.
We'll

be happy to send you details— but Audio-plan must be

seen and

heard.

Write for name and address of your nearest

Hi Fi dealer stocking Audio-plan. or call any time between 10.30 a.m.
and 5.30 p.m. We're open until 7 p.m. on Thursday. Sunday and
Monday we rest.

1

audio - 131.mxi.
there's never

been anything like it!

Made for people who like the good things in life by

AUDIO- PLAN

has

been

accepted

by the Council of Industrial Design

229a Regent Street, London, W.I

for inclusion in " Design Review."

Telephone: REG 7363
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NEWS
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STEREO ON DISC
By

G.

F.

DUTTON*

Almost exactly 80 years ago Thomas EtOson Used the Hill-and- Dale process for his
earliest recordings.
A few years later, Emil Berliner cut discs laterally.
Twenty-five
years ago the genius of A. D. Blumlein combined both systems for stereo, and to-day we
are about to

see

matter covers, in a most lucid manner, the
alternative systems for two channel recording
on. and reproducing from a disc with a single
groove.
The two systems mentioned in the above
specification, and which are today under conFig. 1. The experimental " moving iron - complex cutter head used by Blumlein in
sideration in this country. the Continent and
1933. The armatures of the two heads are shown in ( 1) lateral and (6) vertical. The
in the U.S.A., are variants of one system in
stylus (
3) is held by a tie wire ( 5) and is connected to the vertical armature by the
which the motion of the stylus point is in
link (7) and to the lateral armature by the links (
4) and (2).
one direction for one channel, and is at
WHERE are several systems which are capable of giving stereoright angle to this for the other channel. Thus, if everything is
'. phonic reproduction of sound.
Whichever the individual
properly balanced there will be no cross-talk between channels.
system of recording, there does seem to be a general agreement
The alternative arrangements are: ( 1) the stylus point motion for
throughout the gramophone industry that two loudspeaker
one channel is lateral, in the plane of the disc; and for the other
channels are adequate to give avery satisfactory stereo effect when
channel the motion is vertical (hill and dale); ( 2) the motion of
operating under domestic conditions.
Considerable excitement
the stylus for one channel is inclined 45° to the surface of the
has been created in the last few weeks due to a revival of the condisc, and for the other channel is inclined 45° in the opposite direcsideration of the commercial possibility of stereo recording on
tion. These are illustrated diagrammatically in fig. 2.
discs with two channels on one groove.
Blumlein showed how a cutter head or a reproducer head
The idea of two channels on a single groove is not new, and in
designed for one system could be made to operate on the other
fact, the details of such a system were fully disclosed in a British
system by suitably combining the electrical inputs or outputs of the
patent 394.325, applied for in 1931 and completed in 1933 by
transducers. A reproduction of part of the diagrams taken from
A. D. Blumlein.
This specification is extremely interesting, and
the above patent specification are shown in fig. 4. He also showed
while its main claims set out the principle on which the E.M.1.
that by suitably phasing the relative motions of the cutting stylus
Stereosonic recording system is based, a large bulk of the subject
of the 45'/45° system, the motion resolved in the lateral direction
could be made to give the sum of the two channels, while the
vertical motion
represented the difDiff erence
ference.
It has
been suggested, in
some quarters today.
that
this
lateral component
VERTICAL / LATERAL.
could
be
reproduced by a normal
Fig, 2a. The vertical'lateral complex cut groove is acombination
high quality lateral
Sum
45745.
of ahill- and-dale motion shown in A, where the limits of the ver....
reproducer,
thus
tical movement are set by the Milii11111111 depth of groove capable
opening
up
the
of guiding the replay stylus and the maximum depth (dotted)
possibility
of
a
compatible record.
This scheme may
be dangerous,
since most normal
pickups
cannot
cope with the verdictated by permissible maximum width of groove. The lateral
tical
component
factors to that of the vertical/lateral cut.
movement B is similar to normal 1.p. operation and in the diagram
and
the
groove
Fig. 2e. A and B represent the movements
the depth of the groove is shown as the mean depth when there is
of the 45 °/45° cutter and stylus, and if their
walls will be damno vertical modulation. Fig. 2b. The 45° / 45 ° complex cut groove
relative phase is so chosen the resolution in
aged due to the
is a combination of the movements A and B. each inclined at 45°
the lateral direction can be the sum of the
increased stress.
to the disc surface and cut 90' to each other. The maximum and
two channels and the resolution in the vertiIt can also be
MilliMUM cross sectional dimensions of the groove are set by similar
cal direction will be the difference.
shown that acutter
3-50

the culmination of all this endeavour.

head designed for the vertical and lateral system
can be made to cut a groove with the modulation in accordance with the 45°/45° system. In
Fig. 3. A photograph of the underside of a complex pickup used to replay the
order to allow these facilities the phase shift in
The stylus armature (
4) is pivoted at ( 5) in such a
early stereo disc records.
the electrical-mechanical system must be small
manner that the stylus point (
2) can move in the vertical and horizontal directions.
over the whole frequency range.
The inclined pole pieces are shown at (
3).
About the year 1933, experimental stereo
recordings on wax me:e made under Blumlein's direction. These
tc the plane of the disc. The reproduction quality in these early
waxes were processed in the normal manner to produce shellac
days was limited by the surface noise of the shellac pressing, and
pressings. Fig. 5 shows a magnified photograph of the lateral and
by the tracing distortion due to the large reproducing stylus. The
vertical complex groove on a shellac pressing made during these
frequency range was limited both by the cutter and the reproducer
early experiments.
The variation of the width of the groove.
heads, and it was very soon found that reproduction quality could
corresponding to the rise and fall of the cutter point, can be seen
not be sacrificed in noise, distortion, or frequency range in order
along with the normal lateral excursion of the groove; this is the
to obtain a stereo system. In other words, a stereo rzproduz:Con
normal 78 r.p.m. coarse groove designed to operate with a
can only be fully effective if each channel is operating under very
0.0024 inch radius stylus. The cutter head is shown in fig. I. This
high quality conditions.
The stereo disc therefore was shelved
is a combination of two " moving iron" cutters with the armatures
pending the development and improvement of the gramophone
mechanically linked to a common cutting stylus. The " moving
technique.
iron" reproducer head is shown in fig. 3. This is a single movable
In the intervening years there have been one or two attempts to
arm carrying the stylus, and arranged so that the latter can move
introduce stereophonic recording on disc. About the year 1952
in any direction in a plane at right angles to the disc and normal
Mr. Cook at Stamford, Connecticut, marketed 12in. diameter
to the direction of motion.
microgroove stereo discs recorded at 33 1/3 r.p.m. This was not
The complex motion is resolved into two channels by suitably
combining the windings on the magnetic poles arranged at 45'
• G. F. Dutton. Ph.D., D.I.C. A.M.I.E.E, is with E.M.I., International Ltd.

•

I
.

Fig. 4. These diagrams were photographed from part of Blumlein's patent, No. 394.325 and are reproduced by kind permission
of H. M. Stationery Office. In the diagram top left 1 and 2 are the transducers for the two channels. the armatures of which operate
through levers 3 and 4, and are connected to the stylus 8 by limbs 5 and 6. The tie wire seen in photo 1as number ( 5) is here represented by 7. The remaining figures are alternative arrangements for a complex pickup in which, top right diagram represents the pickup shown in photo (
3) and the left hand bottom diagram is an arrangement for a moving coil version.
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THE NEW ELON JC 20
TAPE RECORDER

C

Towards natural reproduction

e

UNIT

TYPE A1332

62

10 WATT

E9-10-6

AMPLIFIER
TYPE A1333

GNS.

including Microphone and Tape.

[18-19-6

The new IMPROVED
Elon JC 20 Tape Recorder incorporating
the
latest Collaro Mark Ill
Tape Transcriptor is now
available, and demonstrations can be arranged

Many years of experience in the production of high fidelity
Equipments with output powers of I Watt to 1300 Watts
together with the backing of our own large transformer department have enabled us to produce this outstanding high fidelity
amplifying equipment. The construction is extremely robust

Q. 7. What will the HiFi enthusiast need in order to add stereo
facilities to his existing equipment ? And will he have to say
good-bye to anything he already uses?

SPECIFICATION

and well engineered and the superlative workmanship and finish

TWIN TRACK
THREE SPEEDS
PAUSE STOP
REVOLUTION COUNTER
AUTOMATIC FREQUENCY
COMPENSATION
AT
THREE SPEEDS

are up to the usual high standard set by all " Astronic" products.
BRIEF SPECIFICATION
Input Unit A1332 3gram positions, mic., tape, radio. Bass control ± 10 db
treble control ± 10 db. Volume with combined on/off and 5 foot connecting
lead to main amplifier.

Frequency Response at:
31 IPS 50-7,000 c/s
or - 3dB
71 IPS 40-10.000 c/s -F or - 3d13
15 IPS 40-15,000 c/s -I- or - 3dB

Main Amplifier A1333 distortion approx.-1% at 10 watts. Response ± .5
db 20 c.p.s.- 20 Ku. Noise - 75 db. Output impedances 3.75, 7.5, 15 Ohms.
Complete specification of 10, 25, 40, 50, 100 250, 1,000 Watt Amplifiers sent

VALVES: 3 EF86, 2 EL84, 1 EM71,
I EZ81.
WEIGHT. 43 lb.
BI-SLOPE TONE CONTROL
BIAS OFF SWITCH
ERASE LINK prevents accidental
erasure
10 SPEAKER

Write for fully illustrated leaflet to

on request to: Dept. H.F.T.1.

ELON

ASSOCIATED ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS LTD.
10 Dalston Gardens, Stanmore. Phone: Wordsworth 4474/5/6

•Protect valuable Tapes

(0

Tape Development Company Limited
377 Milkwood Road • London • 5E24

EX TR V It IIMO

SPECIALISTS IN AUDIO EQUIPMENT AND RADIO COMPONENTS
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1925

DE-FLUXER
Here's asimple way to protect your
Tapes from cumulative background noise
and the gradual attenuation of the
higher frequencies.
All you need to do is occasionally to
aWearite De-fluxer. No need even to remove

High Fidelity is Here to Hear

the head screening can. Occasional use of this

THE FOLLOWING MAKES CAN BE HEARD ON OUR COMPARATOR

depolarise the Record/Playback Head with

De-fluxer will ensure that you are obtaining the

ARMSTRONG
CHAMPION
COLLARO

maximum signal to noise ratio from any make of
Tape Recorder. For better recordings—for
recordings with no loss of quality no matter how
often they are played—invest in aWearite

DENCO

PRICE

DULCI
E.A.R.

£2-10-0

De-fluxer—a ` must' for every serious

EDDYSTONE

user of aTape Recorder.

GARRARD
G.E.C.

QUAD
RCA

GOODMANS
GRUNDIG

ROGERS
TANNOY

LEAK
LENCO
PHILIPS

T.S.L.
W.B.
WHARFEDALE

ALL SALES ARE BACKED BY OUR EFFICIENT SERVICE DEPARTMENT

ENQUIRIES, QUOTATIONS, MAIL ORDER SERVICE

WRIGHT AND WEAIRE LTD
SW!

A. 7. The special pickup will he an absolute necessity. Coupled
to that must be a pair of pre-amplifiers, to which must be added a
pair of amplifiers, and a pair of speakers. It was once thought
that the second speaker would have to be a pigeon pair with the
existing one. More recent thoughts on this matter have tended
to suggest that this exact matching may not be vital. It may be
sufficient to achieve a good balance of sound output.
On the
subject of amplifiers, it will be necessary only to ensure that the
outputs are equal—not 10 watts from one, and 12 watts from the
other. It will naturally be advantageous to double up on whatever one already has. It is the pre-amplifier stages which will need
the most careful thought. Those who are good at " knob twiddling" could double up on the pre-amplifier as well, and adjust the
output of each channel individually.
Not too difficult.
The
ideal arrangement seems to be the use of a single, ganged unit of
two pre-amplifiers—two pre-amps. an the one chassis, with ganged
treble, bass, and volume controls, plus a balance control for
adjusting any differences in output which could be brought on by
disc, pickup, amplifier, or speaker. Such a unit is already under
construction for "HiFi News", and will be offered in constructional
form in February. March and April next.
Q. 8. What system is to he used for these stereo discs, so that
a pickup with a single stylus can replay them ?
A. 8. The system which seems to offer the easiest solution, and
that which has already been adapted for discs which have been
demonstrated, is a combination of the normal " lateral" cut, plus a
"vertical" cut on the Hill- and- Dale principle of Edison's first
cylinders. The pickup stylus must therefore be able to trace both
a lateral and a vertical sound track, and the outputs resulting from
these two traces are passed separately to the two amplifying
channels
It is quite possible, however, that the cutting stylus—
which is already capable of cutting in two directions—may be used
to cut the two tracks at some different arrangement. This is a
matter for the ingenuity of the recording engineers, and for the
recording companies to decide between themselves. It will make
no difference to the consumer, for his pickup will be designed to
obey the whims of the cutting stylus !

WEARITE

131 SLOAN1 STREET • LONDON

by the leading recording companies of U.K.
This was a wise
move. because : 1 costs many hundreds of pounds to assemble,
rehearse and record large groups of skilled musicians: and such
events are often unrepeatable. There is therefore a fairly large
classical catalogue on stereo tape, ready and waiting for the companies to use for cutting their stereo discs. Much of it will therefore duplicate monaural material which is in use throughout the
world. Very little " pops" material has been preserved stereophonically, for the simple reason that it stays topical for a matter
of weeks only. The initial releases of stereo material will probably be very carefully selected items from the best things available from the past, and to this will be added, no doubt, a percentage of each month's monaural catalogue, both popular and
classical and jazz. From then on. it will be up to the public to
decide how much it w.ints in stereo form.

Tel

189-191, DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS

SLO 2214/5 and 1510
35 ,

'
Phone 7388,9

Q. 9. How will tisis stereo, or two-channel recording affect playAnd how will it affect quality?
One of the great
ing time ?
advances of recete years has been variable groove spacing, which
gives us pre-determined spacing for loud and soft passages of
music. Is all this to go by the board in the cause of stereo?

Q. 10. The question of output is important to those who are
going to take up stereo when it collies. If each channel will yield
the same output as the monaural channel of a standard .. p., then
the addition of asecond channel will mean a doubling up of power.
How will lids affect the amplifier arrangement ?
A. 10. If the listening room is well served by an amplifier of 10
watts rated output, then two amplifiers of 5 watts output each will
give adequate power for stereo. It is probable that our equipment
manufacturers will have this in mind when they begin to design
twin-channel amplifiers. An amplifier, built on the two-channel
principle, could well be used for stereo, using both channels
independently, and for monaural work using both channels paralleled. Or, for a much more satisfactory spread of sound, for
monaural work, with each amplifying channel serving a separate
speaker.
Q. 11. And what about tape? How will stereo tapes fit into
this pattern of things on the way?
A. II. As mentioned at the beginning of this discussion, stereo
tapes are likely to benefit from the impetus of stereo as a whole.
Anyone who goes in for stereo will surely take the elementary
precaution of buying equipment which makes provision for both
media. Indeed, it is possible that the advent of stereo will have
the very much overdue effect of cleaning up control panels. Tape.
at C.C.I.R., plus disc at R.1.A.A., plus Radio, should surely be
enough for us ?
A Twin- channel Pre-amp. For Stereo

A

NTICIPATING the great interest which is bound to be stimulated by the advent of stereo discs, we have briefed H. Lewis
York to design and build for us a twin-channel amplifier. The
preliminary specification, to which Mr. York has agreed to work.
is as follows: Two matched pre- amplifier channels to deliver
1.5 volts output apiece. Ganged Volume, Treble and Bass controls,
plus Balance Control for overall adjustments between inputs and
speakers. Input points on each channel for Disc ( R.I.A.A.) and
7+ i.p.s. Tape ( C.C.I.R.) and Radio.
The electrical design of this twin-channel pre-amplifier is to be
of the highest order, in terms of quality, so as to make it at least
as efficient as any currently available single-channel pre- amplifier
on the market. This means that it should be possible for owners
of any existing makes of hi-fi amplifiers to convert their equipment for stereo by the duplication of the power amplifier only,
using the new pre- amplifier to drive both.
For the benefit of those readers who do not wish to go to the
immediate expense of a second main amplifier, Mr. York has also
undertaken to design a 5/6 watt single-ended amplifier. This
can be built in duplicate to provide an economical introduction to
stereo, giving an aggregate output of 10/12 watts for the two
channels. A power pack unit will also be described for this set-up.
The Jason Company has also been approached, and is now
working in close co-operation with Mr. York with the object of
producing, in kit form, the various units that are to be described
as a " Do-it-yourself" feature in HiFi News.
This new constructional series will begin in our February number.
and will run for three months. The first instalment will be in the
form of a description of the apparatus and its possibilities. The
second instalment will provide full constructional details of the
twin-channel pre- amplifier. The final instalment will cover the
constructional details of the 5/6 watt amplifier and the power pack.
We again urge readers to place firm orders with their suppliers.
well in advance. for HiFi News, in order to avoid the disappointment which results from a rapidly rising demand oustripping the
supply.

A. 9. Stereo discs will accommodate as much material as ordinary 1.p.s and c.p.s of similar size.
Decca have demonstrated
excellent stereo 1.p.s with 25 minutes of programme material per
side. The quality of those discs was fully comparable with good
tape at 15 inches per second. Variable groove spacing is not only
rriiintained. but variable groove depth is added !
In other words.
both channels are catered for in similar terms. The output of
both channels is identical in output and in characteristic. Stereo
discs thus maintain everything so far achieved, and also duplicate
the achievement.

SPECIAL TAPE OFFER AT GREAT SAVING!
1,200' of Plastic Recording Tape on 7" reels.
Listed 35/- Our price 22/6
p. & p. 1/6
Also 850' ( Long play) Plastic Tape on 5" reels.
Listed 28/-. Our price 19/6 p. & p. 1/6
PHOTO OPT IX ( London)
73, Praed Street, London, W.2. • •
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Stereophonic Discs—(continued)
a single groove complex cut system, but a two channel system with
one channel recorded on the outer half of the disc and the other
on the inner half. The pickup heads were mounted on a common
arm, with a micrometer screw to adjust the relative position of the
stylus points.
Adjustment had to he made in the reproducing
characteristics to allow for the difference of frequency response on
the inner and outer bands. The handling of the pickup combinatian
was sa:newhat tricky and this, combined with the playing time
limitations of about 12 minutes maximum, left much to be desired.
During the last two years A. R. Sugden of Brighouse. Yorkshire.
has demonstrated, with equipment of his own design and manufacture. two channel disc recording using the vertical and later,.
system. These demonstrations at the Audio Fair and the B.S.R.A
exhibitions caused considerable interest both at home and abroad
In the last month or so the writer has been privileged to attend
demonstrations, in this country by Decca and in the U.S.A. by
Westrey., of recordings made in a similar manner to the above mentioned systems.
Decca demonstrated the lateral and vertical
systems, recorded with a high quality feed back cutter, developed
by their German Associates, TELDEC, replayed with a complex
pickup of their own design. The reproduction compared with
the 7-tinisec. stereo tape equivalent showed an equally satis
factory stereo quality.
Westrex demonstrated recordings which
had been made with a cutter head assembly of two Westrex 1A
feed back cutters, arranged to produce a 45' / 45° modulated
groove.
These recordings were replayed with a 45'745" moving
coil complex pickup. Comparisons were made with the 7in./sec.
stereo tape equivalent and here also the performances were
extremely close.
E.M.I. have been marketing a two channel stereosonic tape
record since April. 1955. and the expeiience gained in producing
master tape records has enabled this company to build up a valuable bank of stereo masters which can be transferred to disc whenever there is a general agreement on standards.
The revival of the stereo disc has been possible by combining
all the udvances in the technique of recording and reproduction of
sound.
The performance of the loudspeakers must not be forgotten. since it is most important that these should have a smooth
response and a uniform polar distribution characteristic. The
introduction of feed back in the cutter head system allows a more
uniform and stable frequency characteristic. and the non-lineat
distortion is reduced to a negligible amount. The feed back also
helps to maintain a uniform response under varying mechanical
loading of the cutter point as may be experienced from the outer
to the inner groove diameters. The heated stylus technique reduces
the surface noise and allows the use of a keener edge to the cutting stylus. The radius at the bottom of the groove has been
reduced to 2 or 3 microns ( about 0.0001in.) and this allows the
use of a smaller reproducing stylus, which will tend to counterbalance the increased tracing distortion and cross modulation of a
complex cut groove. A diamond stylus point 0.0005in. radius has
been found to be satisfactory with a playing pressure of 3 grams.
A pickup with a 12 micron point and which has been well
designed for complex groove reproduction will track the latest
normal LP discs satisfactorily, since most record companies have
been operating with the small bottom radius of the groove for
several years.
There are several important details which have yet to be completely resolved on the disc cutting technique.
Owing to the
greater space taken up on the disc by the complex groove, compared with the equivalent LP, a very efficient variable groove
spacing and variable groove depth control must be used.
The
background noise. however slight, must be the same on each
channel, otherwise its presence will be more annoying. Turntable
rumble has a tendency to appear greater on the vertical channel of
a vertical lateral disc than on a 45'/45" disc. This must be overcome by improving the turntable bearing : Ind the drive.
The pros and cons of the vertical/lateral and the 45' / 45'
systems are very closely balanced
There are no outstanding
features in either system which would give it a decided preference.
The final choice may well be with the pickup manufacturer, whose
problem it is to combine two pickup elements in such a manner
that they will have identical characteristics and low cross-talk.
The mechanical linkage between the two elements and the stylus
point must be so designed to give a wide frequency range to the
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Fig. 5. This is a photographic enlargement us 37) of a shellac
78 r.p.m. pressing, processed from a wax master, cut in 1933 with
the complex cutter head shown in photograph 1. The section
shown is a heavily modulated part of an orchestral recording. It
will he noticed that one groove Ilop section of right-hand trace)
à nearly at minimum depth, due to heavy amplitude of the vertical
component.
Those familiar with photomicrographs of modern
l.p.s will notice a considerable improvement in today's processing
techniques when comparing them with this coarse groove shellac
pressing. Nevertheless, this picture is evidence of a very remarkable achievement of nearly 25 years ago_ The principles of two
channel complex recording aad reproduction remain substantially
the sanie today, and improvements in technique at all stages in the
chain of events, from cutter head to loudspeakers, have made it
possible to turn an early vision into a commercial realisation.
overall system, and the mechanical impedance must be low enough
to allow a light playing pressure on the small radius stylus.
The solution of these problems can best be achieved by a close
co-operation between the recording companies and with consultations with the gramophone component manufacturers. S;nce the
problem of fixing standards is world wide, interchange of ideas
must take place on an international scale, so that recommendations
can be drawn up which can be passed to the normal channels of
the standardising authorities.
We are happy to say that intercompany consultations at a technical level are now being actively
pursued.
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This is the ' SUPER 90'
- - - M ARK II
See other advertisement
on page 358

ENORMOUS DEMAND has made it possible to introduce a new SUPER
90—the MARK II, adding to the present advanced design these salient
features at no extra cost . . .

BURNE-JONES &
SUNNINGDALE

gJ

COMPANY

ROAD •

CHEAM •

a new effortless freedom of transit across the
record is added to TANGENTIAL TRACKING
the MARK ll Swiss type bearings of high
precision are self-lubricating
even lower vertical force can now be achieved
this is implicit in the design of the
new "
type pillar

RIGIDITY

LTD.

height adjustment ring makes mounting on
a turntable of any height simplicity itself

SIMPLICITY
SEE

SURREY

YOUR

DEALER

TODAY

in lliet Style .

•

Architecturally functional furniture from the famous

"G- PLAN
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RANGE

Acoustically adapted and fitted
with the sound

equipment of

your choice!
And for those with leanings towards the antique ... Austin Paul Reproductions
. . . speaker

enclosures

and

matching

equipment

cabinets-- designed

and

acoustically engineered for High Fidelity.
THE ONE STOP SHOWROOM— ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT AND FINE FURNITURE

Austin Paul
/-62 Regent Street.

L01111011.
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NEW E.M.I. TAPE RECORD RELEASES
SINGLE

CBT
CCT
CDT

COLUMBIA List No. 10
Beethoven. Symphony No. 5 in C minor, Op. 67.
Philharmonia Orchestra. Klemperer.
659 Amülia at the Paris Olympia.
A selection of
Portuguese Songs. Amália Rodrigues accompanied
by Domingos Camarinha and Santas Moreira.
868 " The Seductive Saxophone". Kisses; I never felt
this Way: Caress: Ididn't Know about You; Mood
Nocturnal; Warm Valley Promises; All too Soon:
Mood Magenta; Lost in Meditation: Passionata:
Passion Flower.
Doff van der Linden and his
Orchestra.
562

CAT

293

CDT

869

CDT

l

CHANNEL

870

COLUMBIA List No. 11
Beethoven. Symphony No. 7 in A major. Op. 92.
Philharmonia Orchestra. Klemperer.
You Were Never Lovelier. ( Music of Jerome
Kern). You Were Never Lovelier; Make Believe:
Smoke gets in your Eyes; Moon Love; The Last
Time Isaw Paris; I'm Old Fashioned; They Didn't
Believe Me; All the Things You Are: Lovely to
Look At: Dearly Beloved: The Folks Who Live on
the Hill; Why do ILove You; Can IForget You:
A Fine Romance: Long Ago; The Way You Look
Tonight.
Victor Silvester and his Silver Strings.
The Tarriers. Pretty Boy: I Know Where I'm
Going: Rock Island Line; East Virginia: Drill. Ye
Tarriers, Drill: Shadrack: Those Brown Eves: Oh.
Chaucoun; Acres of Clams; Lonesome Traveller.

•
FITC

614

HTC

615

HTD

819

HTA

34/35

HTD

820

BTA

124'5

BTC

509

BTC

510

BTD

713

BTD

714

1254

SCT

1521

SCT

1522

SAT

1017

SAT

1018

Albeniz.
Iberia.
Eugene Goossens.

Philharmonia Orchestra.

Sir

COLUMBIA List No. 7
Die Kluge. (
Orff.) Marcel Cordes ( bar.); Gottlob
Frick ( bass): Elizabeth Schwarzkopf (sop.); Georg
Wieter ( bass):
Rudolf Christ ( tenor):
Benno
Kusche ( bar.): Paul Kuen ( ten.): Hermann Prey
(ha:.): Gustav Neidlinger ( bass).
Philharmonia
Orchestra. Wolfgang Sawallisch.
"The Zodiac". An Aries Aria: Taurus Tango:
The Gemini Waltz: Cancerian Concerto; Lonely
Leo: The Impatient Virgo; The Libra Rhapsody;
Seductive Scorpio; Sagacius Sagittarius; Capricious
Capricorn: Mood Aquarius: Ode to Piscus. Norrie
Pa ra m or, Strings and Orchestra.
COLUMBIA List No. 8
Grieg. Symphonic Dances. Op. 64; Norwegian
Dances. Op. 35. Philharmonic Orchestra, Susskind.
Suppé Overtures. Light Cavalry: Pique Dame:
Morning. Noon and Night in Vienna: Poet and
Peasant; Tantalusqualen: Dis Irrfahrt ins Gluck.
Philharmonia Promenade Orchestra. Krips
"Emerald and Tartan". Trottin' to the Fair: Little
Bridget Flynn: The Loch Tay Boat Song; The
Stuttering Lovers; Pride of Tipperary: The Scots
Girl: Spanish Ladies; The Spinning Wheel; The
Little Wheel: The Little Irish Girl; Darlin' Girl
from Clare: Brendan O'Dowda with Philip Green
and his Orchestra.

THE

H.M.V. List No. 10
Lady and the Fool.
(Ballet). ( Verdi).
Philharmonia Orchestra
Mackerras.
Lois Marshall. Arias from: Jeptha; Solomon: The
Seasons: Judas Maccabaeus; Samson; The Creation;
Elijah. London Symphony Orchestra. Bernard.
Dancing Time for Dancers ( No. 6). Amore: You
Were Meant for Me: Rosalie; Tango Capriccioso:
True Love: Lullaby of Broadway; Ramona: I'll
Get By; Song of the Rose; Jeepers Creepers. Joe
Loss and his Orchestra.

o

TAPE
° RECORD
° LIBRARY

H.M.V. List No. 11
Puccini.
"La Boheme".
Jussi Bjorling
Robert Merrill ( bar.): John Reardon ( bar.); Giorgio
Tozzi ( bass): Fernando Corena (bass); Victoria de
Los Angeles (sop.); Lucine Amara (sop.): William
Nahr (ten.). R.C.A. Victor Orchestra and Chorus
and Columbus Boychoir. Beecham.
Songs for "Hip" Lovers. Woody Herman. Comes
Love; Everything I've Got; Alone Together: Bidin'
My Time: Isn't This a Lovely Day: Louise: Makin'
Whoopee; I Won't Dance; I Guess I'll Have to
Change My Plan; Willow Weep for Me: Moon
Song: Can't We be Friends. Marty Paich Orchestra.

o
0

o

STEREOSONIC

SBT
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H.M.V. List No. 7
Beethoven. Symphony No. 7 in A. Op. 92. Philharmonia Orchestra. Cantelli.
Owen Brannigan. Mozart Arias in English. Arias
from:
Marriage of Figaro; The Magic Flute:
Zaide; Don Giovanni: Il Seraglio. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. Susskind.
Turina. Danzas Fantasticas.
La Procesion del
Rocio.
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
Irving.
H.M.V. List No. 8
Tchaikovsky. Symphony No. 4 in F minor, Op.
36. Philharmonia Orchestra. Constantin Silvestri.
Grieg. Music from " Peer Gynt". ( Sung in German.) Ilse Hollweg ( sop.) with Philharmonic
Orchestra and Beecham Choral Society. Beecham.

o

THE

BEST MUSIC

THE BEST RECORDING

THE BEST TERMS

THE EASIEST WAY

BORROW TAPE RECORDS and save money with
our return of post library service: send 3d. stamp for
list and full details to the TAPE RECORD LIBRARY,
79 GREENFIELD AVENUE, SURBITON, SURREY
Bound Volumes of " HiFi News"
Binding.
We -are now able to accept readers' copies of
"HiFi News" for binding. Binding in stiff boards and
buckram, blocked in gold on spine, 25/- plus 2/6 p. de p.
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TUN ERS

FM85

The FM85 is the answer to so many problems. Combining as
it does the highest quality Frequency Modulation reception, and
excellent reception on Medium and Long Wavebands, on a
small compact easily installed chassis, complete with attractive
escutcheon.
With completely stable drift free tuning, the FM band covers
87.5 to 100 M/cs and has a sensitivity of < 8gV for 20 dB
quieting. The circuit includes atuned low radiation R.F. stage,
high level noise limiter, A.V.C. The Medium and Long Wavebands cover from 195m. to 550m. and 800m. to 2,000m., and
using special delayed Amplified A.V.C. circuits provide highquality reception of good Continental broadcasts. The FM85
is fitted with a Cathode Ray tuning indicator which operates on
AM and FM, a Volume Control, and is supplied complete with an escutcheon finished in gold or bronze and
costs 24 gns. including P.T. or 28 gns. self-powered 200-250 v.
Also available the De Luxe AM/FM series S5/FM and S5E/FM at 32¡ gns., including P.T., or 36¡ gns.,
self- powered 200-250 v.
And the FM81 Mk Il long range Frequency Modulation only tuner at 21 gns. including P.T.
The 205 Power Amplifier and Control Unit is now being demonstrated with enthusiasm by most High Fidelity
specialists. Capable of giving the highest quality of reproduction at " any level " up to 20 watts. The Control
Unit may be combined with and powered from some of our tuners and is suitable for feeding any amplifier with
an input sensitivity of up to 250 m/v or to special order up to 2v.
tt.

C. T. CHAPMAN ( Reproducers) LTD
SALES. RILEY STREET, CHELSEA,
S.W.I0. FLA. 4577

WORKS. HIGH WYCOMBE
BUCKS.
H. W. 2474.

• First design to professional
standards.

• Next
•
•

put the experience
of many years of tape
recording manufacture
into the production.
Mix in versatility
and
many new features.

The Sensational

Ensure
brilliant
reproduction by aflat frequency
response.

• Introduce

a multi-speaker
system capable of handling the 6 watts output.

ELIZABETHAN

• With
•

a little
British
" know-how "
make
it
simple to use.
Decorate in contemporars
style.

Complete with
microphone. L.P.
tape and accessories read
for
use at

75

gns.

* COMPLETE WITH
"CADENZA"
RIBBON
MICROPHONE

TAPE

LITERATURE

EAP (TAPE RECORDERS) LTD •

JUST RELEASED!
The new ELIZABETHAN 56 now
with 3 speeds-6 hours playing time.
Many other new features at only
54 gns. complete.

Elizabeth an.

Send Your Name and Address now for
FREE

Yes, a sensational tape recorder in the
medium price range. It has everything
usually found only in highly priced
professional machines.

BRIDGE CLOSE
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By

RALPH
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Electrie
Batteries
Part 3.

Three examples of the nickel-cadmium type of rechargeable cell. The smallest, of button size, has a
capacity of 1-ampere hour, but will deliver a current al
40 amperes on short circuit.
Rechargeable Batteries or Accumulators
S already stated. there is no fundament a ldifference bet
ween
accumulators and ordinary primary cells. Very similar processes occur in each type. With primary cells it is usually not
possible to return the electrodes and electrolyte to their original
condition by passing a current in the reverse direction.
For
instance, a hole may have been eaten in the zinc case of a dry
cell, and it is too much to hope that any zinc deposited during an
attempt to recharge, should first fill in this hole and then deposit
itself exactly where it came from to form a uniformly thick layer
once again !
Nevertheless, quite successful attempts have been
made from time to time to recharge dry cells, and small chargers
have actually appeared on the market.
If any readers wish to try their hand, the writer would urge
moderation, since nitrogen figures in most of our high explosives,
and salammoniac, though itself quite stable, does contain nitrogen.
No cause for alarm, but don't try and recharge it in five minutes !
Thus, if the materials and construction are correctly chosen,
recharging becomes possible and this is. of course, much cheaper
than replacement of the whole or parts.
Let it be emphasised that an accumulator does not store electricity. It stores chemical energy. Only a condenser stores electricity, and up to the present condensers will only hold very small
amounts of energy compared with accumulators of the same size.

Rechargeable Types.

minal voltage. This was due to its low internal resistance, and
this in turn was due to the fact that dilute sulphuric acid ( about
20% acid) is about the best liquid conductor known to us. Its
performance was slightly better than the bichromate cell, but in
those days its loss of charge on standing idle put it at a disadvantage. When the zinc plate of the bichromate cell was raised, no
deterioration could take place.
Twenty-two years later. Fauré described another form of plate—
a cast lead grid filled with a paste of a mixture of lead oxides and
dilute acid. One single charging sufficed to form the plates. This
design is still basically unaltered today for all small and portable
types. Very large stationary batteries also have Fauré or grid- type
negative plates, though some may have Planté type positives.
Nowadays, the manufacturer forms the plates and dries them out
before assembling them in their case. All we have to do is to fill
with the dilute acid and wait awhile. Full performance is not
to be expected till after the first recharge.

A

Construction
The grid is cast from a very pure lead with a small percentage
of antimony added. The antimony helps make a clean sharp
casting, but it is doubtful whether it helps electrically. After
forming, the paste in the positive plate becomes lead peroxide—
a dark brown substance: that in the negative becomes pure lead
in a spongy state. In all except very small radio accumulators the
plates are arranged as shown in fig. 2. This construction discharges both sides of the positive plates at the same rate and so

The Lead-acld Accumulator
This lead-acid accumulator actually predates the Leclanché cell
by a few years and, like that cell, it is still going strong and
showing no signs of being replaced by anything else in the forseeable future. In 1859, Planté rolled up two lead strips. separater them by narrow strips of rubber, and placed them in dilute
sulphuric acid. He then passed an electric current through this
"cell" for a few minutes and observed gas liberated from the surfaces of both plates— rather more from the negative.
After
switching off, the combination behaved like a primary cell for a
few seconds, and it had the remarkably high E.M.F. of 2.0 volts.
After passing current through it again for another few minutes, it
lasted, on discharge, for a few seconds longer than the first time.
After each discharge and recharge the cell had an increased
capacity. By reversing the charging current occasionally, this
process was accelerated and was known as " forming". On examination after several rechargings, the negative strip showed little
change in colour, but its surface became spongy, whilst the positive was coated with a dark brown layer.
This produced a really practical accumulator and is an experiment that anyone can repeat after a visit to the local plumber for
some lead sheet, and a visit to the local garage for some dilute
sulphuric acid.
The ability to be recharged, and the high E.M.F., were only
two of the attractions of this new cell. It had two other equally
remarkable properties. One was the fact that the E.M.F. remained
almost exactly 2.0 volts during the whole of the discharge period,
and fell very rapidly when finally discharged. The other was its
ability to deliver quite large currents with very little fall of ter-

—

1— LUG

r' LEAD

rt.. PASTE

GRID.

+LEAD

PEROXIDE

—SPONGY

FIG. I.

LEAD.
FIG. 2.

Fg. 1 ShOWA the Faure type of plate construction, while the arrange
ment of positive and negative plates, with connectors and spacers,
is shown in fig. 2.
avoids buckling. At the same time it reduces the internal resistance
considerably. The thinner the plates, and the more there are of
them for a given capacity, the larger the current that it will deliver.
The separators between the plates have been made of a wide
variety of materials. For many years cedar wood was used for
the separators of car battery accumulators, and with luck these
lasted the life of the plates. More robust materials, such as perforated ebonite, have the disadvantage of presenting a rather higher
internal resistance. A fairly recent development is highly porous
PVC ( and other plastics). These materials have conductivities
(when wet with acid) comparable with cedar wood, and have much
longer useful lives.
The Chemistry of Charge and Discharge
Every time the cell is recharged, the positive lead grid is eaten
into a little farther. This ultimately terminates the life of the
cell; though good supporting separators extend the life a little.
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CITY SALE at EXCHANGE LTD
OFFER THE FOLLOWING

The New Leak T.L.I2.
Control Unit.

Plus Amplifier and Varislope Mark Ill

An ideal Tuner for this is the Leak Troughline

£110.14. 6

The Motor

recommend is the Lenco G.L.56, a 4- speed model

Or f22.14.6 Deposit and Eight Monthly
Payments of £11.17.2.

with a nicely balanced Arm and the Goldring Variable Reluctance

When in London visit our Hi/Fi Demonstration Room where equipment by all leading
Manufacturers is fitted for immediate
comparison.

The incorporated device for lifting and lowering the

pickup works very well and is to be strongly recommended.

Price

£23.7.0 or £5.7.0 down and Eight Monthly Payments of £2.9.5.
PART

EXCHANGE

IS

FROM STOCK

Priced £35.10.0 or

f7.10.0 Deposit and Eight Monthly Payments of £3.15.11.

Cartridge.

FIDELITY

Another
system
we
can
strongly
recommend is the R.D. Junior.
An
outfit can be built up as follows :
R.D. Junior Amplifier
and Control Unit ... £25. 0. 0
Collaro 4T200 Transcription Motor and Pickup £ 19.10. 0
R.D. F.M. Tuner
£24.17.
R.D. Junior Corner Horn
and Side Panels
£22. 7. 6
Lowther P.M.6 Speaker
Unit ...
£18. 0. 0

Priced 33 gns. or f7.13.0 Deposit and Eight Monthly

Payments of £. 13.5.

HIGH

SPECIALISTS

HI/FI COMBINATIONS

which is extremely sensitive and is self powered.
Unit which we

THE

OUR SPECIALITY

EASY

93-94 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

PAYMENT TERMS ARRANGED

Phone:

FLEet

Street 9391-2

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI-FI PRODUCTS
See other advertisement on page 354

81 C12 HEAD combines high
sensitivity with low mass

81 PLUG-IN SHELL.:
,rtridge camer wIth
otrâctIve lInes and
hit ro,trol

B1 ADAPTOR
ACOS
,ead, to the 81 ARIA

1
81 COUNTER
WEIGHT
UNIT

SUPER 90 ARM

gèves speed and
accuracy in
weIght
control

'STANDARD' ARM

Eg

TEST YOUR TRACKING!

INTRODUCES THE FIRST

Bi REPRODUCER
the ultimate 2 or 3 speaker
design for all 10 inch. 8
inch and tweeter units

ALIGNMENT PROTRACTOR

IN PLASTIC IVORINE FOR MEASURING THE TRACKING ACCURACY
OF ALL PICKUP ASSEMBLIES,

Send P.O. for 7/- today!

ONLY BJ ARMS OVERCOME TRACKING ERROR
BJ Arms and BJ Reproducers are available from your local Dealer. For full details write to:—

B URN E- JON ES

SUNNINGDALE
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CHEAM

SURREY

Cell cases use a variety of insulating materials, ebonite and hard
rubber (nearly the same thing) being about the best,
With this cell both electrode and the electrolyte change during
discharge, as shown in fig. 4.
When recharging, oxygen is produced at the positive plate. This converts the sulphate back to
peroxide. Hydrogen, on the negative, turns the sulphate back to
lead. The acid also regains its strength. When charging is complete the oxygen and hydrogen (still being produced) merely
bubble away. We call it gassing, and it is a useful indication of
completion of charge. Don't try and prove the gas is an inflammable mixture, eyes are too valuable !
If the lead- acid accumulator had no disadvantages it would still
have no competitors. Sulphuric acid is not a pleasant material.
It corrodes many metals, rots most fabrics (especially cotton) and
it is bad for the human body. Caustic potash solution, used in
its competitors isn't very much better either !

NEGATIVE

Neither does it mind
standing discharged for
several months. Further,
FILLER &
as there is no change in
VENT PLUG
the
electrolyte,
the
whole charge can be
used up in a very short
time. Heavy discharge
and recharge rates cannot distort these plates,
they are too robust, and
POSITIVE
as long as the cell does
ELECTRODE
not become too hot, no
harm is done. The life
of this type of battery
NEGATIVE
is very long indeed-20
ELECTRODE
or
more
years ( the
writer has one at least
30
years
old)— but,
of course, the initial
cost is somewhat higher
"PERSPEX .
'
than
the
lead - acid
CASE
type. They are used
a lot in industry, particularly for arduous
A cut-away diagram showing the con•
duties, like manoeuvring
struction of the Venner silver- zinc cell.
trolley buses without
the mains, but they have never been used much domestically.
A recent development of this nickel-cadmium cell, from Germany, the Deac Pernia-Seal, has already invaded our field. This.
design is completely hermetically sealed and can thus be used
wherever dry cells are used. Its E.M.F. is 1.25 v. On recharge
its terminal voltage must not exceed 1.5 volts, otherwise, its properties are just the same as the open type nickel-cadmium cell.
TERMINAL

Unspillable Accumulators
Attempts are made from time to time to produce unspillable
accumulators. This usually calls for considerable ingenuity of
design, and results in varying degrees of success.
Jelly acid
accumulators have been used from time to time with more success.
but their performance is somewhat inferior.
Another disadvantage of the lead-acid type of battery is the
gradual loss of charge on standing idle. It is actually only the
negative plate that discharges, but the positive plate by itself isn't
much good !
This is actually due to a form of local action and
purity of component materials, and acid helps reduce it. Yet
another disadvantage is the rapid deterioration that takes place if
left standing for any length of time in a discharged condition.
The lead sulphate solidifies and recharging only touches the surface—"sulphation".
The other important disadvantage is the large fall in capacity
(some of it temporary) experienced when very heavy discharge
currents are drawn. This is due to the acid in the plates being
iised up faster than diffusion will renlace it.

DISCHARGING.

RECHARGING

The Silver-zinc Accumulator
This cell is a cousin of the nickel-cadmium, and was developed
to its present state during the last war by Henri André of Paris.
The plates are oxides of zinc and silver, and the electrolyte strong
caustic potash. As silver and zinc are a long way from each other
in the list of electrode materials, a higher E.M.F. than the nickel
cadmium results- 1.5 volts. In most other respects it has similar
properties to that type. Its internal resistance is lower as silver
and silver oxide are better conductors than steel and nickel
hydroxide. Its weight, too, is rather less than any other type to
date, so it is not surprising that it is finding considerable application in the aircraft and allied industries. As made by the Venner
people in this country, it is practically spillproof, since most of the
electrolyte is held absorbed in the plates.
The smallest cell shown in the illustration only weighs 3 oz. and
has acapacity of only 0.75 ampere/hours, yet it will deliver ashortcircuit current of 40 amps. !
Who said a quart couldn't be got
out of a pint pot !

FIG.38

Fig. 3a shows the direction of current flow with a battery on discharge, and fig. 3b shows the arrangement for re-charging with
reverse current flow.
The life of a lead-acid battery is between 1and 5 years, depending on initial condition and subsequent history. Not very long, but
offset by the comparatively low cost. Maintenance consists of
keeping the cell clean and dry, greasing the terminals and topping
up with distilled water to replace that lost by evaporation and
gassing.
The recharge time varies from 24 hours with thick plates to 10
hours with thin plates, though high speed charging is used in
some applications. This starts at a high rate—anything up to 10
Fig. 4

Cell Charged
+Lead Peroxide
— Pure Lead
Acid Density 1.25

POSITIVE
TERMINAL

F.M. From Kirk o'Shotts
rr HE BBC's new Very High Frequency sound broadcasting
station which is shortly to be opened at Kirk o'Shotts began
regular test transmissions on Novembet 15. These will take
place each weekday from 9 a.m. until approximately 11 p.m. They
are for engineering purposes and also to assist the Radio Trade
in the installation and adjustment of VHF receivers and aerials.
The station is radiating the Scottish Home Service on 94.3 Mc/s,
the Light on 89.9 Mc/s. and the Third Programme and Network
Three on 92.1 Mc/s, each with an effective radiated power of
120 kW. The transmissions are horizontally polarized, and therefore receiving aerials must be fixed horizontally.
The VHF transmitters are housed in an extension to the BBC's
Kirk o'Shotts Television Station which came into service in 1952.
The station is situated on a 33-acre site some 900 feet above sea
level, 18 miles from Glasgow on the main Glasgow-Edinburgh road.
The area to be served by the new station has a population of
four million people and is very similar to that covered by the
BBC television transmitters at Kirk o'Shotts.
It includes the
counties of Renfrew, Stirling. Clackmannan, Fife, Kinross, Peebles.
Midlothian, East and West Lothian; most of Lanarkshire and
Dunbartonshire; the northern half of Ayrshire. the southern parts
of Perthshire and Angus and a substantial portion of Berwickshire.

Cell Discharged
Lead Sulphate
-- Lead Sulphate
Acid Density 1.15

times normal—but is gradually reduced and finishes up at a very
low rate.
The Nickel Cadmium Cell
Edison produced an interesting cell, using a steel case and perforated steel plates containing nickel and iron hydroxides—later
nickel and cadmium.
The electrolyte was a strong solution of
potassium hydroxide (caustic potash). Though the E.M.F. was
only about 1.2 volts, and not quite as steady as that of the leadacid type, and though the internal resistance originally somewhat
higher than the corresponding lead-acid type, it had few of the
disadvantages mentioned.
The nickel-cadmium cell does not suffer from self-discharge, and
even after a year practically the full charge can be counted on.
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switched

yllF • Fm

Tuner

• incorporates Automatic Frequency Control
giving freedom from drift
• highly sensitive
• easy instant station selection
Price £ 16 • 5 • O inc. tax
Trade inquiries invited
Full dealer discounts available

*

Demonstrations from principal Hi -Fi Dealers *

B.K. Partners Ltd., The Classic Electrical Co., Ltd.,
John Lionnet el Co., Musicraft, Rare Records, Mefferd Radio, etc. etc.

Write for full details to :
GOODSELL LTD., 40 GARDNER STREET, BRIGHTON, 1

Brighton 26735

This is our " HiFi" console....
We designed it and built it for your benefit....
Look at the selection ... 20 tuners ... 20
amplifiers ... 25 loudspeakers ... 6recorders..
Shall we go on ?

6 turntables ... 13 pickups....

By just pressing a button we can bring in any
one of the models so that you can make a fair
comparison.

our Hi-Fi showroom
Our Technical Staff who built this console
are here to give you help and advice.
We believe that Hi Fi and good furniture can and
should go together, and that is why we can show
you really practical cabinets. Or even assist you
in designing to suit your own needs.
*" What is High Fidelity "—our
latest brochure on equipment
and tailor-made cabinets,
nearly ready—send for your
FREE copy, now!

for High

OF

From October
3rd
until December 19th
we shall be remaining
open until 7 o'clock
every Thursday.

Fidelity

HOLBORN

76 - 77

HIGH

HOLBORN,

W.C.I

Near Holborn Tube Station.

Phone

HOLborn

7918

Buses 7, 7a, 8, 17, 22, 23, 25 pass the dooDaL871H
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DETAILS OF

NEW

PRODUCTS

• We remind our readers that notices of equipment listed and illustrated in this monthly feature are in no sense reviews. When
figures, specifications and diagrams are published, these data are extractions from manufacturers' lists. When samples of this
equipment are submitted for test, they are passed to our technical contributors, whose reports are published in a separate section.

HOUSING

is that it has its own built-in power supply in the form of an easily
replaced miniature mercury cell, with an estimated life of 1,000
hours. The advantage claimed is that the noise level is negligible
as the unit is free from hum and other mains-borne interference.
The claimed frequency response is substantially flat from 50 to
14,000 c.p.s.
The unit is suitable for use with all high impedance amplifiers
and recorders, but low or line impedance models are also available.
Channels 1and 2 are unbalanced and are suitable for low or line
impedance microphone circuits, they provide a stage gain of
approximately 20dB. Channels 3 and 4 are high impedance and
are intended for gramophone pickup or radio tuner input, the
output being balanced to match that from channels 1and 2. Size
9in. wide, 4-1in. high, weight 21 lbs. Price £22. Full details can
be obtained from Lustraphone. Ltd., St. George's Works, Regents
Park Road, London, N.W.1.

Whiteley "Prelude" Cabinets

Hi Fi equipment at a reasonable cost is a problem
that faces many enthusiasts.
One answer is the range of
ready-to- assemble cabinets made by Whiteley Electrical Radio, Co.,
Ltd. There is a choice of four different equipment cabinets and
six speaker enclosures in traditional or contemporary styles. Prices
range from £ 5 10s. Od. for a " corner console" to £ 16 16s. Od. for
the " Senior Hi Fi console".

"Winstone Thoroughbred" Tape Recorder
rr HE present trend for portable tape recorders seems to be for
more comprehensive facilities to be built in. One of the most
comprehensive yet seen is the new " Winstone Thoroughbred"
manufactured by Winstone Electronics, Ltd., of Shepperton and
demonstrated for the first time at this year's Radio Show. Using
the Collaro tape deck, special features include built-in sound
mixer, three replay loudspeakers, monitor facilities and the tape
deck can be switched off, enabling the amplifier to be used on its
own.
The latest additions to the range are the new " Prelude" cabinets.
Illustrated are the " Prelude" bass reflex console and the "Prelude"
Hi Fi console cabinet. Also available is the "Prelude" bass reflex
corner console. All these are finished in sapele veneer. The two
speaker cabinets are designed for use with a W/B Stentorian 8 or
10 inch unit and there is also provision for a tweeter. The bass
reflex, as shown, is 33M. x19in. x191-in. and costs £ 11 1Is. Od.
The corner model is £ 10 10s. Od. and measures 33m. x2Iin. x17in.
The equipment cabinet will take any make of tape deck or record
player, amplifier, control unit and radio tuner; it is the same size
as the bass reflex and costs £ 13 13s. Od. Full details are available from Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd., Mansfield, Notts.,
or their London Office, 109, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
•

Lustrapbone
MU 577
Mixer Unit

Provision is made for two sound inputs to be used simultaneously, a microphone or radio jack input of 2mV, 0.5 megohm and
a gramophone or radio tuner input of 200 mV, 0.25 megohms.
Separate volume controls are provided for each channel. There is
a combined tone control, giving treble cut and lift, and ou/off
switch. Recording level indicator is of the magic eye type.
Monitoring during recording is possible from a special socket,
through headphones, hearing aid, extension speaker, or even from
the crystal microphone supplied. This output can also be fed
direct into existing High- Fidelity equipment to give high quality
results.
It measures 17in. x9iin., weight is 48 lbs.
Price £67
complete with 1,800 feet of tape. Further details can be obtained
from the sole U.K. distributors to the wholesale and retail trade,
Hobday Bros., Ltd., 21/27, Gt. Eastern Street, London. E.C.4.

V OR some time now there has been a shortage of microphone
mixer units suitable for the average tape recorder user. A
mixer is a necessity when making up a tape from various sound
sources and is useful if only for the fairly simple operation of
mixing voice and music, whether it is from record or radio.
Lustraphoue have now helped to fill the gap with their new
MU 577. This is a most interesting unit as it is the first an transistorised mixer to be put on the market. Another unusual feature
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HIGH-FIDELITY TO SUIT ALL POCKETS
EXAMPLES:—
ROGERS RD MINOR, Jason Prefect FM tuner, Garrard TA Mark 11 unit.
FSB bronze speaker
ROGERS

Wharfedale 10 in.

••.

£44 19 8

RD JUNIOR, Jason Senior Switched FM tuner, Collar() 4T200 transcription unit.

Wharfedale Golden 10 in. FSB.

With Junior control
With junior Mark 11 control

QUAD II, Quad

FM tuner, Garrard

301

motor, Ortofon

Type

C pickup,

Goodmans Axiom 22

£73

II

£76

I1

LP & diamond,
£116 0 6

CABINETS
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HARRIDGE

8 MOOR STREET, CAMBRIDGE CIRCUS, W.I.

GER 7108

Open daily except Thursday
SPECIAL

NOTICE — Our photographic branch at 12 Little Newport Street, WC.? (
next to Leicester Square Stn.) is open daily

AT LAST!
A Tape Unit for the Hi Fi perfectionist

... the brilliant new

Performance and Presentation combined
Here's something you've been waiting for ... a completely new Tape Unit all
ready to hook up to your existing Hi Fi system. With the

DULCI-HARTIM,

recording amplifier is incorporated with erase and bias oscillator. Playback
equaliser and preamplifier also included in one compact design.
Deck

itself superbly styled

in

modern

high

55 c,is

SUPERIOR
TAPE UNIT FOR THE
SERIOUS ENTHUSIAST

INCLUDING TAPE

impact polystyrene, giving

AND SPARE SPOOL

streamlined design. And just look at these refinements! Compensation for any
tape characteristic, plus superimposition without automatic erasure! Learn
more about the Dulci Harting Tape Unit now.

THE

DULCI

COMPANY

LTD.

97-99,

VILLIERS

ROAD,
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NEW PRODUCTS—( continued)

Metro-Sound "Stylometer"
NE of the easiest ways to spoil long-playOing
records is by playing them with abadly

Philips AG 8108 Tape Recorder

ØNE of the most unusual features of the

Philips tape recorders
is that the third speed is i i.p.s., which means that six hours
of continuous recording are possible when using a 7-inch spool of
long play tape. This facility will be found most useful for people
who want to record such things as plays and speeches. The latest
portable tape recorder from Philips Electrical, Ltd., is the
"Recordergram Major" AG 8108, this replaces the older AG 8106.
The price is £65 12s. Od. supplied complete with a spool of tape
and moving coil microphone.

worn stylus, but it is often very difficult to tell,
until it is too late, what condition your stylus
is in. Metro- Sound have produced the "Stylo meter." This is a small well designed counter
that is fixed on, or near the turntable motor
board and depressed each time a record is
played. In this way it is possible to keep an accurate check on
the number of records that your stylus has played. Price of the
MST/1 is £2 5s. Od., and £4 Os. Od. for the MST/2 which is a
double model enabling a check to be also kept on the 78 stylus.
In cases of difficulty in obtaining the Stylometer from your
local dealer, write to Metro- Sound. Ltd., 19a, Buckingham Road,
London, N.1.

HI-FI

The machine gives three- speed operation, 7i, 37
l, and l
î in./sec.
for which the makers claim a frequency response of 50-15,000
c.p.s.; 50-8,000 c.p.s.; and 50-1500 c.p.s.
Re- wind time for
1,000 ft. of tape is 2 minutes. All controls except for tone and
volume are push-button operated and there is provision for external loudspeaker and amplifier
Built-in rev, counter, pause control,
"magic eye" level indicator and automatic stop at the end of the
reel are other features of this instrument, one of which has been
submitted for review.

Ibtat Chrigtmag

HiFi Coffee Table

T

HE " Magpie" Player, a new record player cabinet specifically
designed for high-fidelity reproduction equipment, incorporates
a novel feature in that it eau be used as a coffee-table, or other
small low table in the home. Basically, the " Magpie" player consists of a long. low, rectangular cabinet on legs, for housing the
gramophone turntable and pickup and/or radio tuner, together
with the amplifier—the loudspeaker being housed in a separate
cabinet. The surface of the cabinet forms a very useful table
for serving coffee and other drinks, displaying magazines, books.
¡lowers, pottery, etc.

ifte.

A

SUBSCRIPTION to HiFi News makes a most acceptable present for Christmas. The subscription rate is
24s. per annum.
Send in the address of your friend,
together with your own greetings card, and we will send the
Christmas or January copy, as requested, for the first
number.
We also now have in stock a very limited number of
complete bound editions of the first volume of HiFi News.
As several numbers of this volume are now out of print.
this is the last opportunity of obtaining the complete volume.
There are only 24 copies available, each bound in dark
red buckram, gold blocked on spine.
Price is
£2 10s. Od. ( please include is. 6d. with orders to cover
postage and packing).
Readers own copies can also be bound for 25s. (plus
2s. 6d. p. & p.). Missing numbers can be supplied to complete sets, with the exception of June, August and October,
1956 and February. 1957.
For these add 2s. per copy.
HI-FI NEWS, 99, MORTIMER STREET. LONDON, W.I.

FURNITURE

The " Magpie" cabinet is made of handsome Guarea hardwood.
Iinch thick and box-corner jointed for extra strength. It is 3ft.
8in. long, 1 ft. 8in. wide, and 7in deep, standing altogether 18in.
high on its 11- inch legs. These latter are of 11/16 in. mild steel
tube, with welded crossbars and incorporating the useful and novel
feature of adjustable screw feet, enabling the cabinet to be adjusted
perfectly level to ensure correct tracking of the hi-fi turntable and
pickup.
The cabinet is divided into two sections—one compartment for
the motor and pickup, or tape deck, and the other for the amplifier,
control unit and radio tuner. The table-top surface of the cabinet comprises a lift-up lid of 11-ply, * in. birch over the gramophone section. and a sliding lid of laminated plastic over the
amplifier section. The amplifier is housed below in an unusual
basket arrangement of wire mesh, allowing perfect ventilation for
cooling purposes. It is manufactured by Magpie Furniture, Ltd..
and distributed exclusively by Musicraft, of Southall and Richmond, and the retail price is 22 guineas.
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Air on atape recorder
In seventeen hundred and twenty four
Or thereabouts, I am not sure
Old Bach would sit by his clavichord
And compose a suite and then record
It down with quill and paper.
This was, you will no doubt agree
Very trying. We quite fail to see
What would have happened to us
If .1•S•13 had decided the fuss
Just really wasn't worth it.
But now we truly can't complain
Because of a new tape recorder, by name
The Magnafon

58.'

A portable tape recorder with separate bass
and treble controls. Provision for listening
whilst recording through its own twin speakers.
Push-pull oscillator for low noise. price 62 gns.

MAGNAFON LTD.
For details write to :

Magnafon Ltd., 99 Kensal Road, London, W.I0 Tel. LAD 4644

without atrace of

Would you 'like to hear asoprano Top C, pure and clear,
distortion?

Then you shall!

With High Fidelity. Simply tell us whether you want
or built into some favourite

your Hi-F4quipment in acabinet of its own,

No bother. No clutter. And it won't break

piece of _furnit*.
the. bank.

We have attractive H.P. ways and means.
This folder tells you all

High

High Fidelity Experts are here:

about

John Lewis and Company Limited, Oxford Street,
London, V. i. :\ Ia Cur 771 I .

Send this coupon to the Radio Department

Peter Jones, Sloane Square, London, S.W.'. Sloane 3434.

of our nearest branch.

Fidelity

Bainbridge & Co. Limited, Market Street, Newcastleupon-Tyne. Newcastle 25000.
NAME

Trewin Brothers, Queen's Road, Watford. Watford 7281.
Tyrrell and Green Limited, Southampton.
Southampton 27711.

ADDRESS

Cole Brothers, Fareate and Church Street, Sheffield.
Sheffield 21071.

BRANCHES

OF

THE

JOHN

LEWIS

PARTNERSHIP

H.F.N. Il
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EQUIPMENT REVIEWED
LOWTHER PM6

Made by the Lowther Manufacturing
Company, Lowther
House, St. Markr
Road,
Bromley,
Kent;
price
is
£18 18s. Od.
rr HIS is d most interesting 8- inch unit of extremely advanced
design. It is a direct descendant of the revolutionary moving
coil of P.G.A.H. Voigt way back in 1915. The general idea is a
design embodying all the necessary features within reason, to give
a very good performance rather than a compromise falling within
some specified price limit. Even so. it doesn't cost the earth !
There are six main departures from ordinary practice, and the
writer cannot recall any other speaker unit embodying all of these
features—except the other units in the Lowther range.
First will be noticed the twin cone assembly, which most readers
will recognise as a means of both improving and increasing the
high frequency response. Increasing, since at high frequencies
only the moving coil and small cone will vibrate, the main cone
flexing, effecting a considerable reduction in moving mass; improving. since the behaviour of a small cone is better than a large
one at these frequencies. A large cone can be made to vibrate
at high frequencies, but it is almost certain to exhibit several
audible resonances.
The second noticeable feature is the "stabiliser", a ( non-magnetic) shaped continuation of the centre pole, partially filling the
space inside the small cone. Shaped plugs in this position have
been seen before, but most of them merely spread the high note
beam produced from the central area of the cone by preventing
interference between the sound output from opposite sides of the
tweeter cone. In this case the design goes much farther and
effectively horn loads the tweeter cone—i.e., the space between the
stabiliser and the small cone expands at acarefully controlled rate.
It is to be noted that this " horn" starts right down inside, as even
the speech tube radiates considerable sound energy. This "horn
loading" both increases the efficiency, and smoothes the response,
of the tweeter cone, hence the term “stabiliser".
The main cone surround is plastic foam (the Lowther people
were the first to do this). Energy not radiated or absorbed by
the cone will reach the periphery and be absorbed in the foam
instead of being reflected back on to the cone—i.e., it damps the
cone resonance in the middle and high frequency ranges. In the
bass, because it can stretch, it permits quite large movements without sudden restraint, giving less distortion. The rear suspension
is also foam, thus reflection is prevented at both cone anchorage
points.
Behind the scenes, as it were, are two special features, one of
them unique. The speech coil is of aluminium wire, for lightness,
and it is wound half inside and half outside the speech tube. This
form of construction is much stronger than the normal form,
since it is quite impossible for speech coil and tube ever to separate
under extremes of mechanical stress or temperature. Far less
speech coil distortion will result if overrun, since both its inner
and its outer faces are " out in the cool".
The last special feature is the provision of a really powerful
magnetic field ( 17.500 Gauss), not the most powerful field that the
firm knows how to produce, but well above all other comparable
units. A powerful magnetic field does three things for our good.
First, it increases the efficiency so that we get more sound for a
given power input; secondly, by saturating the pole tips and reduc365

ing speech coil inductance its high frequency response is maintained
to a much higher figure; and lastly, its transient response is
improved. Transient response is the rapidity with which the cone
starts and stops its motion at the beginning and end of a signal
and it involves the whole frequency spectrum. Damping of the
main cone resonance is generally understood, but it is not always
realised how far up the frequency scale is amplifier damping
effective when a really strong field and light moving parts are
used together.
This unit has been primarily designed as a direct radiator, i.e.,
no horn in front of the cone, and as it has such an excellent high
note response it lends itself to mounting schemes using considerable
dispersion, for example, the Rogers Corner Horn.
Due to the
wide and even dispersion conferred on it by the stabiliser, however,
it is also suitable for simpler arrangements, for example, the
Acousta Cabinet also designed by the Lowther Manufacturing Co.
Performance: As the sone resonance is at the low value of
55 c.p.s. ( in the model submitted) and as the bass response depends
more on the cabinet than the driving unit, the following report is
typical of the speaker unit as far as high note response is concerned, and typical of the cabinet as far as the bass is concerned.
The bass response will definitely be very good in any good bass
horn type of cabinet, as amplifier damping will control the main
cone resonance even if the cabinet design does not help very much.
For the present report, the unit was mounted in a Decca Corner
Horn. On switching on, the first action was to turn down the
volume control due to its high sensitivity. On the Quad II it
needed approximately one whole number down on the control
compared with most other 151/ speakers.
Even more striking
than this was the remarkable high note response. The effect of
this was to bring all sounds closer to the listener as it were. Most
speakers give the illusion of the sound source somewhere beyond
the speaker. How far beyond, depends on the speaker's high note
response, the microphone placing, and to a certain extent, the
goodness of the signal. In some circumstances lack of top may
give the illusion of a curtain between the listener and the performance. With this speaker there was no curtain at all and, depending
on the microphone placing, the source appeared to approach
closer than the writer has ever experienced before.
Continued listening to a
wide variety of programme
material continued to delight
with no sense of fatigue.
Speech, orchestral, dance ensemble, etc., etc. Slight distortion of the higher frequencies, of course, showed up
clearly, but judicious use of
the steep cut filter usually enabled at least apleasant sound
to be produced.
This latter
feature showed that the top
response is at least reasonably
Tests
good, since any serious resonances would ring badly.
with white noise confirmed the absence of any serious resonances.
In fact, considering the amazing high frequency sensitivity, this all
adds up to a remarkably smooth top response.
It is easy to
obtain a smooth top resonance when there isn't much of it !
The writer had heard various good reports of this unit and is
now very pleased to confirm these. It is recommended to all discriminating listeners, with the one warning that it will show up high
note distortion rather more than most ordinary speakers. It will,
however, do full justice to all "clean" signals—this includes most
BBC ( FM) signals, out tapes (as long as we don't overmodulate
or use too little bias) and our 1.p. discs if we look after them
properly.
R.L.W.

THE

eaff-Feetry
REPRonveno/V/
especially to suit your home!

5-10 BU
HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER
The separate control unit or the combined
The latest improl.ements are

pre-amplifier and control unit can be fitted

incorporated,

these

in the top or front of the cabinet, and the

extra features that make for

main amplifier, connected to the control unit

and

by the special leads supplied, may be placed

flexibility in use.

wherever it is convenient.
* Separate Control Panel
and/or

There is no doubt whatever that music lovers
will find this amplifier provides them with a

* Combined pre-amplifier
and control unit

means of obtaining the perfect quality reproduction they so much desire.

* Extra Power for F.11
Tuner Units

With separate control panel

£21 • 10 • 0

With combined control panel
and pre-amplifier

GRAMPIAN

£ 27 • 0 • 0

REPRODUCERS

LTD.

Makers of quality high fidelity equipment
19

HANWORTH

Telephone

.

TRADING

FELTHAM 2657-8.

ESTATE •

FELTHAM •

MIDDLESEX

Telegram REAMP

FELTHAM
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RARE RECORDS LTD
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5-7 BARTON SQUARE, ST. ANN'S SQUARE, MANCHESTER, 2
Tel . DEAnsgate 3265 6

Open Mon - Sat 9.30 a.m. - 6.0 p.m.

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)
_
THE
COLLARO
4T 200
TRANSCRIPTION
MOTOR

•

Made by Co//aro, Ltd.. Ripple Works, By Pas.% Road. Barking,
Essex; price is £13 I6s. 6d. plus £5 6s. 6d. P.T. in U.K.

T

HIS is the latest 4-speed vers i
on o f th
e Co ll ar° transcription
unit, already very well known. The general layout is fairly
conventional well tried practice. A stepped pulley on the motor
spindle drives the inner surface of the turntable rim via a rubbertyred idler wheel, but here ends the conventionality. The motor is
very similar in design and performance to the capstan motors on
our tape decks. All parts are made to fantastically close tolerances.
and dynamically balanced to similar standards. All this is necessary to obtain freedom from noise and vibration and an absolutely
constant speed during each revolution. Motors are available for
100/125 and 200/250 volts: stepped pulleys for 40. 50. and 60 c.p.s.

FOR BETTER
TAPE RECORDING

Further, to reduce vibration reaching the rest of the unit, the
whole motor plus idler and speed change mechanism is slung from
the main panel by 3 horizontal springs in tension.
A plastic
foam washer just below the speed change knob applies some
damping. The speed change mechanism calls for special comment.
Between each of the four speed stations is an " off" position, and
all three of these retract the idler wheel from contact with the
stepped pulley and turntable rim. This is very necessary in all
serious machines. as the slightest flat on the idler produces a
series of thuds in the signal output, which will he audible on any
decent speaker.
This design permits changing from one speed to another while
running, without damage to the accurately ground surface of the
idler. The machine (and this applies to all types) must always be
switched off on the motor panel, whether the mains be subsequently switched off somewhere else or not. It is good to see a
proper suppressor fitted across the switch in this machine. No
brake is fitted, for, due to the very heavy turntable, a reasonably
cheap solution would not be possible. A finger is both cheaper
and far more effective !
The turntable calls not for special comment, but rather for congratulation.
The reviewer has long had a bee in his bonnet
regarding turntable weight and inertia. Quite rightly so. since
the laws of mechanics back up these views. Constant speed can
be obtained with little or no flywheel action, but only if everything is perfect and remains thus. With a really heavy turntable.
the inevitable irregularities due to wear and tear (and initial errors
within the tolerance range) are more or less ironed out. Thus,
unless the centre bearing is very bad indeed, we can expect less
(Continued on pug. , 369)

CABINETS & EQUIPMENT by STAMFORD

er —e;

n'il

Demonstrated at our
NEW

SHOWROOM
at

98 WEYMOUTH TERRACE,
off Hackney Road,
London, E.2.
Phone: SHO 5003
Hours :
Mor, lues. Fri. Sat.
9.30 A.M.-5.30 P.M.
Wed.
9.30 A.M.-7.0 P.M.
Thurs.
9.30 A.M.—I.0 P.M.
Write for
Correspondence
20 College

Parade.

Catalogue.

A. L. STAMFORD (Dept. M 13),
Salusbury

Road,

London,

N.W.6.
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Enables existing quality amplifying equipment to be used for tape recording
to almost professional standards, with increased scope, better characteristics
and added refinements of layout and appearance. As well as adjustable
playback equalisation. the M.2 also has provision for C.C.I.R. characteristic.
A separately housed power pack is included as an integral part of the
equipment. Permits recordings from radio, record and microphone
using virtually any deck. Leaflet available.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION
Frequency response ± 2dB. 30.15,000 c/s, available.
Adjustable Bias Output with Metering Facility.
Playback equalisation on all speeds PLUS C.C.I.R.
Standard characteristic.
Output approx. 200 rn/V with Metering Facility.
Switched input.

27

DNS.

Carriage at cost

AN OUTSTANDING SERVICE IN HI-FI
In addition to large and up-to-the-minute stocks of HiFi Equipment we carry
exceptional stocks of valves, components, parts, books, etc. Our staff are
always glad to advise and we al.° have a first-class mail-order department.

TELE -RADIO

(1943)

189, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2
Few minutes Markle Arch •

Our only address

LTD

•
Phone: PAD 4455,6

• open all day Saturday

CQ
Reviewing the CQ Reproducer
and the Tetraq in September
1957 HiFi News, Ralph West
says: '... Complete with its
Tetraq ( the ('Q) now ranks
with the best loudspeakers
available in this country .
(it) was characterised by
behaving as amuch larger
sound source than consideration of driving unit and
cabinet would have suggested.
It felt' right—rather nonscientific, but expressing
the subjective cect it produced, and perhaps nearer the
scientific truth than at
first apparent. The Tetraq
continues this large sound
source right up to the audible limits. The Standard CQ
had aresponse drooping
above about 3-4 kcis, though
useful up to 9,000 cis.
This sound source became
rather more concentrated on
the axis with the rise of
frequency. The Tetraq not
only augments the response,
but maintains an almost
onmi-directional output
irrespective offrequency.'
Available from your hi-fi
dealer. In case of difficulty
write to CQ Audio Ltd.
2 Sarnesfield Road, Enfield.

Re'a4S9se lot
Re'plvdeeetioet
The new series of W. B. " Prelude" cabinets has been acknowledged
as the basis for atrue High Fidelity system at really realistic cost. These
contemporary-style cabinets in satin-striped sapele veneers are cleverly
designed and beautifully finished. Although their smart appearance
give no hint of it, they are supplied in ready-to-assemble form and put
together in afew minutes with ascrewdriver. When used in conjunction
with suitable Stentorian speakers and the WB.12 Amplifier they give
absolute realism in reproduction at far lower prices than have hitherto
been possible.
See and hear this outstanding equipment and other leading makes.

S-nievÉntalietsn
HIGH

"PRELUDE "

BASS

REFLEX

CON-

or 10- in, units, provision for Tweeter Unit.
Size : 33 in. x 19 in. x ' 94 in.
Price: Ell . 11 . 0

FIDELITY AT REALISTIC COST

HOLLEY
RADIO
3 I 5 CAMBERWELL
CAMBERWELL

Phone :
RODney 4988

S.E.5

" PRELUDE"

HI-FI

CONSOLE

CABINET. Takes any make of tape-deck or
record player, amplifier, pm-amplifier control
unit, and radio tuner.
Size : 33 is. x 19 in.
x 191 in.
Price: £ 13 . 13.0

' PRELUDE " BASS REFLEX CORNER
CONSOLE.
Utilise; the natural acoustic

9S

ROAD

GREEN,

II

SOLE CABINET.
Provides outstanding
reproduction when used with Stentorian 8-in.

properties of the walls ; also obviously suitable where space-saving i; a consideration.

" PRELUDE" HI-FI TABLE CABINET.
Will atcommodate any make of tape-deck or

Sturdily constructed to take every advantage
of Stentorian 8-in. or 10-in, units, with
provision for Tweeter Unit.
Size : 33 in. x
21 in. x 17 in.
Price: EIO . 10 . 0

single record player, amplifier, pre-amplifier

Deferred Terms.

Service after Sales.

BUSINESS HOURS :

9.30 till 6p.m.

contro' unit, and radio
Ill in. a 91 in. x 181 in.

tuner.

Continuous Demonstrations.

Ip.m. Thursday.

Open all day Saturday.

UNBEATABLE
VALUE AT
FROM
OR

YOUR

WRITE

DEALER
DIRECT

FOR DETAILS.

VERDIK SALES LTD.,
WARDOUR STREET,
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Size :

Price : £9. 19. 6

8 RUPERT COURT

LONDON. W.1. (
GER.,. nee;

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED--(continued)
wow and rumble the heavier
the turntable, assuming, of
course, it is properly balanced.
Weight anywhere helps, but
especially when concentrated
at and near the periphery.
As the diagram shows, Messrs.
Collaro obviously know all
Diagram showing the drive
about this. The spindle is
assembly.
substantial, being hin. diam.
and approximately 3in. long. It is ground and lapped to a
mirror finish and sits on a large steel ball. Its useful life should
be many years.
A plastic " U" moulding is provided to insulate the lower edge
of the motor panel from the wooden mounting board. This is in
the interest of silence and will not insulate against floor vibration
Possibly slightly outside of our terms of reference, are the pickup
mounting arrangements, nevertheless worthy of comment ! The
pickup base is no longer mounted directly on to the metal motor
panel, but on to one end of a strip of plywood lying underneath
it. The pickup base is on one end of the wood and the other end
is bolted to the metal motor panel, near its centre bearing. This
further reduces rumble and other noise reaching the pickup. The
motor unit can be obtained with or without the studio pickup.
From all that has been said, it is hardly necessary to say we can
heartily recommend it to our readers.
The motor unit comes
complete with all mounting screws, etc.. the previously mentioned
plastic strip, mounting template, capsule of oil, 45 r.p.m. record
adapter, and full instructions. The turntable is, of course, carefully packed separately from the deck. The finish is avery hard
scratchproof cream enamel. Close inspection showed all workmanship to be good, and at least adequate for the job in hand.
Turntable mass: 7.5 lb = 3.4 Kgm. Turntable inertia: 454 Kgm/
cm'. Speed change (for 125 gm-cm torque): 0.64%. Time to stop,
from 33 r.p.m. ( 55'F). ( 1) Turntable only: 120 secs. ( 2) Whole
unit by switching off mains: 8.3 secs.
R.L.W.

for the new W.B. STENTORIAN

'PRELIU DE*
speaker and equipment cabinets
Modern contemporary style in sapele
veneer finish.
Beautifully made and
finished, and easily assembled in a few
minutes, using only ascrewdriver. Packed
flat in cartons, complete with screws, and
can be despatched by return.
HiFi
CONSOLE CABINET
Takes any make of tape deck, record
player, amplifier, pre-amp control unit,
and tuner. 33" x19" x194".
PRICE £ 13.13.0.
Plus 5/- carriage.
HiFi BASS REFLEX
CORNER CONSOLE
Sturdily constructed to take 8" or 10"
units with provision for tweeter. Designed to fit into corner, and obviously
very suitable where space is aconsideration. 33" x21" x17".
PRICE £ 10.10.0.
Plus 5/- carriage.
We also stock the new W.B. table cabinet.
For details of the full range of W.B. cabinets, please send 3d. stamp.

HOME RADIO ( mITCHAM) LTD.
187 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey.

32N2.

TRUVOX TAPE RECORDER RI
T HE latest Truvox tape recorder con si
st
s ofth ree b
as i
c

LONDON AREA

un i
ts.

(1) Truvox tape deck Mk. IV, (2) Truvox tape recording amplifier type G and (3) a Rola Celestion loudspeaker; Elliptical 10in.
x6in. with aflux density of 10,000 lines. These units are contained
in acabinet of stout timber and result in a total weight of 37 lb,
which is not unreasonable for a portable tape recorder.
Quite apart from the "good looks" and ruggedness of the
recorder, (two very acceptable points) the whole recorder is
designed for simplicity of operation. The electronic braking, which
is applied by push-button, also instantaneously reverts the amplifier to playback, thus making accidental erasure of arecording even
more difficult.
The tape deck itself has, for some time, been regarded as one
of the foremost for use with home entertainment equipment. The
use of B.T.H. shaded pole motors, and adequate screening of the

KIN

1275

R. K. APPLEBY LTD.
5 CROWN PASSAGE,
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES

H.1- F 1
:RECORDS
EQUIPMENT
DEMONSTRATION FLOOR

(Continued on page 371)

COMPARE AT LEISURE
WE

FIRST IN SUSSEX
ARE NOW DEMONSTRATING

GOODSELL •
VERDICK •

THE
NEW (,) 1_ AD
ELECTROSTATIC
LOUD
SPEAKER
BOWERS
BECKET

BLDGS •

GARRARD •

GOLDRING •
PHILIPS •

LEAK •

RCA •
COLLARO •

GOODMANS •

ROGERS
WEARITE

TANNOY •

WHARFEDALE •

GEC

MAGNAFON

BURNE-JONES, ETC.

WILKINS

Demonstrations of Westrex Speaker Unit.

LITTLEII 1MPTON ROAD

TERMS

WORTHING.
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CREDIT

FACILITIES

AVAILABLE

Beware the Charmer
In the subtle excellence of the Connoisseur Pickup lies its danger.

The way it picks out timpani

with a delicate and distinctive purity, the way
it traces a delicate air and takes in with rich,
unmuffled

tone

the

vast

diapason

of a full

orchestra, will woo you from your contentment
with
which

anything

less

Connoisseur

than

the

best—the

will

always

give

best

you.
Pick-up, complete with I head
fitted with Diamond Armature01 19 0 plus P. Tax £3 16 6
Head only - £6 12 0 plus P. Tax
£2 16 5.
Replaceable Armature
System- f4 10 0plus P. Tax fl 18 6

To hear ademonstration is fatal. Be warned
in time or you too will never rest until you
can enjoy its delights for ever. Total mass
approx. 5 milligrams. Frequency

range

20-20,000 cycles.

A. R. SUGDEN 8g CO. ( Engineers), Ltd.
Well Green Lane, Brighouse, Yorkshire.

Tel : Brighouse 2397

THE PLACE TO HEAR,
is

- 1

cif 9
D:M-41 11 UMW-6

whose DEMONSTRATION ROOM was
designed with your home in mind. Put yourself in the capable hands of
enthusiast and musician JACK COOPER, whose wide experience in all branches of
sound reproduction is at your disposal. Demonstrations all day of the following:
AMPLIFIERS
ACOUSTICAL Quad II
and Control Unit
LEAK TL/I2 Plus
or " Van- Slope " Mk. Ill
ROGERS R.D. Junior
and Control Unit
Senior Mk. III Control Unit

(C22.10.0)
([19.10.0)
(L18.18.0)
([15.15.0)
([17. 0.0)
(CO. 0.0)
([12. 0.0)
([9. 9.0)

LOUDSPEAKERS
GOODMANS Axiom 150 Mk II
GOODMANS Axiette
T.S.L. LP3I2-2
WHARFEDALE Golden 10FSB
E.A.R. 3- SPEAKER SYSTEM
WHARFEDALE SFB/3
W.B. Stentorian 1012
LOWTHER P.M.6
PHILIPS 12' Double Cone
LOWTHER TPI

(00.15.9)
([6.18.6)
(04.19.6)
([8.15.0)
([15.15.0)
([39.10.0)
(14.19 9)
([18.18.0)
(00.10.0)
(E96. 0.0)

SPEAKER CABINETS
ROGERS Corner Horn ( C22. 7.6)
SPECIAL FOLDED CORNER HORN
for 12 Unit
([9.15.0)

GOODMANS type with A.R.U. ([ 15. 5.0)
G.E.C. ( for Met. Cone speaker)
([ 12.15.0)
PICKUPS
CONNOISSEUR Mk. II Dia'd
(112.15.6)
LEAK DYNAMIC
([ 12. 1.5)
Mullard 3- watt
COLLARO Transcription ( C. 7.5)
—and of course their own—
ELAC MIRATWIN, Cartridge
(C9.9.0)
COOPER- SMITH Mod. B.P.I.
(£14.17.0)
GOLDRING 500 Cartridge
(
B. 9.6)
TURNTABLES
or in Kit form
(02.12.0)
B-.1 Tangential Arm
( C3.2.I I)
and Mk. II CONTROL UNIT
(Ell. 3.0)
GARRARD 301 Transcription ( E26. 8.3)
RADIO TUNERS
COLLARO 4T200 Transcription ( U4.18.0)
ROGERS JUNIOR F.M. Tuner
([24.17.0)
or in Kit form
([8. 3.0)
with Pickup
( L19.10.0)
E.A.R. Switched
([ 16.16.0)
LODESTAR TAPE RECORDER
LENCO GL56
(£23. 7.0)
JASON F.M. ( Kit) JASON A.M./F.M. ( Kit)
The figures in brackets are prices including purchase tax.
Credit sale facilities available. Post orders welcomed.
H. L. SMITH 84 Co. Ltd.
287/9 EDGWARE ROAD • LONDON • W.2
Te/ephone: Paddington 5891.
Hours 9 till 6
Near Edgware Rood Stations Metropolnan and Bakertoo
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EQUIPMENT REV IEWED—(coatinued)

A NEW RIBBON LOUDSPEAKER
BY STAN KELLY
£10.10.0

Manufactured by
Trurox Ltd., 15 Lyon Road,
Humor, Middlesex.
P. ice : C2 9

This
tape heads. make possible
a comparatively
good
hum level I — 40 dB below
signal being easily achievable).
The engineering
of the capstan motor,
the
capstan,
and
the
tape transport mechanism have resulted in constant tape movement, and very little, of any.
trouble will be encountered by even the most critical on the score
of wow and flutter. The digital footage counter is extremely
useful and unusually accurate. The functional press buttons are
positive in action and simple to operate.
The record/playback amplifier offers the facility, via jack sockets
of tape input and radio/pickup input, the sensitivities of which are
2mV into f Megohm and 0.) v into 1 Megohm respectively. The
amplifier output is 4 watts maximum, and may be used on the
internal loudspeaker or via a jack socket (which disconnects the
internal loudspeaker) to an external loudspeaker in. say, a vented
cabinet. An output is also obtainable, at an impedance of 0.5
Megohm, at approximately 0.5 y for the purpose of feeding an
external amplifier, or the already installed Hi Fi system. Level
indication whilst recording is demonstrated by means of a " magic
eye". It is a Mullard type EM 81, which is the type that closes
when modulated
The circuitry does not include any form of
delay so that eye " flickers" in sympathy with the incoming signal.
Many accessories are available as extras to this recorder and
include headphones. dictating and telephone adaptors, remote control connector, and radio jacks. The latter may be plugged into
the radio input position, and with amplifier set to record, no extra
equipment is required to record, and listen to, radio programmes.
Incidentally, the oscillator frequency of the tape recorder has been
carefully adjusted so that no whistle occurs between it and radio
input.
Electrical Characteristics
The only really acceptable method of testing whether or not
the recorder will make a good job of playing commercially
recorded tapes is by testing the playback system with the E.M.I.
Test Tape TBT 1, which is recorded to agree with the C.C.1.R.
standard at 7+ in./sec. Fig. 1 shows the resultant performance
achieved with the tone control at " max top".
A pint of no less importance is the overall characteristic at

reproducer

substantially
response
c.p.s.

A new

from
to

gives

uniform
2.500

25 Kc.

conception

in

magnet design, employing

oversize high coercivity grain oriented materials,
and the ribbon
damage

is milar supported

by shock.

ROMAGNA

REPRODUCERS

2 SARNESFIELD ROAD, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX

FULL
VISION
Personal

GATEWAY

CABINETS & HI-FI EQUIPMENT

120 (

TO

GOOD

Microphone

REPRODUCTION

Be seen as well as heard with this neat, compact,
personal microphone. Suitable as a roving" mike,
or with floor stand or table base, the Lustraphone
FULL VISION has a smooth frequency response,
covering the complete vocal range, and is fully protected against wind effects when used outdoors. Its
smart styling and professional performance make it
an ideal instrument for

We can supply any Cabinet to your
own specification.

LEWIS

prevent

Trade Enquiries Invited

(contomed on page 373)

1his elegant Cabinet is the latest in
our range designed in the continental
style, solidly constructed and finished
in selected mahogany veneers. Available medium, light, high gloss or
contemporary
finish.
Polished,
£29.15.0
We can also supply and tit this or any
cabinet with the latest lii-F iamplifiers, tuners,
transcription
units,
record changers, speakers, etc.
Send for comprehensive illustrated
catalogue of cabinet.s, chassis autochangers, speakers, etc., all available
on easy H.P. terms.

to

Write for full details.

•

Stand

Model

•

LFV/59 £8-18-6. Hand Model LFV/H59 £13-41-0.

Write for literature and details of the complete range
of Luctraphone microphones, stands and accessories.

The Continental £24.15.0

RADIO

•

TELEVISION
BROADCASTING
RECORDING
FILM STUDIOS
PUBLIC ADDRESS

.••••.,
COMPANY

Hi2) Green Lanes, Palmers Green, London, N.I3

LUSTRAPHONE LTD "

Telephone: BOWes Park 6064

371

ST. GEORGE'S VVORKS REGENT'S PARK ROAD,
LONDON. N.W.I
Ttq PRImrose 8844)

We oilier acomeeteepePecorder eereée
these are some of the other well-known models we stock:
Vortexion 2A

88 gns.

Vortexion 2B

79 gns.

Brenell Mk. 4

53 gns.

Brenell Deck weth pre-amplifier arm

FERROGRAPH

381 gns.

Elon

Model 3A/N

62 gns.

Grundig TK5

53 gns. inc. mic.

Grundig TK8

72 gns. ex. mic.

Grundig TK820

98 gns. ex. mic.

Grundig TK830

100 gns. ex. mic.

Elizabethan

65 gns.

Truvox

66 gns.

Tapes

This

latest model, with

its

new

capstan, gives

even

better performance and provides adequately for use of
"long- play"

Tapes.

maximum simplicity

Single

knob

control

ensures

of operation.

Price 79 gns.

E.M.I. and BIB
splicers

/." and Standard

•

E.M.I.
Scotch Boy
Ferrograph

Send

Jointing tape

lope

and compound

•

Gevaert

stamped.

addressed
complete

CONTINUOUS

1

our
list

of

Modern

Tapes, Accessories

Mastertapa
Agfa

Wearite

B.A.S.F.

Defluxers

DEMONSTRATIONS

enve-

for

and prices.

Telephones.
I TEMPLE BAR 7587
COVENT GARDEN 1703
Cables :

lectris
eite

HI-FI EQUIPMEN T

We stock all the leading makes of amplifiers, control units, transcription units, pickups, loudspeakers and FM Tuner units.
164

CHARING

CROSS

ROAD.

LONDON.

dt.E
EXPORT INQUIRIES

IMODCHAREX. LONDON.

W.C.2

(
TO FCST ORDERS
INVITED AND WELCOMED

MAESTRO VOX
'MAJESTIC'
A finely built 3- speed tape recorder, incorporating
the Collaro tape transcriptor, Mk. 3. Its features
include: record and replay at 3 speeds ( 3e:
15 i.p.s.) equalised to CCIR standard. Perfect reproduction from recorded tapes. Mixing facilities
for record and playback. Record monitoring and
feed to power amplifier.
Magic eye indicator.
Extension L S socket. A high fidelity amplifier
provides an overall response within 2dB from
70 csto 17,000c s and a signal to noise ratio of
46dB.
Supplied complete, with Collaro Studio
mic; 1,200ft of tape, etc.
Fully

guaranteed
months.

for

12

MAESTROVOX LTD, ELECTRON

PRICE 62 Gns.

WORKS, WILLOW AVENUE,

172

UXBRIDGE, MIDDLESEX.

UXBRIDGE 6585/6

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED----(continued)

PROVED

o
db

All Static and Dust

-5
— 10
100

from Your Records

10,000

FREQUENCY CF'S

Playback characteristics at 7-1- in.I sec. from E.M.I. TBT I
test tape. Tone control in "Max Top" position.

31:SEC
4 '

Imo°

100

•

played

0.c02,
9

II

•

FREQUENCY C.P. S.

7 -SEC.
•

10000

Overall record/playback characteristics at 31 and 71 i.p

Instantly

71 in./sec. and 31 in./sec. Obviously, if the recording amplifier
has not got the correct characteristic, a tape made on this machine
would not sound balanced when played on this or any other
machine, especially at 71 in./sec. where there is a standard playback characteristic. Fig. 2 gives the performance of the recorder,
at the two speeds, over the complete record/playback process.
The signal/noise ratio was found to be at least as good as 40 dB
unweighted; many semi-professional machines do not better this
figure. The sensitivities of 2mV for microphone and 0.5 v for
radio/tape recording were for quite moderate settings of the gain
control and care should be exercised when first using the machine
because it has a fair bit of gain in hand and can be overloaded
into distortion by the unwary.
The latter observation is not in the form of a criticism since
the recorder is sold with an instruction manual, which is extremely
well written and very informative.
Furthermore, it is written
in such a way that it is possible to read right through the book
without being bored by unwanted detail. No one who diligently
notes the emphasised points of the book, before using the recorder,
can fail to derive anything but enjoyment from the word " go".

Suitable

"CLASSIFIED

PRICE REDUCED

RECENT HMV and Columbia LP re- issues of celebrated 78 rpm
recordings by such artists as Schnabel, Casals, Kreisler and others
have come as a welcome reminder that musical reproduction is
concerned with more than one kind of fidelity. That which we call
" HiFi" defines the resemblance of the reproduced sound to that
of the original performance, though the latter may well have been a
dull, routine affair or even a worthless travesty of the composer's
intentions. Mere " Hi Fi," then is of little avail unless it is allied
to the" Higher Fidelity " of afine performance ; great performances,
on the other hand, can triumphantly surmount the handicap imposed
by outdated recording techniques—as will be obvious to anyone
who listens to the 1926 version of Schubert's Trio in B flat by Cortot,
Thibaud and Casals.
At 100 Queensway, you cannot but become aware of our concern with
fidelity in all its aspects. Symbolising the " Higher Fidelity ",
Nicholas Egon's magnificent new portrait of Arturo Toscanini—
specially painted for " Music in the Home "—now dominates our
show-room where, at any time during December, you may listen to
some of the Maestro's finest recordings. Our renowned range of
High Fidelity equipment, too, has been notably enriched of late,
especially by the arrival of the QUAD Full- Range Electrostatic
Loudspeaker. This unit caused a sensation when it was first shown
at the 1956 Audio Fair and is now in production : it undoubtedly
points the way towards the future and we are delighted to be able
to demonstrate it to all who want to hear it side by side with the
finest moving-coil systems. Our show- room is open each week-day,
except Thursday, from 9.30 to 5.30 ( Friday till 7 p.m.) ; every
Saturday afternoon, from 2to 4.30, we present" Live Record Review"
—a programme of the latest LP releases, played on the finest High
Fidelity equipment ( including the QUAD loudspeaker).

Price £2 . 5 . 0 Retail
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET OF THESE AND
OTHER METRO-SOUND PRODUCTS, INCLUDING
METRO-SOUND ANTI-STATIC CLEANING FLUID,
TO
CLISSOLD

WATTS

THE HIGHER FIDELITY

MODEL MST/1 SINGLE UNIT
(as Illustrated) FOR LP STYLUS.

N.I.

E.

(Sound Recording and Reproduction)

METRO-SOUND
STYLOMETER

LONDON,

(
Plus 7/- purchase tax)

Darby House, Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex

THE

ROAD,

Surface

Consultant and Engineer

DON'T RISK RUINING VALUABLE RECORDS--KNOW
WHEN YOUR STYLUS SHOULD BE CHANGED WITH

BUCKINGHAM

I
7/6

CECIL

See Page 380

CO.

all

From Your Dealer, or

ADS."

MANUFACTURING

for

Noise and Wear Reduced.

To sell what you don't want — and buy what you do.

METRO -SOUND

Fitted.

Types of Record.
Quality Improved.

Manufacturer's Specification
Hum and Noise: — 40 dB below signal. Omni-directional high
quality crystal microphone. Treble cut tone control. Frequency
response: overall response of tape deck and amplifier 50 c/s12,000 c/s ± 3dB. Loudspeaker: elliptical 10in. x6in. at 10.000
lines and 3 ohms impedance.
Brakes: patented electronic
operated by a push button. Overall dimensions: 15-fin. wide,
8Iin. high, 14in. deep. Weight: 37 lbs approx. Valves: EF 86;
ECC 83; 2xEL 84; U 709; EM 81. Supplied complete with 1.200f1.
of tape, spare reel and crystal microphone.
D. H. W. Busby

I9A

as they are

X

•••••

Fig. 2.

completely removed

II1

1,000

FIG I

Fig. 1.

ESO
TVMETH0: 000
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THE EAFINEST
OVER 20

Thomas lleinitz

LTD.

BAYswater 2077

0683
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MUSIC IN THE HOME

100 QUEENSWAY

LONDON

W2

YOUR

DEALER

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)

The dealers whose announcements appear in these columns are specialists in HiFi

TELERADIO MASTERL1NK—M2

equipment and will arrange comparative demonstrations.

LONDON AREA W.1

B. K. PARTNERS LTD
ELECTROACOUSTIC CONSULTANTS
AND ENGINEERS
229

REGENT

LONDON

STREET •

LONDON
W.1
Phone: REGent 7363

AREA N.W.6

13.13.Evans

We stock the latest leadini_ makes of
Demonstrations and Free advice
148 - 162, KILBURN HIGH ROAD,
Telephone: Maida Vale 4821, 4831

OF KILBURN

Equipment

N.W.6
Open all day Saturday

*

FOR THE BEST IN HI-FI

M

ERRY

SIDE- BY- SIDE
DEMONSTRATIONS

ANY readers will wish to add facilities for playing tapes to
their existing record reproducing system. using for this purpose one of the proprietary tape decks. Very few ( if any) domestic
amplifiers include the correction circuits that are required to equalise the output of a tape deck replay head, and in consequence it
is necessary to add an extra pre-amp. between the head and the
existing gramophone pre- amp.
If you wish to do your own
recording in addition to replaying commercial tapes, it is necessary
to add a bias and erase oscillator with suitable switching facilities,
but these points are all being dealt with very adequately by Lewis
York in his current series.
All these extra "electronics", for both recording and replay,
at any of the three standard speeds of 3.1, 71, and 15 in. per
second, are provided in the Tele Radio Master-Link Mk. 2 unit
Four valves are used, an indication that performance has not been
sacrificed to price. The first valve, a twin triode ECC 81 is employed in a cascode low noise circuit, with an input selector switch
giving a choice of two input circuits to take a microphone and a
radio output signal. The second valve also an ECC 81 provides
further gain with part of the equalisation obtained from the
feedback circuit from the anode of the second half to the cathode
circuit of the first half. The second half of the twin triode also
provides the 200 millivolt output signal to the main amplifier. A
third twin triode, also an ECC 81. drives the meter used to indicate signal level on record and replay and bias on record. The
fourth valve an EL 41 acts as oscillator to provide bias and erase
currents to the head. A separate power tray supplies H.T. and
heater current to the unit.
Switched equalisers are provided for the three tape speeds,
though the deck available only allowed tests to be taken at the
two lower speeds. An unusual facility is the provision of a bias
level adjustment, an invaluable aid to obtaining the best possible
results from tapes of different types.

25 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.1.
(OPP. CHANCERY LANE—TEL.:

HOLborn 6231-2)

LONDON AREA
CLASSIC ELECTRICAL Co Ltd—'The Quality Specialists'
352 - 364 Lower Addiscombe Road, Croydon, Surrey
Tel: ADD 6061-6062
Grams: CLASSIFI CROYDON
Britain's Leading High Fidelity Suppliers
Full Mail Order and Export Facilities
Agents for all leading makes
Part Exchanges. Repairs, Comparative demonstrations

LONDON

AREA

NORTH

N.22

LONDON'S HI-FI

CENTRE

LEAK, ROGERS, RCA, QUAD, DULCI AMPLIFIERS & F.M. TUNERS
LENCO, GARRARD. COLLARO, CONNOISSEUR TRANSCRIPTION
UNITS, GRUNDIG, WYNDSOR, ELIZABETHAN, SPECTO, TRUVOX
TAPE RECORDERS, W.B., WHARFEDALE, GOODMAN, G.E.C.
SPEAKERS & CABINETS

C. C. GOODWIN

Ltd.

Phone.: BOWES PARK 0077-8

7, THE BROADWAY,
WOOD GREEN, N.22

LONDON AREA

Manufactured by TeleRadio (1943), Ltd., 189, Edgware Road,
London, W.2. Price, £28 7s. Od.

Tel.: GERrard 5313

THE GRAMOPHONE EXCHANGE LTD
80-82 WARDOUR ST., W.I

Leak, Lowther, Quad, RCA, Rogers Amplifiers and
FM Tuners.
Range of Loudspeaker Systems for the
average domestic room, including our ' Astra' CW
Exponential Horn.

(continued on page 376)

LONDON AREA W.1

GUARANTEED

•Stockists of all leading makes of Hi-Fi
Equipment
eComparative demonstrations at any time

FACTORY FRESH
RECORDING TAPES

H. C. HARRIDGE
8 MOOR STREET, W.I

Phone GERrard 7108

All makes and sizes
ALL TAPE ACCESSORIES, EMPTY SPOOLS. ETC.
Descriptive leaflets and price lists on request
(Cash with order, please. )

LONDON AREA S.E.5
The original Hi -Fi People

Jiolley

Prompt despatch

'
i

from

SURREY

315 CAMBERWELL ROAD • S.E.5

RECORD

EPSOM ROAD

Rodney 4988
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Mastertape alone captures the true beauty
of the human voice in speech and song.

Mastertape
AGNE T, C

PE COPOiNG

TAPE

br

MSS RECORDING CO. LTD., CeMbrook, Ruck'.
Telephone: Colnbrook

2431

Mostertope and MSS recording equipment ore in regular use by many ea-.
',anent, and connoisseurs of fine music. The,, preference preces that you too
will find Mostertape o masterpiece !

WHARFEDALE
in

NEW

ACOUSTIC

AF 10

The AFIO Reflex Cabinet has been
specially designed for Wharfedale
10 in. units with foam surround. It
incorporates the well-known Wharfedale Acoustic Filter* which effectively
loads the cone at very low frequencies
so as to reduce the incidence of distortion, and assists in maintaining
smooth mid- range response.
The
reproduction from this cabinet is
remarkably clean and crisp for such
a small enclosure.
Where it is required to augment the

REFLEX

FILTER

CABINET

extreme high frequency response, a
Super 3tweeter housed in the special
Super 3 Cabinet can be placed on
top of the main enclosure, no crossover unit being necessary.
For
stereophonic reproduction in the
home, loudspeaker systems must of
neces>itv be compact, attractive, and
reasonably priced. A combination
of the Super 3 and AFIO Reflex
Cabinets fitted with their respective
Units fulfils these requirements.

Wharfedale
WIRELESS
WORKS
LTD.
Idle, Bradford, Yorks. Telephone : Idle 1235 ,6. Grams : Wharfdel Idle Bradford

375

PRICE

05:15:0
This elegant cabinet is available in
walnut, oak or mahogany veneers with
contrasting front frame, black base
runners, and anodised bronze grille.
Size 30' it 17" it 101".

Weighs 36lb less unit.

Reconunended units: 10" Bronze,FSB,
GoldenIFSB, W10,'FSB. A typical
two-speaker system can be made up as
follows:—
AFI 0 Reflex Cabinet £ 15.
Super 3Cabinet ( 10 15 ohms) 4.
10 Bronze FSB
5.
Super 3
6.

IS. O.
10. O.
II. 3.
19.11.

£32.16. 2.
Prices include purchare tax.
* Potent applied for V. 4483,56.

YOUR
LONDON

1111-14

AREA

LEE

EQUIPMENT REVIEWED—(continued)

DEALER

On test the unit performed admirably. Fig. 1 illustrates the
frequency response from EMI Test Tape TBT 1 an indication of
the performance obtained when using commercially recorded 71in./
sec. tapes.
The shaded area covers the range of the variable
equaliser mounted on the back of the unit. Though this control
affects the top end response, the range is really inadequate as a

W.1

ELECTRONICS

(THE HI- Fl ENTHUSIASTS)
For all leading makes of Audio Equipment.
G.E.C.Periphonic Speakers and Audio Furniture to your
oan specifications !
400 EDGWARE ROAD, W.2
PAD 5521

+5

o
LONDON AREA W.C.2

MODERN

du

(Quality Mart)

POSTAL ENQUIRIES
AND
PERSONAL CALLERS

AVANTIC
E.A.R.
CHAPMAN

GOODMANS
LEAK
LOWTHER

GULliver 1131

CENTRE
SPECIALISTS

ROGERS
R.C.A.
QUAD

WHARFEDALE
W.B.
ETC.. ETC.

33, Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I
Tel: MUSeum 6667

RESPONSE

3/SEC.
II

ip00

10,000

FREQUENCY C.P.S.

Maker's Specification
Switched input for microphone and radio/p.u. Frequency Response at 31 i.p.s. 30-8.000 c.p.s.; at 71 i.p s. 30-14.000 c.p.s.; at
15 i.p.s. 30-15,000 c.p.s.; all ± 2dB. Adjustable bias output with
metering facility. Pre-set adjustment for playback equalisation at
all speeds and C.C.I.R. characteristic.
Output approx. 200 m/v
with metering facility.
* Note. Refer to " Testing Tape Recorders" by James Moir
when reading tape recorder reviews. Reference level of 1 wait is
used when specifying signal/noise ratio. (April, 1957, page 417.)

London Area W.C.2

RIMINGTON VAN WYCK LTD
42 - 43 CRANBOURN

RECORD/ REPLAY

71
1- SEC

tone control, but it is reasonable to assume that the Master- Link
unit will be used with an amplifier having separate tone controls.
It will be seen that the response obtained does not quite meet the
claims.
When recording and replaying, the overall response is shown in
fig. 2—the response being flat out to well beyond 10 kcis.
At a tape speed of 31 in./sec. only the combined record/replay
response is of interest, for there are no commercially recorded
tapes intended for running at this speed. The combined response
is shown in fig. 3. Though it does not meet the claims, the response is more than adequate for domestic recording of speech and
most kinds of music.
Used with a Wright and Weaire tape deck the measured signal/
noise ratio was 30dB unweighted and 40dB weighted.
Though the price of the Master- Link appears high, when it is
remembered that complete tape recorders can be obtained for
under £40, it must also be remembered that the performance
obtained is that of a tape recorder in the £ 80-£100 class. The
mit is well made and gave no trouble on test. It may by bought
with every confidence
3.M.

See advertisement on another page

8 DARTMOUTH PARK AVENUE • LONDON • N.W.S.

RECORDER

RESPONSE

100

EVERY ASSISTANCE IN
111-11 CHOICE TO

TAPE

RECORD /REPLAY

SOU. 3828

London Area N.W.5

RADIO

emu

1 i 1I

o

13 KING ST., RICHMOND, SURREY.
RIC. 6798
Hours of business : 9.00 a.m. - 6.00 p.m Mon. - Sat.
(Wednesday Early closing)

141-Fl &

1

+5

MUSICRAFT

THE

o

lo

20/22 HIGH ST., SOUTHALL, MIDDX.

Come to the

STANDARD TAPE
I

+5

LONDON AREA

W.I

FROM

ELECTRICS LTD

HiFi Demonstration at any time
Stockists of equipment by Quad, Leak, Wharfedale
Goodmans, Garrard, Lenco, Connoisseur.
Ferrograph, Vortexion. Grundig, Simon, etc.
Tape Recorder Specialists
1.64 CHARING CROSS ROAD
COV 1703-TEM 7587

LONDON,

RESPONSE

10

STREET

The Gramophone Lover's Mecca
FIRST IN HIGH-FIDELITY REPRODUCTION
Phone : GEftrard 1171

BIRMINGHAM & THE MIDLANDS

everything

LONDON AREA, N.8

LONDON'S HI- 11 SPECIALISTS

JOHN TRAPP LTD.

for the Hi -Fi enthusiast

AND ASHWELLS

371 GREEN LANES, PALMERS GREEN. Tel: PALmers Green 0371
also at 15 CROUCH END BROADWAY, N.8.'rei: MOUntview 1183

• Amplifiers by:
Quad, Rogers, RCA, W.B.,
Spectone, Grampian, Leak, etc.

Established 1910

LONDON AREA

• All the leading ranges of speakers and pick ups.

H. L. SMITH & CO. LTD •i>

Demonstrations a pleasure.

287-9 EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

Chas. H. Young Ltd.

Tel: Paddington 5891

110 Dale End, Birmingham 4.
CEN 1635

Please see our advertisement
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. .. decussated
at equal
intervals . .
In

his great dictionary, Johnson
defined a ie network " as
anything reticulated or decussated at equal intervals, with
interstices between the intersections."
One wonders, therefore, just how he would have defined a
cross-over network or a hi-fi system.
Even we have difficulty
in adequately defining the latter, but we feel sure that even the
irascible Doctor himself could not have been other than
favourably impressed with its potentialities.
Footnote. " Network "

is

defined

in

the

Pocket

Oxford

Dictionary as " intersecting lines, complex system of railways, & c."

TAPE

RECORDERS

The new Harting Portable Tape Recorder has just been
introduced to this country. This model has simple
controls, two speeds and very high performance.
Price
complete with tape is 82 gns.
We always stock an extremely wide range of Tape
Recorders and Accessories and are pleased to demonstrate
these at our Showrooms at any time.

AMPLIFIERS
Most of the well-known

amplifiers of

repute

are held in stock at our

Showrooms and brief mention is made below of some of these.

Further

details will be gladly supplied by post or any of the models demonstrated
at our Showrooms.
QUAD
This

and CONTROL UNIT (illustrated)

justly

famous

amplifier

and

control

outstanding both in design and performance.
output

The New " Parastat"

is

15

watts

while

the

control

unit

is

Power

system

is

one of the most straightforward and logical available

Process.

Price 40 gns.

Quality Nlart are well known as the first to offer
a record service of factory fresh records, inspected,
unplayed and packed in Polythene bags.
In addition to these advantages, me are rims able to offer
records treated by the new
l'arastat " process.
This means that records will he anti- static and
dust repellent for a considerable period of time.
The advantages of this process are very obvious
and are yet another good reason for using the
Quality Nlart Record Service.

PAMPHONIC 2001
This unit comprises main amplifier and control unit
(2001a) giving an output of 25 watts.
extremely

sound

excellent results.

unit,

well

designed

This is an
and

giving

Price 40 gnu.

PAMPHONIC 1004
This is acompletely enclosed " shelf" model giving an
output of 10 watts.
comprehensive.

We now hove available the Elac Miratwin Cartridges.
MST. I.

This is a single variable- reluctance Cartridge ( LP only).
With sapphire £6.6.0d. or with diamond [ 10.14.3d.

MST. 2.

This is a turnover variable- reluctance type. Fitted with
two sapphires [ 9.9.0d. or with 78 sapphire and LP
diamond El 3.17.3d.

The controls are very simple yet

Price 25 gnu.

R.D. SENIOR and JUNIOR AMPLIFIERS and CONTROL UNITS.
The R.D. range is one of the best known in the world of high fidelity reproduction.

It should be

noted that the Senior Control Unit can be used with the Junior Amplifier.
Senior Amplifier...

CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS.

We shall be open
on Monday, 23rd December. We shall, however,
close at mid- day on Tuesday, 24th December, and
reopen on Monday, 30th December.

Price £28

Senior Mk. III Control Unit

£12

Junior Amplifier...

£17

Junior Mk. 1Control Unit
Junior Mk. 11 Control Unit

El I

(Quality Mart)
Our Showroom is open for demonstrations daily 9.30-6.
Friday 1.30-9. Closed Monday. *
Only 20 minutes from Charing Cross by
Northern Underground or Bus 27, 134,
137 to Tufnell Park Station.

8 DARTMOUTH PARK AVENUE,
LONDON, N.W.5.

GULliver 1131.

*SEE
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CHRISTMAS

OPENING

TIMES

Pray Silenee—for

--Country and Prorincial

THINKING back over more demonstrations of HiFi equipment than we care to count up, our immediate reaction is a
mental recoil from n-oi
s-e. And from each of the three Audio
Fairs, held respectively at the Washington and Waldorf Hotels in
London, and the Grand Hotel in Harrogate, our most vivid recollections are again, of noise—far too much noise.

BATH, SOMERSET
We specialise in High Fidelity Equipment.
▪ All leading makes in stock.

•

C. MILSOM & SON ,
The Home of Music.

NORTHGATE, BATH.

BIRMINGHAM

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD.
ALL
BUILT

MAKES

OF

UP

CUSTOMER'S

Stockists

122

BRISTOL

TO

LEADING

(THE

Hi2ei l
F;r
_IEDELITY)

EQUIPMENT
SPECIFICATION

of the famous Ortofon " C" Pick-up

STREET,

BIRMINGHAM 5

MID. 1359

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

AN EXTENSIVE HI-FI RANGE

In our demonstration rooms and studio
Collaro - Jason - Quad - Leak - Rogers - Westrex - Connoisseur - G

•

d, etc.

• OUR OWN CABINET WORKSHOP
DISC AND TAPE RECORDING AND TRANSCRIPTION

JOHN KING ( FILMS) LTD.
Film House, East Street, Brighton, I

Tel.: Brighton 25918

HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS.
*Ferrograph 3A/N Recorders
*Wharfedale SFB/3 and AF 10 Speakers
*Garrard 301 Turntables
*Leak TL 12 Plus
All above can be supplied from Stock.
M. W. KEEN LTD • PauIs Row • Phone 570

BRIGHTON, SUSSEX

LYON 8g HALL LTD.
92, WESTERN ROAD, BRIGHTON

• " Comparator" Demonstrations
oAmplifiers, Tuners, Motors, Speakers, Enclosures
• High Fidelity Installation Specialists

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS.

of CAMBRIDGE

I & 2, PEAS HILL.

The answer is. of course, -No". These people who travel
large distances, and give up their spare time in order to spread the
Hi Fi gospel. are ordinary mortals, good citizens, proud fathers,
happy husbands—and, often, genuine music lovers. Listen to the
"Eroica" in any of their homes, and you will hear it reproduced
as you hope to hear it by your fireside. Piano, guitar or harpsichord music from their own loudspeakers comes gently and with
true realism.
Then what is it that turns these gentle people into Phon Phiends
when they get behind the control unit in the demonstration room ?
How is it that they even appear to enjoy the din which envelopes
them and their audiences ? Why is it that their fingers reach
periodically for the controls, inching out a few extra dB at every
possible occasion, turning off the blast momentarily, and with
apparent reluctance, to hear and answer a question from some
patiently suffering customer-to-be ?
We can understand it in cases where the purist engineer gets his
hands on the controls. Neither Beethoven nor Boomps-a-daisy
means a thing to him as music. They are "signals"—programme
material. The thing that matters is output ± everything. It is
the electrical performance which counts—not the diminuendo, which
Tchaikovsky scribbled on the score. If the engineer has & signed
an amplifier which will yield 40 watts undistorted, then it is good
to let 'em all hear it.

Phone: 22251

REECE

Who is it who makes all the noise, and why ? Almost without
exception, the people who demonstrate equipment at these Fairs
are HiFi enthusiasts themselves. They have good equipment at
home—the best that they can assemble. Are we to believe that
they relax to a background of Brahms at I-throttle, and play their
stereo tapes at a sound level which makes it necessary to shout
each occasional family question and answer ?

Tel :-59349

But the whole idea behind Hi Fi is, surely, to reproduce sound—
music in most cases—with natural realism; and the people who
come to a Hi Fi demonstration do so because they are in search
of that realism. They, too, have homes and neighbours, and an
occasional need to speak in normal voice to their friends and
family. By all means turn the wick up every so often, for a
second or so, just to let them see how the " Super X plus Y ±
nothing amplifier" can make the glasses tremble, and shake the
dust out of the curtain pelmets: but why punish them so harshly ?
We are told that our Audio Fairs are almost models of silence,
compared with what the American exhibitors manage to assault
the ears of their audience.
But that is hardly the point. Hi Fi
shows should not be regarded as noise endurance tests.
Dare we hope for a little less noise next year at the Waldorf ?
—or have we overlooked an important point ?
Is the torture
applied to keep the crowds moving ?

EASTBOURNE, SUSSEX.

MODERN

TECHNICAL

RETURN OF POST SERVICE

SERVICES

71 Seaside Road, Eastbourne

We carry stock of all the following items for immediate
delivery. Full details on any ize,,z gladly sent upon request.
SPEAKERS.
G.E.C.. Goodmans. Wharfedale, Whiteley.
AMPLIFIERS. Quad. Leak, Tripletone.
RECORD CHANGERS AND PLAYERS. B.S.R.. Collaro.
Garrard.
PARTRIDGE AND GILSON TRANSFORMERS. Numerous types stocked.
AMPLIFIER KITS. Mullard 510 and GEC 912.
F.M. TUNERS. Jason Kits and ready built tuners.
RECORDING TAPE. A very wide range of tape and
accessories.
CABINETS. Whiteley. including the new Prelude models.

LTD.

Tel: 2263 & 4039

Comparative demonstrations given of all leading makes of
Hi-fi equipment and Tape Recorders.
The Sussex Hi-fi Specialists

LEICESTER
DEMONSTRATION

OF

HI-FI

EQUIPMENT

by :—
Wharfedale, Quad, RCA, Leak, Goodmans, etc,
on the
Cowling Comparator

CREDIT TERMS AVAILABLE

WATTS RADIO

G. W. COWLING LTD,
26, Belwoir Street,

Mail Order

LTD.,

54, Church Street, Weybridge. Sum*.
/r/cphoric. Vs,eybridge 4556
PLEASE NOTE. Post orders only to this address.

Ph. 5512-3
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THE SONOMAG PORTABLE
now includes, at no extra cost, the latest
Collaro Transcriptor with 3-digit rev.
counter, handsome gold deck with
matching bronze control panel, factory-fresh
MuHard valves throughout, E.L.A.C.
quality speaker, input jacks for microphone and radio-gram, output jacks for
additional speaker and/or external
amplifier, Collaro Studio microphone and
1,200- ft. tape.
price • 52 gns
New de-luxe two colour finish in red and white or
black and white. Gay Continental styling to
suit the modern home. Fitted with superior gilt
clasps and twin locks. Only 2 guineas extra.

This

is for the

THE

SONOMAG

quality

conscious

ADAPTATAPE

is the ideal low-cost, high-fidelity tape
system. Latest Collaro 3-speed Transcriptor with 3-digit rev, counter unitcoupled to ahigh-grade pre-amplifier.
A single hole cut in any suitable cabinet
takes the whole unit assembly, and
the price includes a specially designed
power pack

price • 38 gns
Pe
iSAN6C•IPT

Demonstrations with Leak T.L. 12 Plus amplifier, Leak
Trough-Line F.M. Tuner, Leak Diamond Pick-up,
Collaro Transcription Units, any time in business hours,
or at special times by appointment. Cash or terms.
Leaflets free, with pleasure.

met

SONOMAG

nAt

4.3.11

LIMITED
2, St. Michael's Road, Stockwell, S.W.9 ( minJte from Stockwell
Underground).
Telephone: Brixton 5441 ( three lines.
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YOUR 111-14 DEALER
LIVERPOOL
Stockists of all equipment made by the leading
High Fidelity manufacturers
We can supply every Long Playing Record currently
available in the country by return of post

•
•

BEAVER
RADIO
60 & 62 WHITECHAPEL, LIVERPOOL 1 Royal 8147

MANCHESTER

The Sound Reproduction Specialists

HIGH FIDELITY
Developments Limited
Stockists of all leading makes of equipment

144, OXFORD RD., MANCHESTER,
41 or 42 Bus to " Roxy ".

13.

Phone: ARDwick 5762.

MANCHESTER 2.
For Unrivalled Stocks of Hi Fi EQUIPMENT
with Unique Demonstration Facilities.
For CLASSICAL and INTERNATIONAL RECORDS.
For MUSIC- ART BOOKS, SCORES and LIBRETTI.

•
e
o

RARE RECORDS LTD. (
Note New Address) 5-7 BARTON SQ.,
ST. ANNS SQUARE, MANCHESTER 2.
Tel: DEAnsgate 3265
Postal Enquiries Welcomed

MIDDI ISHROt ( ill " N I)

CLASSIFIED

Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid, and accom
panied by a postal order, money order, or cheque, made payable
to " Iii Fi News". They must be clearly written or typed, and
must be in the form of a separate sheet of paper if included with
a letter dealing with other subjects.
The rate is 6d. per word, with a minimum charge of 7/6d.
Box numbers may be used for an extra charge of 1/6d.
This Classified Ads section is restricted to private advertisers
only, and advertisements from the Trade will not be accepted.
No responsibility will be accepted by the editor, the publishers, or the printers of "HiFi News", for the quality of any
goods offered, bought, or exchanged through the medium of these
columns, or for any failure in payment, etc., though the greatest
care will be taken to ensure that only bona-fide advertisements
are accepted.
Wanted
Collector is anxious to build up a historical series of early
phonographs and gramophones for private exhibition, both cylinder and disc types. Machines need not necessarily be complete
Please send details and prices. Also required are early discs and
cylinders. Box 0003.
HiFi News for June, 1956, October, 1956, and February, 1957,
in clean condition for binding. State price. Box 0020.
Ferrograph or other portable Hi Fi tape recorder in Good condition. Holt. " Hillcrest". London Road. Coventry.

D \ MANG l( r-...

For Sale
E.N1.I. * lane records. Stereosonic and single channel, as new,
third off list price. Write for titles. Box 0033,

Good stocks always of JASON-RCA-ROGERS-Etc.
HI-FI Amplifiers and Equipment.
106 Newport Road, Tel. 3096
MIDDLESBROUGH.

PALMERS of
HIGH

FIDELITY

3 East Street,
DARLINGTON.

IN

HiFi Speaker System WB HF 1214 12in. with T12 tweeter in
senior corner reflex cabinet fibre glass lagged.
Condition new.
£23 o.n. Box 0032.

Te. 68043

RCA Orthophonie pre-amplifier/amplifier. New list £41. Cash
£31. Lane Mk. VI deck £ 10. Linear tape amplifier £ 10 10s. Od.
Collaro 3- speed single player £4 10s. Od. S.A.E. details. Box 0031

OXFORD

Goodmans Sherwood speaker enclosure and Goodmans Audiom
70 with low resonance cone £ 20 or nearest offer. Box 0030.

HORNS
SIX

•

SOUTH PARADE •
Telephone
Oxford 55360

Information • Demonstration •

Quad II excellent condition £ 28 10s. Od. Delivered 20 miles
radius and London area. D. Martin. 155. Hawthorn Road. Barnsbury. Woking. Surrey.

OXFORD

Installation

Leak TL 10 amplifier and " Point-One" pre- amplifier. unused £ 23.
Stern "Fidelity" pre- amplifier, new £ 5. "Connoisseur" pickup and
transformer, 78 head only £ 2. Collaro RC 54 in portable case.
perfect £ 8.
14. Brookfield Road, Rushden, Northants.

PETERBOROUGH, NORTHANTS
HI-FI EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
Amplifiers, Speakers and Enclosures, Transcription Motors,
High Quality Pickups, F. M . Radio Tuners and Tape Recorders
Equipment by All Leading Manufact rrrrr
Comparative Demonstrations

Grundig Crystal mike and TK/820. Mint
Mitchell. 18, Randolph Road, London, W.9.

CAMERA AND CINE CENTRE

14 Long Causeway.
Phone: PETERBOROUGH
also or K.P. Camera Shop, Kings Parade, Cambridge

5545

E.

FORD

LTD.

Tel.: Plymouth 63319
Specialist attention for Specialist equipment,
by

ACOUSTICAL, LEAK, RCA, ROGERS, GOODMAN, LOWTHER,
WHARFEDALE, ETC.
CABINETS AND ENCLOSURES TO ORDER.

Ferrograph 66H little used, as new £75 o.n.o.
London, S.W.7.

FARNHAM, SURREY.

6. Trevor Place,

SALISBURY, WILTS

• Stockists of all the leading makes of High- Fidelity Equipment.
• Comparative Demonstrations.
• Cabinet Manufacturers and Designers.
• Personal service and satisfaction guaranteed.

* Comparative tests of all HiFi systems.
* Tape Decks and Tape Recorders
* 23,000 Records from Stock
The West of England High Fidelity Centre

LLOYD & KEYWORTH, LTD„ The Record Shop,
267 Downing Street, Farnham, Surrey.
HAMPSHIRE

£ 5.

Tape bargain! One hundred and fifty only. 3- inch spools of
Emitape ( metal spools). Offered in lots of three spools at 10s. 6d..
postage paid. Cheques and p.o.s payable to Hi Fi Records, 99.
Mortimer Street. London, W.I.

7 GEORGE STREET, PLYMOUTH

SURREY AND

condition

RCA FM tuner, £28: Quad 2. £ 34: Vortexion W2A, £80: All
under guarantee.
Cabinet 32 x 18 x36, £ 18: Speaker cabinet
34 x23 x 16, £ 10: H.M.V. Record Cabinet. 32 x25 x 16. £8: Duode.
12C, £ 14. Box 0034.

PLYMOUTH- DEVON

ALBERT

ADVERTISEMENTS

Telephone: Farnham 5534.

J. F. SUTTON

HI-FI SPECIALISTS.
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• 89, Crane Street • Phone: 4633

EALISIVI
OVER THE NINE OCTAVE RANGE
Here is a simple unit to give life-like reproduction of any type of sound over 9 octaves
—including the entire musical fundamental
range with overtones. Enthusiasts will delight
in the true tonal quality, the unequalled tranient and low frequency response and the negligible

inter-modulation

of the

G.E.C.

Metal Cone Loudspeaker.
METAL

CONE

£9.5.0

LOUDSPEAKER

TAX PAID.

lus PRESENCE
WITH ADDED

LIFT'

TO

THE

MEDIUM

UPPER

REGISTER

Taking advantage of the exceptional bass
performance and smooth response of the metal
cone loudspeaker, this unit adds " presence"
to the reproduction of music—brings the sound
right into the room with you. Specially designed as an accessory to the loudspeaker, it's
amusic lover's " must."

PRESENCE UNIT FOR USE WITH
THE METAL CONE LOUDSPEAKER

£3.19.6
TAX FREE

These units are used in the new Periphonic Loudspeaker enclosure, as
demonstrated at the London Audio Fair.

WRITE TODAY FOR DETAILS
THE

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

CO.

LTD.,

MAGNET

381

HOUSE,

KINGSVVAY,

LONDON,

VV.C.2.

ADVERTISERS'

YOUR 111-141 DEALER
SOUTHA M PTON
* All makes of High Fidelity Equipment
* Expert knowledge and advice
* Records and Record Accessories
The West of England High Fidelity Specialists
J. F. SUTTON • 421, Shirley Road (Opp. Police Station)

STOKE-ON-TRENT, STAFFS.
HIGH FIDELITY SOUND EQUIPMENT
116, Birches Head Road, Hanley, Staffs.
Phone: S 0 . T 25194
Equipment by: Acoustical, Leak, Wharfedale, Garrard,
Collaro. Brenell, Pilot, Goodmans
HIRE PURCHASE FACILITIES AVAILABLE

SUTTON, SURREY

SHINNERS

Phone

HIGH STREET •
ACOUSTICAL GOODMANS

B. J. -

Vigilant 6000

SUTTON •

DYNATRON

-

SURREY

FE RROGRAPH

GRUNDIG .
LEAK PHILIPS
SIMON - ETC.
HIGH QUALITY CABINETS MADE TO ORDER

G.E.C.
RCA

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
*
*
*
*

LEADING MAKES OF HIGH FIDELITY
EQUIPMENT
COMPARATIVE DEMONSTRATIONS
SPECIAL CABINET WORK TO ORDER
LONG PLAYING RECORDS

GOULDEN AND CURRY LTD., 61 HIGH STREET.
WIGAN
R. H. COOK

281, Biiiinge Road, Pemberton, Wigan

Tel WIGAN 82643
ACOUSTICAL
BEAM ECHO
Amplifiers
GOODSELL
Loudspeakers
LEAK
by
F.M.Tuners
LOWTHER
Pick-Ups
ROGERS
Transcription Moto'.
R. C. A.
Tape Recorders
FERROGRAPH
Cabinets Supplied
Demonstration Monday -Friday 6.30-8.30 p.m.

RADIO & TELEVISION SERVICE
HIGH
FIDELITY

WORTHING, SUSSEX
Specialists in Hi-F1 Installations
Motors' Pickups • Amplifiers • Radio
Tuners Speaker enclosures • Recorders
Equipment by Pye,
Leak, Chapman,
Whiteley, Mullard, Wharfedale and others
Let us quote for your requirements

BARNES & SPICER LTD.

4CONNAUGHT BUILDINGS

Phone Worthing 2241

WORTHING, SUSSEX
We stock HiFi Equipment by Leak, Quad, Goodsell,
RCA, Acos, Garrard, Collaro, Tammy, Wharfedale and
Goodman and give fully comparative Demonstrations.

BOWERS & WILKINS LTD.,

1 Becket Bldgs., Littlehampton Road,
WORTHING

5142

North of the Border
GLASGOW

JAMES KERR &
Audio

CO.

Engineers

The Best of Equipment,
Cabinets, Loudspeakers, and Technical Service.
262 WOODLANDS ROAD, C.3.
WEST

6489

Acoustical Manufacturing Co.. Ltd.
Altobass, Ltd. ..
R. K. Appleby, Ltd. ...
Associated Electronic Engineers. Ltd.
Austin Paul. Ltd. ...
Burne-Jones Co., Ltd.
B.K. Partners, Ltd.
Bowers & Wilkins, Ltd. ...
C.Q. Audio. Ltd. ...
C. T. Chapman ( Reproducers). Ltd.
City Sale & Exchange, Ltd. ..
Classic Electrical Co., Ltd.
Collaro, Ltd.
Coventry Radio ...
Dulci Co., Ltd. ...
Dust Bug ...
Dynatron Radio, Ltd....
E.A.P. (Tape Recorders), Ltd. ...
Elon Tape Development Co., Ltd.
E.M.I. Sales & Service, Ltd. ...
General Electric Co., Ltd.
Goldring Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Goodmans Industries, Ltd.
S. Goodsell. Ltd. ...
Grampian Reproducers, Ltd.
John Grenfell, Ltd.
H. C. Harridge
Hartique
Thomas Heinitz
Hi Fi Dealers ...
Hollick & Taylor ...
Home Radio ( Mitcham). Ltd.
Howard Photographic ...
Jason Motor & Electronic Co. ...
Labgear, Ltd. ...
Lambda Record Co.
Largs of Holborn ...
John Lewis Partnership
Lewis Radio Co. ...
Lustraphone, Ltd. .
Maestrovox. Ltd. ...
Magnafon. Ltd....
Magnegraph
Metro Sound Manufacturing Co.
Modern Electrics, Ltd....
Multicore Solders. Ltd...
Musicraft Audio Products, Ltd. ...
M.S.S. Recording Co., Ltd ...
rphonic Reproducers, Ltd. ...
Photo Optix
Pilot
Quality Mart ...
Rare Records, Ltd.
Rimington van Wyck, Ltd.
Rogers Developments. Ltd.
Romagna Reproducers ..
Smith's of Edgware Road
Sonomag. Ltd.
Sound Tape Vision
A. L. Stamford ...
Stylus Replacement Services
A. R. Sugden & Co., Ltd.
Surrey Record Centre .
Tape Record Library ...
Tele Radio ( 1943), Ltd....
Verdik Sales. Ltd. ...
Vortexion, Ltd. ...
Watts Radio
Welmec Corp. Ltd.
Westrex Co., Ltd....
Wharfedale Wireless Works, Ltd.
Whiteley Electrical/Holley's
Wright & Weaire, Ltd. ...
Chas. H. Young, Ltd. ...
382
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EWEITAPE
mil/woe/wee
MAGNETIC
RECORDING
TAPE

EMICASE

retek

GENERAL PURPOSE

lime!

1
LONG PLAY
50"„ increased playing time

TYPE
No.
88/6E
*99/9E

TITLE

SIZE

LENGTH
APPROX.

"Junior"

5" dia.
5" dia.

600'
850'

£1 .
£1 .

3 . 6
10 . 6

19

PRICE IN
"EMICASE"

88/9E
*99/12E

"Continental"

51." dia.
5r dia.

850'
1200'

£1 .
£1 .

10 . 6
17 . 6

88/1 2E
*99/1 8E

"Standard"

7" dia.
7" dia.

1200'
1800'

£1 .
£2 .

17 . 6
I:: . 6

* LONG PLAY-50% increased playing time.

E.M.I. SALES & SERVICE LTD
(Recording
,

38

Equipment

Division)

HAYES•MIDDLESEX•ENGLAND
ES ISO

C

C
J

2

THE QUAD II IN THE WORLD — No. 5

1L>

b

4 91

THE FALL. • •
adds its own wealth
of colour and beauty
to the scene.
The Great St. Lawrence
Ingins to _ freeze
—and Qt 'AD Amplifiers
(ughi the long overland haul
rrom St. John, Nemfoundland.
For here, as elsewhere
ill

the northern hemisphere,

people ( Ire turning to
thoughts of winter evenims
ai o! gramophone records.

N
I
N(

IDENTALLY,

fl

Canal was staged

the first of the large

scale demonstratins of live and recorded music using QUAD
II Amplifier and Wharfedale loudspeakers, and it was in
Montreal that Mr. J. B. Smyth, the Acoustical agent for
Canada, used QUAD II

Amplifiers to provide

I

musical

illustrations for the now famous lecture "The Psychopathology
of the Hi-Fi Addict" by Dr. Angus Bowes— himself aQuad
owner for many years.

is used whererer people ‘ Ire inter ., t,d in

the closest approach to the oriainal
sound
‘s,
S'epil

U

ST ICA L -

1:,e// &!aiír and Brochure lo I)

ACOUSTICAL

H FN

MANUFACTURING

HUNTINGDON, HUN1S

COMPANY

LTD.

HUNTINGDO

Published by Classical Record News Ltd., 99 Mortimer Street, Lc ndon, W.I. and printed by The Cable, Printing and Publishing Co.,
62 Doughty Stree. London, W.C.I.

